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ABSTRACT
This report contains background material for Volume I of the study
program. Included are abstracts of reports and documents pe_inent to a study
of visual simulation techniques and devices; bibliographic references; a summary
of replies to a television survey; a summary of replies to a survey of the visual
simulation industry; a report on facility visits; and a guide to visual simulator
literature.
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Sect ion I
INTRODUCTION
Volume I of this report is a technical discussion of a study to further
the NASA flight simulation facility program for virtual image, out-the-window
display systems. The two phased study program involved a detailed analysis and
evaluation of four categorical designs for an infinity image system, including
auxiliary studies in the field of high resolution closed circuit television. The
most promising design in terms of present capability and future expansion was
carried to a point suitable for a definitive design.
The present volume gives the results of a comprehensive survey of the
visual simulation and television manufacturers' industries. Included herein are
abstracts of documents, reports, and papers pertaining to visual simulation and
television techniques and design, as well as related system components; a general
bibliography of related reference material; asummary of replies received to a
state-of-the-art television survey; a summary of replies to a survey of the Visual
simulation industry; a report on facility visits; and a guide to visual simulator
literature.
Thus this compendium, while essential to the technical discussion carried
in Volume I, performs the additional function of serving as a handbook to persons
working in the general areas of visual simulation. It is a summary of known attempts
at design, manufacture, and evaluation of visual simulation equipment.
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ABSTRACTS
The primary consideration in choosing documents and articles for abstraction was
pertinence to the technical portion of this study; that is, to compile pertinent data, state-of-
the-art designs, and new ideas, all of which would be evaluated in the parametric studies
forming a part of Phase I and Phase 2 of the program.
It soon became obvious that strict adherence to the original idea would not produce
much of anything to abstract. The actual amount of literature relating to virtual image, out-
the-wlndow display systems that is unclassified or free from proprietary strings is still relatively
scarce.
With the horizons of the literature search broadened through necessity, the subjects
that were searched and abstracted included: visual simulation devices and techniques, display
systems, optical training devices, wide angle optical systems, television design and techniques,
feasibility studies, etc. Methods of improving performance of related componehts (such as in
reduction of specular reflections from display surfaces: see Colman, et al) were included, in
some instances.
The literature search utilized the resources of the U.S. Patent Office, the Defense
Documentation Center, the Office of Technical Services, the Engineering Societies' Library,
and the Technical Information Service. The types of literature that were covered in the search
included:
A. Research, development, test, and evaluation documents
2.1
BQ
C.
D.
E.
F.
U.S. and foreign patents
Periodicals and books
Meeting papers and conference proceedings
Translations of foreign journals
Journal articles.
The abstracts that follow vary in length and in technical content. Generally, this
is because added emphasis has been placed on those reports most pertinent to the technical
discussion in Volume I. For the same reason, pertinence to the overall objective of the study
program, the writer has added his own conclusions to several abstracts. This was done only
when such conclusions are obvious. At allltimes, objectivity has been the keynote of the
abstracts.
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Author: Allen, C.H., Jr., Doty, A.B., Jr., and McCorm|ck, E.C.
Title: "The Space Flight Simulator for the U oS.A.F° Aerospace Research
Pilot School." Paper presented at AIAA/AFLC/ASD Support for
Manned Flight Conference, Dayton, Ohio, Aprll 21 - 23, 1965.
SUMMARY: Thls paper provides technlcal details on the design, measured performance
of the various system elements, and use of the T-27 Space Flight Simulator for training
and research at the USAF Aerospace Research Pilot School. A description in detail is
provlded for each of these areas.
Use of the Simulator
The T-27 Space Flight Simulator will be used for training selected aerospace
pilots for flight crews, research pilots and systems managers of the future. It will serve
to bring about a physlcal interpretation and significance of fundamental theories such as
vehicle dynamlcs, launch, ascent, orbit |njectlon, orbital theory, and other concepts.
It will also serve as an engineering evaluation tool.
Computation System
The entire system is controlled by a solid-state dlgltal computer with analog
accessories. After a change in platform orlentation in response to commands, the platform
is returned to its origlnal or rest position at rates below the detection threshold of the sub-
jects being trained.
Motion System
The main motions are provlded by the moving base on which the cab|n portion
of the simulator |s mounted. These motions are accompllshed by means of a hydraulic drive
system, selected for its low noise in operation and hlgh power efflclency at low and zero
speeds.
2.3
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In addition to the cabin motions, vibration and buffeting are supplied by I
means of seat motion. I
Visual Simulation
The T-27 Space Flight Simulator utilizes the virtual image visual system I
designed by the Farrand Optical Company to provide an out-the-window view of the I
star field, rendezvous vehicle, and earth scene as viewed from an earth orbiting flight.
The celestial sphere and its drives, the illuminator and associated occulting I
disc, and the optical elements which comprise the star field image generator are I
described in operation. In general, the star field generator forms the necessary star
images, subtracts the image in the earth's shadow, and relays the final result into the I
rest of the system. I
The rendezvous image generator is the only portion of the system which employs
television techniques. The TV pickup is accomplished by means of a model and an optical I
system, and is injected into the display by means of a CRT display. The pickup tube is a I
I-I/2 inch vidlcon, selected for its low noise in spite of noticeable "stickiness". The TV
system employs a 33 mc bandwidth for its 1200 scanning lines. Resolution was not stated. I
A Mission Effects Projector, or MEP, for earth scene image generation is also I
described. The earth scene is made up from a colored transparency, a separate cloud
transparency for the horizon, and a mask to simulate the transition from daylight to night. I
Provisions have been made to add a simulatlon of the sun at a later date. I
The equipment was subjected to extensive tests. This included measurements
of the optical system losses, angular size of the field of view through the window, system I
collimation, system mapping, etc. The authors conclude that the visual simulation, in the I
opinion of the USAF, is a successful development.
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A_Jthor: Altes, S.K and Chu, J.H_
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Title: Feasibility Study, Wide Angle Television Display. General Electric Company,
_a-f Products Department, Syracuse, N.Y. Technical Report: NAVTRA-
DEVCEN 15U7-1, 14 November 1956. Contract No. 1928(00).
(AD-273 486)
SUMMARY: This report describes the result of a study of known approaches to generation
and presentation of a non-programmed wide angle television display. The purpose of this
program was to provide information on the means and methods of using television to present
a wide angle, non-programmed visual display of a real world enviranment. The study ex-
amined all possible approach techniques, including both feasible and non,feaslble approaches.
The authors conclude that high efficiency optical systems used wlth a cathode
ray tube are the most likely solution to the problem. Thls high efficlency can beachleved
either with a high'l_, directional: projection screen or by a virtual |mage system. They_state
that the wlde-angle requirement makes.lt virtually impossible to obtain high definiffon at
I
I
the camera as well asat the display end.
Sincethis study was made, techniques employed in virtual i_ag,elpro_ection
have achieved the high resolution, wide-angie requirements. In particular, ir_the section
I
I
dealing with vlrtual imaglng techniques, the authors describe approaches wh|_: haveislnce
been.evaluated at Parrand. Thetechnlques included in the discussion of virtual lmage sys-
tems include projection at infinity using oll filled lenses; systems usinga reffa_t|ve-reflectlve
I
I
compound approach; projection on a directional screen; a mirror virtual image systeml Fremel
lenses technlqge; and systems using anamorphic lenses. The authors suggest that anamo_hic
systems offer a greater flexibility in design than those using spherlcal'optics. They imply
I
I
that this approach may be an advantage in designing panoramic displays in which thelangle
of view is' larger in thehorlzontal than In the vertical direction.
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Author:
Title:
Aranson, M.
"Wide Angle Visual Simulation Requirements and Experience"
Paper presented at AIAA Simulation for Aerospace Flight Conference,
Columbus, Ohio, August 26-28, 1963.
SUMMARY: This paper defines and discusses the requirements for acceptable non-
programmed wide angle visual displays for use in the training of pilots. It shows how
an analysis of requirements for flight near the earth's surface can establish the design
parameters for visual simulation. Some visual attachments and research hardware
developed by the U.S. Naval Training Device Center (NAVTRADEVCEN), Port
Washington, N.Y., to achieve these requirements are described. The compromises
and limitations of the equipment are discussed.
I
I
Over the years NAVTRADEVCEN has obtained engineering solutions for non-
programmed wide angle visual displays.in four categories:
I. Optical display projection
I
I
.
3.
4.
Computation of pictorial elements
Television
Direct model viewing
I
I
In the evaluation of devices under study at NAVTRADEVCEN, advantages
and limitations of each technique were discussed. These can be summarized as follows:
I. Optical display projection (utilizing point light source)
I
I
Advantages
a. Color - realistic, within certain limlts.
b. Linear perspective - sufficiently correct.
I
I
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c _ Detail - three dimensional objects are presented in proper perspective.
d. Fidelity - good resolutions within certain ranges.
Limitations
a. Size of transparency - large, in terms of engineering practicalities.
b. Fidelity of simulation - contrary to human experience. Due to changing
ratio of magnification, clarity varies with light source to display - object
distance. The lower the simulated altitude, the poorer the definition.
c. Perspective - using front projection, perspective is distorted because of
•.L_ ,___.;.. Of the ""^;_"_':'" ,,,,,k_v_, thA hnr|_nn pass|ng throuah,,, ,u_.u, ,u,, i '"t'- ...... so-roe ................. -
the observer's eye.
d. Th,'ee dimensional objects - lines or contours on "backside" of solid, trans-
parent object will be projected and superimposed over "front side" projection.
e. Small flight angles (5° down or less) - limit on visibility range, ten times the
altitude.
Computation of pictorial elements
Advanta_les
a. Wide angle - large, limited by number of panels used.
b. Resolution - at time, 525 line "IV on 16" X 16" panel.
c. Light level - I/2 foot lambert.
Limitations
a. Image display - limited to patterns whose shape and shadows can be expressed
rnath emat i ca I ly.
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b. Color reproduction- limited.
c. Visual information content - limited by computer storage capacity.
Television
Advantages
a. Full color reproduction possible.
b. Versatility - by use of transparency or other display object,
various scenes can be changed at will.
c. Insertion - multiple scenes can be mixed on screen.
d. Perspective - electronically computed relationships provide accurate cues.
e. Resolution - limited by TV state-of-art.
f. Light amplification - low light level available In image generating system
does not prohibit bright projected picture.
Limitations
a. Resolution - decreases proportional to angular coverage.
b. End registration with multiple projectors.
c. Brightneu - low level represents low visibility only.
Direct model viewing
Advantages
a. Observed reallt_ - excellent, particularly with respect to other techniques.
b.
Ce
Image quality - approxlmately equal to that of unaided vision.
Field of view - large, particularly with respect to most other technlques.
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Limitations
a. Head movement - limited by optical considerations.
b. Ambient lighting conditions - limits viewing to darkened
compartment
NAVTRADEVCEN has feasibility stud|es underway on some of these problems .
A television project at General Precision laboratory under contract N61339-695 at-
tempts to solve the resolution problem by using three high defin|t|on cameras side-by-
side vlewlng the target through a common entrance lens. The resulting coverage _s
o
150 . Improved edge registration of the projectors is by high stability and quality
sweep circuits. The brightness problem is acute only when projecting on a screen of ten
feet radius or larger. At the tlme of this paper, the project had not yet presented
a solution.
With respect to field of view requirements, experiments show that airplane
pilots can do remarkably well with limited vision. For adequate distance to a ref-
erence point at an angular rate formation, 25-30 degrees is sufficient to glve full
cockpit vision performance. The edge of the display screen should not be within
the angular field of view needed by the pilot or a false external reference clue
is provided.
Of solutions produced from 1947 - 1962, more emphasis has been placed upon
the television technique than the others. For this period, no mention is made of virtual
image simulation techniques.
Appended to this paper is a list of 39 references and a bibliography com-
prised of 14 items.
Aufhor|
Title:
BaUdw]n, M.W. Jr.
"The Subiecttve Sharpness of Simulated Television Images", proceedlngs
of the I.R.E., Vol. 28, Oct° 1940, p. 458-68.
SUMMARY: Thls study employs a method for determining the subjective sharpness of
television images by comp_rison with defocussed projected film. Subjects were required
to compare resolutions as the film focussing was adjusted for equal sharpness of the TV
and film Images. When the images were judged equally sharp by the median of the ob-
server group, the size of the figure of confusion of the motion picture was taken as a
measure of resolution of the compared television image.
Sharpness in the subjective sense is found to increase more and more slow,.
ly as the resolution (an objective measure) is increased. Television images in the range
of 150 to 600 line scan structure were covered, and it was determined that the 600 line
structure was already well into the area of "diminishing returns" wlth respect to relolu-
tion, although still far from the 131_imate boundary of sharpness discrimination.
Measurements were also made of "sharpness" versus aspect ratio, for fig-
ures of confusion having aspects in the range 2/5 to 5/2. For hlgh sharpness pictures, the
difference noted over this range was very small, while for low sharpness pictures there was
a slight preference for horizontal as opposed to vertical resolution.
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i Author: Bjelland, H.L.
Title: Data Display Study. National Cash Register Co., Hawthorne,
Californ|a, Quarterly Report No. 3, I June - I Sept. 63,
Contract No. DA 36-039-SC-90855
(AD-425 941)
SUMMARY: Investigation covered in th|s phase of the contract was d|rected toward the
use of photochromic techn|ques for |nformat|on d|splay. The concept appears to be to con-
trol the density of photochrom|c materlal by means of ultraviolet or other light produced by
a CRT. The photochromic is then used as a light valve in conjunction wlth a separate source
for producing an image for project|on.
The discussion of vls|ts to !8 agencies and organizations presents some useful
views on several aspects of the television art.
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Author: Brouillette, J.W., et al
Title: Large-Area Display Panel, Eighth Quarterly Report, I March through 31 May
1964 on Contract DA36-039-sc-90755 to General Electrlc Co., Syracuse,N.Y.
(AD-443043)
SUMMARY: This project is directed toward achieving large area high resolutlon dlsplay
that can be viewed comfortably under conditions of high amblent illumination.
The selected approach consists of obtaining an image on thermoplastic medium
by wrlting with an electron beam, and displaying thls image by means of a TIRP (Totally
Internal Reflecting Prism) optical system.° The light source will be a 1600 watt xenon arc
lamp, and it is expected that nearly 100 watts will be incident on the aperture when the
system is run at full power. Resolution of the system should approach the deslred goal of
3000 Ilnes.
No deflnitlve conclusions are reached in this report, but the techniques
employed are in the direction of produclng high resolution high brightness displays, and
they seem to be conceptually sound.
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Author:
Title:
Buddenhagen, T°F. and Wolpin, M.P.
A Study of Visual Simulation Techniques for Astronautical Flight Training.
Avionics bivisi'on, Bell Aerosystems CO ', D|vlslor_ of Bell Aerospa4:e Corp.
WADD Technical Report 60-756, March 1961. Contract No. AF 33(616)-
7028, Project No. 61.14, Task No. 60863.
(AD-260 093)
iSL_MMAR_: This report presents the results of a study of the engineering requirements for
visual simulation in astronautical flight training, and presents and evaluates the techniques
and design concepts which are applicable to such simulation. It includes a compilation of
applicable techniques, the determination of the probable visual environment of space, and
an ir_vestigation of a method which predicts the perceptual fidelity achieved by the various
simulation techniques. The report is divided into sections which discuss visual simulation
_requlrements, basic techniques, image display and generation, and conclusions and recom-
mendations. Appendices deal with particular problems: theater configuration, the visual
_nvi[onment in space, fidelity af simulation, and special techniques and equipment.
*izations that were visited in preparation of the study are listed.
include..
Organ-
A number of topics that are discussed appear worthy of investigation. These
I. The sdbject of window deslgn. The authors state that the problem of provldlng for wide
angle view Can be m|nlmized if more than one window is considered. The windows will be
lo_:ated c!lose to the pilot who will be expected to move hls head from slde to slde to extend
"his f_eld of vipw. It appears that extra wide angle direct viewing facilities, such as those
_avai_able from a bubble canopy, will not be provided. Windows will be relatively small and
widely spaced, so the total view may be simulated by several individual display systems with
2.13-
their lines of demarcationoutsidethe traineesfield of view.
2. Basictechniquescons|deredfor application to the visual simulation of spaceflight.
Theseare:
a) film
b) combinationof fllm and television
c) fully optical
d) point light source
e) fully optical wlth Image intensification
f) television
g) electrolumlnescence.
Only fully optical and television techniques were considered feasible for the simulation
of astronautical flight.
3. The section dealing with Image generation discusses how the image may be displayed
by the use of several separate model systems: a celestial model system, an orbital model
system, close approach model systems, and a landing model system. Principal require-
ments of the celestial model system are:
a) Star Images of suitable quantity, quality, and accuracy must be provided to
achieve realism and to facilitate theft use for dlrectlen finding.
b) The celestial Image must be capable of being occulted.
\,
c) The model system must be capable of generating the view In all directions
wlth a minimum of display or control restrictions.
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d) Moon and planet Images must be accurately varied as to size and location in
the star field.
e) The sun image must also be capable of being ac_curately varied as a function of
tlme and vehicle location.
A technique is presented for projecting the earth globe. This utlllzes a
point light source projection techn|que. A spherlcal transparency, representing the earth,
rotates about the light source. The resulting image Is directed to a translucent rear pro-
jection screen, which is a segment of the surface of a large sphere.
Consideration Is given to the design of a camera lens. A conventional lens,
having its entrance pupil within the obiective, requires can_derable clearance of the en-
trance pupil to avoid physical interference with the model. The authors then go on to de-
scribe a lens with an external pupil, which has a viewing point in front of the objective,
permitting a close approach to the model. Thus, proper perq_ective can be obtained while
permitting the incorporation of rotatable prisms to vary the orlentatlon of the Ilne-of-slght
without moving the camera. A lens of thls type called the "Angular Coordinate Camera
Lens" has been designed for television simulators. The authors then discuss a proposed opti-
cal arrangement. The discussion Includes descriptions of an azimuth motion prism arrange-
ment and a multl-vlew camera lens system which provides three window views simultaneously.
Analyses presented In thls report have been limited exclusively to the problems
Involved in the simulation of wide-angle viewing through vehicle portholes or windows. As
used, "wide-angle" refers to flelds-of-vlew of approximately 60 ° to 80 °.
2.15
Only one mention is made of a wide-angle system which is an exception to
this last statement, in the appendix dealing with special techniques and equipment, the
authors discuss a wlde-angle anamorphlc lens for motion picture pickup, giving a 130° field.
The view is distorted about 40%, but this distortion Is removed in the projection system by suit-
able choice of projector location and screen shape. A malor drawback of this type of lens for
use In a simulator application Is the location of the entrance pupil point within the glass,
limiting the closeness of approach to a model.
The basic types of television camera tubes suitable for use In vlsual simulation
are described. The flying spot scanner technique of generating a television signal, television
display techniques, television resolution rating technTque_, color television techniques, and
television Image enhancement techniques are all discussed.
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Author: Calucci, E.J. et al
Title: "Solid-State light Valve Study" Technical Documentary Report No. RADC-
TDR-64-192 dated June 1964.
(AD-602666)
SUMMARY: To circumvent the limitations imposed by cathode ray tubes, light valve
techniques have been envisioned for data display applications. This study was undertaken
to determine the feasibility of using a solid-state crystal exh'_iting an electro-optic effect,
as the heart of a light valve projection display system. The electro-optic effect considered
employs polarization phenomena. The crystal is mounted in a vacuum tube, and is scanned
by an electron beam. The concept is due to Dr. Hans Jaffee, and is covered in his 1952
patent number 2,616'962.
Conclusions are that a solid-state light valve is feasible for large screen display
applications. Materials suggested are from the 42M(Vd) tetragonal class, and KD2P is
mentioned in particular since it possessesa lower half-wave retardation voltage and an
inherent charge storage which makes the optical image appear brighter. Optical resolution
is a problem because of electron beam spot size and fringing electrostatic fields within the
crystal.
2.17
Author: Carel , W.I.. and Zilgalvis, A.
Title: Analysis Of Pictorial Displays , JANAIR Joint Army-Navy Aircraft
Instrumentation Research. First Quarterly Report_ September 1964
No. 2732.01/19 Contract NONR 4468 (00)
(AD-606705)
SUMMARY: The objective of this study is an analysis of the capabilities of pictorial
cockpit displays. It includes a study and definition of the associated sensor and data
processing requirements.
The desired output of the program is the specification of pictorial display
systems which will be useful in specific types of missions. In the course of the work a
large family of displays and television systems are considered. This report contains goo_
discussions of conventional cathode ray tubes, storage display tubes, color cathode ray
tubes and several video sensors.
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II Author: Carey, P.M.
Title: "Pilot's-Eye View is Pro[ectecl on Screen In Vlsuai-Simulatlon Flight Trainer",
Canadian Electronics Engineering, Vol. 7, Feb. 1963, p. 31-35, 46.
SUMMARY: A visual simulator built by Canadlan Avlatlon Electronics for the F-104 Flight
Simulator Is designed to glve the pilot visual training In landings, take-offs, and tactical
exercises. A non-programmed view projected on a screen In front of the pilot depicts what
he would see from the aircraft In actual flight.
The technique used by CAE was explained. The visual system is built up around
an analog model of the ground. An actual aerial photographic slide transparency of an area of
ground stores the basic information containing the ground terrain. The slide is projected on to
a spherical "model" screen, the Image on the screen being a direct analog of the terrain to a
certain scale. The terrain Image Is then transformed by a lens lnto a perspective Image on the
photocathode of a TV camera tube. The plane of the photocathode is inclined at an angle to
the ground plane, this angle contributing to the amount of perspective distortion. The lens
ls located at all times by aircraft motions such that It analogs the pilot's eye.
The TV video Is cabled to a projector behind the cockpit. This projects the
perspective display on to a screen In front of the pilot.
C)ne assumption made In using this technique is that the earth Is plane. This
means that buildings are not displayed in true perspective.
The TV camera lens operates at about f/12 - f/14. The focal length of the lens
is approximately I0 millimeters and the depth of focus about 3 In. - 12 ft. within the resolu-
tion limitations of the vidlcon. Field of view is 60 degrees.
2.1_-
The ITnearmagnlf|cat|on of the TV image from vTdicon face to p|lotms display
|s 250X. The TV projector uses Schmldt optics and a 5-1nch kTnescope tube giv|n_ about 5
foot lamberts brlghtness. The perspecffve scaling is such that the pilot's display subtends
the same angle at the pTIot's eye as the real scene would from a real aircraft.
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Author:
Tltle:
SUMMARY:
Carey, P.M.
"Simulating the Moving Per_ectlve View From an Aircraft", SMPTE,
Vol. 73, No. 10, October 1964, p. 854-857.
This article discusses a system which has been developed to provide the
same visual cues to a pilot in a flight trainer that a pilot flying an actual airplane would
encounter. In order to create the sensation of flying, the system continuously computes
a perspective vlewOf simulated terrain. This is accomplished by projecting a magnified
image of a photographic terrain slide onto a screen. This represents the area of terrain
over which the simulated flight takes place.
The screen is at an angle from the perpendicular to a scanning TV camera
lens. Thus the camera lens sees a terrain scene in perspective. The perspective image
relayed by the TV llnk Is formed on the photocathode of a TV camera tube. The video
signal which now contains the perspec'tive distortion is fed to a TV projector, which re-
produces the picture on a screen in front of the pilot.
Simulated motions of the aircraft are managed by controlled movements of
the TV camera (roll, pitch, and attitude) and the terrain slide (aircraft heading). Servo
information defining these parameters is generated by the flight computer and forms the
input control s|gnals to the visual system.
2.21
Author: Chol, O., Gray, S., Herald, P., "and Marrc 7, P.
Tlt!e: _t|ed Research on High Resolution Camera Tube. Interim Engineering
_No. 3., Contract No'. AF 33(657)-7939. RCA Electron & Tube
Division, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
(AD-29 2 650)
SUMMARY: This work is a continuation in development of a camera tube of the Image
Orthlcon type. One object ls the development of a target structure consistent with a high
sensitivity camera tube capable of 1500 television lines per inch at 50% sine wave response
over a 2 x 2 inch format. Improvements were obtained by the use of smooth cathodes.
While most of the report expounds the details of making Improved imqe
orthlcons it does seem that the authors have succeeded in obtaining results somewhat super-
for to those obtained in present image orthicon, and may eventually achieve the rewlutlen
being sought.
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Author:
Title:
Clay, B.R., Kidd, M.C., Whistler, R., and Wendt, H.W.
Irtve_ti.qqtlan of 360-Dearee Nonoroarammed Visual Presentation.
Radio Corporation of America, Defense Electronic Products, Aerospace
Communications and Controls Division, Burlington, Mass. Technical
Report: NAVTRADEVCEN 1053-1, 10 March 1962, Contract No. N61339-1053.
SUMMARY:
of good performance could be designed, utilizing recent advances ;n electronics, optics, and
data recordlng in judicious combination. The objective was to so design the system that It
would meet the requirements of a visual s|mulation attachment for vehicle training devices.
Following a survey of past accomplishments In the field of visual simulation,
a study was made of potential system components and techniques. Two basic systems were _
synthesized that appeared to hold high probability of successfully fulfilling the requirements
of the 360 ° system. In each of these systems, a television pickup scans a terrain model In
response to computer-processed control actions of the trainee. The scan is optically rotated
360 ° In azimuth. The vldeo-lnformation is transmitted to a display system mounted directly
above the head of the student. The scene on the dlsplay screen is formed as a real image on
the focal surface of an ellpsoldai mirror that surrounds the observer. The scene is thusmode
to appear at inflnity.
The two proposed television systems differ from each other in the number of
channels, and in the plckup and display devices that are used.
The first system, called a "flsh-eye" system, employs a relatively small number
of parallel channels (ln the system descrlbed in the study, five channels); the second, or
"fly's-eye" system, utilizes one channel for each elevation resolution element-a total of
3025 channels. The "fish-eye" lens, then, Is a wide angle optical system; whereas the
A study was undertaken to determine whether a 360 ° panoramic television system
_23
"fly's-eye" lens gets its name from the large number of small lenticulated elements which
make up the optical system. Each system utilizes fiber optics to transmit the image from
the pick-up optical system to the focal ptbne of the proiection lens. Each system also
incorl_orates optical derotators.
As a result of the work performed during the study, the authors claim that--
the 360 ° television system appears to be wlthin reach. Recommending that development
be continued, they give highest prTorlty to the development of the "fly's-eye" lens system.
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Author:
Title:
Caiman, K.W., Courtney, D., Freeman, J.B., and Bernstein, R.
The ControL_of Spgcvlar Reflections frgm Briaht Tube Radar Dlsolays.
Courtney and Co., 1711Walnut St., Philadelphia, 3, Pa., Report
No. 23, Project K, 15 November 1958. Contract No. Nonr-2346(00).
(A0-209 279)
SUMMARY: This report is the result of a study to determine methods for coping with
reflections from display surfaces and for minimizing the effects of specular reflections
on operator performance. A search was undertaken to determine whether applicable
.__L._, ...... iT_....,:.,,, _e_lo,._1,,n_ m|ght nlr_y be available. A theoretical SOlu--.I-1_q[_; rl!'ll_U_:_ for _llllllllUlill_ ..................
fion to the problem was proposed. Based on this theory, a prototype of the Reflection
Attenuator (RAT) was b_._._ltand tested.
This tecJ_nique consistslkof combining a circular polarizer with a curved
implosion screeh to form a reflection attenuator. The device is positioned between the
observer and the display device; I.e., bright tube radar display. The circular polarizer
is used to eliminate reflections from the tube face, and the implosion screen is curved
to eliminate first surface reflections frown_he glass and the circular polar|zing filter.
The first surface reflect_.ons are absorbed by a light absorbing surface or a light trap.
Comparative physical measurements made with the RAT prototype model
showed a reduction of reflections on the order of 97% when the RAT was used. Some
of the proposed features to improve performance are an adjustable angle of incidence
for the |mploslon screen for various ambient lighting conditions and v_ewlng angles, and
lamination of the circular polarizer into the implosion screen to improve strength and
optical properties. '
2.25_
Author:
Title:
Cope, A.D. and Bruce, W.F.
"Low-Energy-Electron Scattering from Photoconductors Applied to a Camera
Tube" RCA Review- Vol. XXVI, No. 2, June 1965, pp. 242-261.
SUMMARY: The paper describes developments in vidicon tube targets which give high per-
formance in the Isocon mode of scanning. Tubes incorporating these improved targets were
found to have illumination thresholds two orders of magnitude lower than those of conven-
tional vidicons, signal-to-noise ratios comparable with the image orthicon, and a dynamic
range ten times that of the image orthlcon.
The isocon method of scanning differs from orthicon scanning in that the scattered
electrons rather than specularly reflected electrons are used in readout of the target. A
demountable photoconductive isocon was constructed in which the photocathode and storage
target of the orthicon were replaced by various different photoconductive targets. The
electron-optic structure was modified so that operation could be achieved in either the
orthicon or the isocon mode.
Resolution is high because of the photoconductive target, and at low illumination
the lower noise of the isocon mode results in higher resolving power than is obtainable with
the orthicon.
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Author:
Title_.
deFlorez Co., inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
Study of Point Light Source Projection System Components: Technical
Report: NAVTRADEVCEN 1628-1, hNar_:h 1959, Contract Nonr 1628(00).
(AD-233 882)
SUMMARY: Thls report is the first in a series designed to Indicate the usefulness of the
point light source in presenting the visual displays required for various training devices.
The point source projection system utilizes a very small Intense light source to project a
dlsplay-object onto a screen, with appropriate drives and controls to move the light source
and d|splay-object relative to one another and wlth an appropriate supporting str.-cture.
Thus a continually moving, wlde angle visual display ls presented roan observer who ls
actually stationary in space. This display is presented with appropriate perspective, size,
and position relative to the observer, thus simulating the vlsual world as viewed from any
deslred position and viewing angle in space. The display is completely non-programmed.
The study has been directed to the three basic components of the systeml
the point source of light, 1he dlsplay-object, and the screen, and to the inter-relatlonshlps
of these components as they affect the net end product of the system, tl_e visual display-
image as seen by the observer. The current state-of-the-art of point light source projection
techniques Is covered, and areas are lndlcated where further development would contribute
most to the usefulness of this technlque and training devices. Technical considerations in
the design of devices using point light source technlques are discussed. Derivation of Im-
portant relafionshlps as well as other useful technical Information are furnished in appendices..
The report points out the advantages of the point source projection technique
2.27
which make it attractive in training programs requiring visual displays. These features
are polnted out as being desirable:
I. Presentation of the visual d|splay is non-programmed. The tralnee is free to
maneuver at will withln the range of the trainer.
2. The vlsual display covers a very wide angle. Displays up to 160° in az|muth are
off-the-shelf items. More sophistlcated point source projectors can provide displays up
to 200 ° in azimuth. A claim is made for full 360 ° displays.
3. The visual dlsplay is sufficiently correct in perspectlve to be conv|ncing, regard-
less of the relative viewing posltion of the observer.
4. The display can be presented in color.
5. The components involved in the point source projection techn|que are relatively
inexpenslve, compared wlth other vlsual technique systems.
6. If necessary, three dlmenslonal objects can be presented in thls display in proper
perspective.
Thls report also admits to certain deficlencles in the po|nt source projectlon
technique. These are listed as follows:
Io The maxlmum d|stance vislble in any dlrection is Iimlted clue to the total reflect|on
of light which occurs when rays are incident at acute angles on a transparent reed|urn denser
than alr. With flat transparent display-objects of commonly available materlals, the ob-
server's slmulated vlsibility is Iimlted to a distance equal to approximately 10 times h|s s|mu-
lated vlewlng altitude.
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2. Clarlty of the dlsplay-image varles inversely with simulated altitude. This results
i.- a reversal of conditions experienced in real life, slnce in real life resolution improves
_v_th approach to ground.
3. There is a moderate distortion of per_ectlve because of the displacement between
the observers eye and the projection source. This results in distortion of position, and its
aerlvatives, slze, veiocity, and ' ""' " " acceleraT,ono
4. Because of lhi,|tut|ons on scale resuJtlng from diffraction effects and extended
source effects, l=rge display objects are required to present extensive traln|ng areas.
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Author:
Titles:
The deFIorez Company, Into0 Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
I
I
The Application of Point Light Source Techniques to a "Break-Out"
Landlng Attachment to a Twln-Englne Instrument Trainer. Tech-
nical Report: NAVTRADEVCEN 1628-2t March 1959.
(AD-227 558)
The Application of Point Source Projection Techniques to Helicopter
Low-Altitude Navigation Training. Technical Report: NA_rRADEVCEN
1628-3, March 1959.
(AD-235 880)
The Application of Point Source Projection Techniques to Low-Altitude
High-Speed Navigation Training. Technical Report. NAVI"RADEVCEi',I
[628-4, April 1959.
(AD-235 881)
Methods of Presenting Moving Objects in Point Light Source Visual Displays.
Technical Report: N_,VTRADEVCEN 1628-5, June 1959.
(AD-233 912)
I
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I
The Application of Point Source Prolectlon Techniques to Air-to-Air
Gunner,/Training. Technical Repertf NAVTRADEVCEi'4"1628-.6_
March 1959. "
(AD-235 882)
The Application of Point Source Projection Techniques to Air-to-Surface
Attack Training. Technical Report: NAVTJ_ADEVCEN 1628-7, June 1959.
(AD-235 074)
The Application of Point Source Proiectlon Techniques to Air-to-Surface
Obser_:tlon Training. Technical R_Dert: NA_'RADEVCEN 1628-8,
June 1959.
(AD-233 913)
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I
Th_echni ues to Surface Vessel I
. une
(AD-233 914)
915)
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Evaluation of Experimental Light Sources and Transparencies for the
Helicopter Hovering Fli_mulation Device 2FH2. Technical
I_eport: NAV_rRADEVCEN 1628=11, February 1959.
(AD-235 883)
Prellmlnary Design Data, Basic Motion Device and Screen Structure.
"l'echnlcal Report. NAVTRADEVCEN 1628-12o
Prellmlnary Design Data, Item IC Basic Motion Device Electrical System.
Technical Report= NAVTRADEVCEN !628=13.
Preliminary Design Data, Item IC Inter-Coordination Technlques of
Basic Motion Development° Technical Report: NAVTRADEVCEN 1628-14.
Final Test Report of Devlce 2-FH-4, Item Iio Technical Report:
NAVTRADEVCEN 1628-15,
The Development, Application, and Study of the Point Light Source
Technique. Technical Report: NAVTRADEVCEN 1628-16, Sept. 1963.
(AD-43S547)
Contract for all Reports: Contract No. Nonr 1628(00)
SUMMARY= The first report in thls series (Study of Point Light Source Projection System
_ponents. Technical Report: NAVTRADEVCEN 1628-1, March 1959. AD-233 882),
abstracted separately, presents the current (1959) state-of-the-art of point light source pro-
lection techniques and indicates areas where further development would contribute most to
the usefulness of thls technique in training devices.
Each of the reports, NAVTRADEVCEN 1628-2 through 1628-10, discusses the
applicability of the point light source system toa specific training problem. Insofar as the
point light source technique Is appl;cable to that problem, a typical design for a suitable
l_Iner Is presented and evaluated.
Report NAVTRADEVCEN 1628-11 compares two light sources and two trans-
31
parencles as used on the specific training device. The relative merits of these components
are discussed and the importance of the various parameters to thls training task are evaluated.
Reports NAVTRADEVCEN 1628-12 through 1628-14 cover the prellmlnary design
data.
Report NAVTRADEVCEN 1628-15 covers the final test report.
Report NAVTRADEVCEN 1628-16 covers the final engineering operation and
maintenance report for the complete device and includes a complete discussion of the prin-
ciples Involved In the device and its applicatlon to the palnt light source technlque.
Components are discussed and the importance of varlous parameters to this
training task are evaluated.
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Title:
SUMMARY:
described.
DeHaan, E.F., et al
The "Plumblcon", a new television camera tube, Philips Technical Review,
Vol. 25, No. 6/7, pp. 133-151, 1963/4.
A new type of television pickup tube and its method of operation are
I
By the use of a "sandwich" of photoconductlng materials as a light detector in
• I0 .... &|
a tube of construction similar to that of a vlatcon, y,_u, ,y imp_ved performance is
obtained. The plumbicon exhibits greater sensitivity, greater dynamic range and less
noise than the vldicon, and has much less lag.
The target consists of a layer of intrinsic (undoped) lead oxide interposed
between layers of P-doped lead oxide and N-type tin oxide. In operation this makes the
target sandwich act as a back-biased diode, which has low and uniform leakage (dark
current). Incident photons react with the relatively thick intrinsic layer, liberating
charges which can be efficiently collected because of the high field strength present in
this region•
i
The paper considers in detail those properties and effects contributing to
sensitivity, spectral response, resolution, speed of response, various sources of lag,
constance of tube properties with life, and tube uniformity.
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Author=
Title:
Doty, A.i., Jr. and Gill, A.T.
"Visual Simulator of Aerospace Flight".
Paper presented at AIAA Simulation for Aerospace Flight Conference,
Columbus, Ohio, Aug. 26-28, 19-6-3o
SUMMARY' This paper discusses a program wh ich has been in effect at Wright Patterson
Air Force Base since 1952. First studies in visual simulation space flight in 1957 led
directly to a vigorous contractual and in-house research and development program which
started formally late in 1958. The authors discuss a major part of the art of visual simulation
as it applies to space flight. Speciflcaliy, this paper covers the more important ideas and
technology which have come out of recent in-house efforts, contractual work with Bell
Aerosystems, and travel and consultation work done in support of both efforts.
The contractual research and development efforts of Bell Aerosystems were
mainly in the areas of image generation problems, particularly high resolution television
and high frequency television insetting. In-house effort was concentrated mainly on image
forming for display. Such areas as high brightness, cathode ray tube projectors, high gain
screens, and hemispherical mirrors were studied.
Descriptions were given of some operational visual simulators. The visual
slmulatlon device for the space flight simulator for Edwards Air Force Base, being constructed
by Link Divlsion of General Precision, Inc., with Farrand Optical Co. as a major sub-
contractor, is described in rome detail. So is the SMK-23 Day-Night Visual Landing
Trainer, being built by Link. Another Link product, the All-Electronic Night Landing Device,
Is slmilarly treated.
Another type of visual simulation device, one which uses a flying spot scanner to
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re¢ld Information from a transparency, is described. One of the two known visual
simulation devices presently in use which uses this technique is the landing trainer
built by the Delta Corporation of Norwood, New Jersey. This process does not use
a television camera or lenses in the basic image forming process. The authors conclude
that the fully computerized or flying spot scanner devices offer unique advantages in
ilmulating the re-entry and landing portion of a flight. This is because these two
gloues of devices can cover the large initial values of altitude and range to go, which
wltl then shorten to values of a few feet at final touchdown.
While evaluation programs were being conducted, an experimental apparatus
ww set up to generate a virtual image of a training scene° In effect, the device utilized
the basic image generating technique employed in the Farrand Optical Co. infinity Image
Ip/lteml_. _The device was given a preliminary subjective evaluation, using transparencies,
tolevl|ion, etc. to produce the training scene. SubjecfJs opinions were all highly
©ommencklble to the operation of the device.
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Author" Fairchild Stratos Corporation, Electronic Systems Division,
Wyandanch, New York
Title: Trainer Attachment, Visual Simulator SMK 22/F37A-T
Technical Report No. ASD-TDR-63-335, C)-c_o-"_er1963.
Contract No. AF33(600)-42063, Project Ha. 6166, Trek
Ha. 616601
(AD-425 682)
SUMMARY: This report describes a visual simulator which provides a dynamic
limul_lon of the pattern of a runway and approach lights. Pilots are trained in the
transition from instruments to visual flight, and gain experience in making decisions
based on the visual cues.
The pilot's view from the cockpit of an aircraft is simulated by a television
©cmlem located in front of him and above the instrument panel ° The television camera
is synchronized with the roll, pitch, yaw, ve_ical, and lateral motions of the aircraft.
Forward motion of the aircraft is produced by moving the simulated runway, mounted
on • continuous conveyor belt synchronized with the airspeed of the flight trainer, beneath
the camera. Belt speed and camera motion combine with the lighting display to simulate
the effect of flying over a runway at night. The pilot views the display on a closed circuit
TV monitor mounted in front of him in a simulated cockpit.
The system has some inherent drawbacks which would disqualify It for use as a
wide-angle vlwal display. The 27" TV tube provides the pilot with a cone of vision of
only 30°. At closer distances the image is degradated to a point where the individual raster
lines can be seen. Additionally, a parallax problem exists which makes the "proper" location
of the dllploy with respect to one person incorrect for any other.
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Author:
Title:
Farrand Optical Company, Inc., New York
Operating Manual (Maintenance) for Contact Flight Simulator,
Device 14-L-2. NAVEXOS P-374, 12 January 1945.
Contract NSori-82.
SU MMARY:
Contact Flight Simulator, Device 14-L-2.
This report provides a description of, and operating instructions for, the
The device is designed for broad general-
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purpose use in connection with the combat training and briefing of pilots and others
concerned with the strategical and tactical use of alrcraft as an offensive weapon. It
provides a means of simulating pilot-controlled contact flight for the specific purpose of
briefing pilots over_'three-dimensional models of enemy territory which is to be subjected
to an attack.
The major components of the devlce are a movable chassis, periscope, and
related components; an aerodynamic computer; and a servo system.
Manipulation of the trainer controls result in an illusion of actual contact
flight over actual terrain at corresponding real altitude and attltude of the plane. A
three dimensional model of the terrain under consideration, made to scale, is suspended in
an inverted position from the ceiling. The scene is _,iewed through the periscope and is
oriented properly, with respect to the tralnee, by all-optical means.
2.37
Author:
Title:
Farrand Optical Company, Inc., New York
Optical View|ng Devices for Aircraft. WADC Technical Report
52-254, January 1953, Contract No. AF33(616)-144, R.D.O.
N o. 696-67
SUMMARY: The results of a survey of the literature pertinent to optical viewlng devices
for aircraft are presented. It is shown that the extent of vlsion provided for the pilo{
in current alrcraft is inadequate, especially in fighter aircraft, that the provision of
adequate window areas in supersonic aircraft is incompatible with efflcaclous aero-
dynamic design, and that providing an effective opt|cal periscope appears to be the most
reasonable solution to the problem.
Experlments in the use of optlcal periscopes for pilot_ vision in aircraft are
described. Some of the more obvious problems which will arise in the design of a useful
periscope are reviewed and discussed. Descriptions of some alternat|ve instrumental
arrangements are given.
Summaries of fields of knowledge pertinent to the design of optical viewlng
devices for aircraft are included in the study. Subjects that are discussed include: wide
angle optical systems, large aperture optlcal systems, aberrations, optical scanning systems,
human vision, etc.
Conclusions as to the slgnlficance of the informational material collected are
drawn, and recommendations as to the next phase of the investigatlon are presented.
Specifically, construction of one or more model instruments based upon the results of the
deslgn stud|es is advlsed. Flight test|ng of the model instruments is recommended for the
purpose of revealing all possible new problems which were not apparent from the study, and
for providlng an effective evaluation of the efficacy of the characteristics whlch resulted.
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Author: Farrand Optlcal Company, Inc., New York
Title: Report of Concept Study: Wide Angle Viewers for Tanks
ER-351, 30 November !957. Contract No. DAI-30-069-507-
O RD- (P)-1645 (Phase I) for Frankford Arsenal, and Dept. of the
Army Project No. 5TI3-02-062, Ordnance Project No. TT2-689.
SUMMARY: This report is a study of wlde-angle viewing systems for tanks. The
various possible solutions to such a system are classified and analyzed, and ten possible
solutions, each representative of a different basic form of oprlca, system, are u_ ......
and illustrated. The relative advantages and disadvantages of each of these solutions with
respect to the significant parameters of a tank viewing system are evaluated.
Lack of really defin|te information on the requirements for a tank viewing
system made it impossible to arrive at a choice of an optimum system among those presented.
Recommendations are made for the construction of several instruments of
different types, in order that a field test program may be undertaken to determine, gn an
objectlve experimental basis, which oF the solutions is optlmum.
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Author:
Tltle:
Fox, P.L.
Design Study for Trainer, Visual Fllaht Attachment for Aircraft Fllffht
SlmulatorL Rheem Manufacturing Co., WADC Technical Report
57-137, Part I, March 1957. Contract No. AF 33 (660)-32579,
Project 6166. ' .... '
(AD-216 438)
SUMMARY: This report discusses the design of a comprehensive visual display
system to be attached to, and used in coniunctlon with, a fixed air-_spaced
electronic flight slmulator. The essential requirements for a visual presentation
systemt which were used as a basis for the determination of the visual simulation
problem, are as follows:
I. The Visual Flight Attachment is intended to present to the pilot
of a flight simulator the visual effects of takeoff, traffic pattern navigation,
landing, and ground roll.
2. The flight slmulator cockpit will be located within a spherical
shell which serves as a screen, and positioned so that the view point of the
pilot is near the Ipaclai center of the screen.
3. The prolectlon system, utlllzlng an illuminatedt opaque relief
map of the ground scene as the object for the optical #,/stem, wlli project a
full-color_ control-re_onslve Image on the Inside surface of the spherical
shell.
4. The ground scene will extend generally from horizon to horizon,
and will extend slightly above the horizon to Include objects that form the
skyline when seen from a point m low as I0 feet above the ground.
-2.40
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: :,5. AIl:;the:chara6teristic;ic)f oc'tudl fl|gl_t will be dul_Hcated on,the
_:ockpit ;rfstrum_ts anti'control;s, and. inl the :environment :as di_play4d or_ rite
s_reen.
The recommended design Jystem concept utilizes a unique re-
flected-light projection system to create a realistically-sized terrain Image
on the inside of the spherical shell which surrounds the flight simulator cockpit.
Its operation is based upon a panoramic-type rotary-sweep lens system which
generates a very wide-angle field using relatively narrow-angle optical tech-
nlques. The lens axis is pointed downward at some arg le from the horizontal
and made to revolve about a vertical axis. A panoramic image is swept onto the
screen each time the lens passes by. As speed of revolution is increased, the
perslstance of vision will blend the successive images into a continuous band
or horizontal field.
The terrain image extends from horizon-to-horizon and 360 ° in
azimuth. The instantaneous field of view of the optical viewing and projection
lenses, which comprise the telecentriclenssystem, are 45° each. A central
Image field wlll be generated by a stationary telecentric lens system of 90 °
field width . It Is expected that the Image formed by the central field will be
poor both in resolution and brlghtneu.
Special design details are given of the optical system object
lens, Image plane erector prism, and a parallax correction device. This latter
2.4-T
!
is designed to work in conjunction with the projector lens.
The _optical wstem was lubjected to a detailed mathematical analysb
by Farrand Optical Co. The results of that analysis were reported in a later
report. (Fox, P.L. Design Study forTmlner, Vtsual FIl_ht Attachment for
Aircraft Fllght Slmulatons, WADC technical report 57-137, Port !1, Sept.
1958, Contract No. AF 33(600)-32579. AD-233 189)
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Title: "Design Study for Trainer, Visual Flight Attachment for Aircraft Flight
Simulator", Rheem Manufacturing Company, Electronics Division, Downey,
California; WADE Technical Report No. 57-137, Part II, Sept. 1958,
Contract Ng, AF33(600)-32579, (AD_233 189)
SUMMARY: This report documents the work which folJowed the efforts described in WADC
technical report #57-137, Part I, Astia Document #AD-216 438. Part I describes a visual
flight attachment to a ground based electronic flight simulator. The attachment is intended
to provide a substantial part of the visual effects that a pilot would encounter in actual flight
maneuvers, such as landing, take-off, and traffic pattern navigation. The report is a result
of an intensive search for a solution to the many difficult optical, geometrical, and mechanical
problems involved in providing a display of sufficient scope and realism to make the trainer a
positive and significant tool in the accomplishment of its intended function.
A continuing study of these problems has resulted in further clarification of the
functional requirements and has led to the development of advanced techniques which permit
certaln modifications in the system concept. These modifications are the substance of part II,
which, in effect, is a supplement to the original report.
I
I
I
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At the completion of the study documented in part II, and as a result of discu,ions
between Rheem and Air Force personnel, it was concluded that a cluster lens objective system
with an optical image relay system (lenses, mirrors, prisms) was the most feasible attack on the
problem of providing a wide angle panoramic view. The cluster lens system involves a technique
of dividing the field into several smaller fields and projecting each in juxtraposition through
separate optical channels, much as in the manner of Cinerama. Ordinary narrow angle optical
2.4"&.
components are used throughout, but the system is mechanically very complex.
A sub-contract was concluded with an optical design firm to prepare designs for
a complete optical system. After several months of design effort the results of the optical
design analysis revealed that the particular system under study could not be refined sufficiently
to bring the various distortions and aberrations within acceptable limits. To obtain acceptable
results it would have been necessary to start a new system design. At that point, the effort was
abandoned by the Air Force, the reason being the limited expectations of success and because
of high cost.
One other approach to the optical system had been considered, that of a 200 ° wide
angle centered optical system. A preliminary study of this system was conducted under sub-
contract to Rheem Manufacturing Co. by Farrand Optical Co., the results of which are recorded
In FOCt ER-356. In substance, the FOCI report states that such a system is feasible having
properties as follows: 200 ° field of view, I/4 inch to 3/8 inch diameter entrance pupil measured
normal to the principal rays, and resolving power of ten minutes of arc or better in the critical
portion of the field from 15° to 45° below the horizon°
The above conclusions were based on a mathematical ray trace analysis of the
obiectlve lens.
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Author:
Title:
Fox, P.L. (Assigned to Rheem Manufacturing Co., Inc., Downey, Callfomla)
Synthetic Prolectlon , U.S. Potent IXloo 3, !14,979, December 24, 1963,
Patent Office,-_lngton, D.C.
SUMMARY: This invention relates to a visual display device, and to an image storag9
means for such a device. An essential featureof the invention is a set of plates that .bear
a plurality of lens elements on one of their sides, and a matching number of sensitized
image storage elements on the opposite side. These elements are exposed to a scene,
much as In the case of film in a camera, and then developed, thus retaining the data
to which they were exposed. A multiplicity of these plates are stored in a cabinet which
I s po_t of the equipment of a flight training apparatus° The plates are positioned sequen-
tially under a projection device. When illuminated from behind, each image storage ele-
ment yields rays which tend to return to their original orientation in space relative to the
plates° There they reconstitute an image which is projected onto the inside surface of a
spherical viewing screen. This image is viewed by a person occupying, and operating
the controls of, a training device. The display is completely unprogrammed, so that
simulated positions within the operating range of the device may be selected at random,
providing an aspect of the scene unique to the randomly selected position.
2.45
Author:
Title:
General Electric Military Commun,catwons Department
Large Area Electronic Display Panel Report No. 8, I Mar. - 31 May 1964
(AD-443043)
SUMMARY: The project described hY this report apparently uses thermoplastic
recording and a total internal reflection prism for readout. A 1600 watt Xenon arc lamp
is operated at high power to provide illumination. Recording is expected to be done
with 3,000 line resolution and readout at 60 lines per millimeter resolution. Both of
these are considered feasible values. This report is one of several on thermoplastic
J
and photoplastlc recording and readout work, at least some of which should be applicable
to high-resolution, high-brightness telev|sion systems.
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Author: General Electric Company, Syracuse1 New York
Title: Matrix Control Display Device
Second Interim Development Report, 15 Sept. - 15 Dec. 1963
(AD-426716)
SUMMARY: This report describes development of a large screen matrix control display
device using in-air surface deformation recording and the total internal reflection prism
(TIRP) projection technique. The TIRP projection system for the optical readout of surface
deformation on a thermoplastic medium appears to be an alternate to the Schlieren system
usually used. The total internal reflection prism technique in combination with a thermo-
plastic recording or photoplastlc recording medium might form the basis for an improved
television output device. The main advantage of thermoplastic or photoplastic recording
is that projection can take place with an external light source. Secondly1 in those
portions of the scene which are to appear dark, energy need not be absorbed by the film.
2.47
Author: General Electric Company,Syracuse, New York
Title: Final Development Report for Matrix Controlled Display Device dated
I August 1964, this report covers the period I July 63 to I August 64
Contract N0bsr-8933 4.
(AD-60354_)
SUMMARY: A matrix controlled display device utilizing in-air surface deformation
recording and display techniques to provide a large, bright projection display has been
developed.
Matrix electrodes at different spacings and widths were investigated to
determine the cell dimensions for an optimum display. The final matrix fabricated for
the experimental model has 32 lines and 32 columns at the optimum electrode spacing
(2 mils) and width (I mil) resulting in 500 cells per inch at the thermoplastic medium.
The TIRP projection system implemented easily resolves these cells to provide 16 elements
per inch at the display screen.
The transfer of parallel row information to a single line requires 100 micro-
seconds. Therefore a display with 2000 lines and 2000 columns can be written as a
charge pattern in 0.2 seconds. Conversion of the charge pattern to a surface deformation
recording by 12R heating requires 0.3 second per frame. Since frame erasure requires
1.2 seconds, the update tlme for a 2000 x 2000 element display is 1.7 seconds.
Image storage time is in excess of several months. In addition, short time
storage of less than a second has been achieved. Although individual storage is feasible,
individual erasure of a cell has not been achieved.
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Author:
Title:
Glenn, W.E.
"Thermoplastic Recording: A Progress Report", Journal of the SMPTE,
Vol. 74, Aug. 1965, p. 663- 665
SUMMARY: Descriptions and performance data are given for current thermoplastic
recorders including 16 mm tape and a continuous loop machine. Recording in color,
and a 1029 line raster, 2000 llne resolution wic[eband system are described. Systems
for electrical readout of thermoplastic recordings are also presented.
The 16 mm system is capable of 2000 llne horizontal resolution, with
film running at nine inches per second. An image is provided for monitoring purposes.
AJthough recording must be done in vacuum, evacuation time is only about one min-
ute.
Since the thermoplastic film can be erased and reused, a practical loop
recorder can be built. The loop has a llfe of a few thousand cycles with intermittent
transport operation, and a much greater llfe when continuous motion is employed. Life
limitation is due solely to mechanical damage to the film base.
Color recording requires modulation at a subcarrler of 18 mc which pro-
duces diffraction effects in two directions.
High frequency capability has been demonstrated by recording an 850 mc
sine wave. The resultant dot pattern indicates significant modulation capability at this
frequency, with a charge density of about 106 electrons per recorded bit.
2.49
Author: Goetze, G.W. and Boerio, A.H.
Title: "Secondary Electron Conduction (SEC) for Signal Amplification and Storage.
in Camera Tubes" Proceedings of the IEEE, September 1964, pp. 1007-1012,
SUMMARY: An image tube is described which combines the desirable features of an
image intensifier with those of the vidicon.
The SEC vidicon has a photocathode separated from the electron-beam
scanned "target" both physically and by a potential of about 10,000 volts. The section
between photocathode and target thus acts as an image intensifier, except that the
recipient of the accelerated electron image is the target rather than a phosphor. Con-
duction through the target is by energetic free electrons traveling in the interpartlcle
layer, rather than by conduction band electrons. (With increasing voltage on the target
the gain is increased due to the contrlbutlon of electrons in the conduction band.)
Resolution achieved to date has been 1000 TV llnes/inch, but this figure is
expected to be raised ultimately to 3500. Since the tube operates by direct readout,
noise is minimal. Good pictures have been obtained with faceplate illuminations of
10-4 to 10-3 foot-candles. The tube has excellent dynamic range and extremely good
i nteg rat ion capabi I ity.
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Author:
Title:
SUMMARY:
Goldsmith, Ao N.
"Theater TV - A General Analysis", Journal of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, Voi. 50, No. 2, Feb_. 1948, p. 95 - 121
A summarization of the state-of-the--art of motion picture theater television
is given. The analysis is a descriptive report, stressing such areas as theater and screen de-
sign, location of projection equipment, sound-reproductlon methods, cost factors, program-
ming problems, etc.
The technical discussion was held to a minimum. The author discusses, in
general terms, picture size and viewing conditions, picture brightness and whiteness, and
picture resolution.
The author also describes two of the main techniques for reproducing TV pro_
grams on theater screens. The first of these is a CRT projection system, usually using Schmidt
optics or some hlgh-speed projection - lens system. According to the second method, the
Incoming program is reproduced on a bright CRT, but the image is projected, not on the
theater screen, but on •motion picture film and recording camera. It is rapidly processed
and then projected according to the usual theater techniques.
-2.51
Author: Gray, Robert, et al
Title: Secure Color Video Techr_iques and Annotated Bibliography, Vols. I and II
Technical Report No. RADC-TDR-64-339, February 1965, Communications
Techniques Branch, Rome Air Development Center, New York
(AD-462528, -462529)
SUMMARY: Volume I "examines and compares the merits of many analog matrixing
techniques for color television". It is quite thorough, and not restricted to systems
compatible with existing monochrom_ television standards.
Volume II contains an extensive annotated bibliography _hich covers mono-
chrome as well as color techniques a_d systems. Subject headings include:
General References
Color Cameras
Color Television Systems "
Color Video Displays
Percept ion
Bandwidth Compression
i
Storage
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Author:
Title:
Grodsky, M.A., Moore, H.G. and Flaherty, T.M.
"Crew Reliability During Simulated Space Flight." Paper presented
AIAA/AFLC/ASD SupportFor Manned Space Flight Conference,
Dayton, Ohio, April 21-23, 1965.
SUMMARY: This paper describes a simulation experiment which was performed for the
purpose of estimating crew reliability for extended space flight missions. The mission
selected for simulation was the lunar landing mission since this mission was well concep-
tualized and had a variety of tasks which the pilot could perform.
An integrated mission simu lation technique was utilized which, with the
exception of the earth ascent phase of the lunar mission, simulated the mission and system
as completely as possible in terms of equipment, mission phases, crew tasks, etc. In
addition, the simulation was conducted in real time so that such factors as the time
sequencing of tasks, duty cycles, etc., were considered.
The simulation equipment consistsed of a command module simulator, a lunar
excursion module, (LEM),a mission control and data collection facility, and an analog
facility. Only the crew compartment portion of the LEM was actually simulated.
A 24 foot diameter spherical screen was mounted in front of the LEM module
so as to fill the out-the-window field of view (-J:90° azimuth, +18 to -90 ° elevation).
Two projector systems provide the displays on the screen. An out-of-sight star--horizon
projector projects a star field and an outline of the moon on the spherical screen. The
whole scene moves as the pilot controls the vehicle's simulated roll, pitch and yaw motions
via the analog computer. A rendezvous projector, located on the nose of the LEM, projects
a blinking light and an outline of the command module on the screen during rendezvous
phase. At close range, when the command module itself is visible, the projected light
becomes a steady outline which grows in size as the range decreases to maintain the
proper apparent vehicle size.
At the start of the docking phase, the screen separates in half, along its
line of intersection with the LEM plane of symmetry, to permit rapid retraction out of
the crew_ field of view. To perform the docking maneuver between the LEM and command
module, a translator (representing the command module) was used with the LEM gimbal to
perform actual physical docking with 6-degrees-of-freedom at a distance of 12 feet.
The hover-descent phase in the real Apollo mission will be controlled by the
pilot using his out-the-window view of the terrain. The cost of simulating such a view
was not considered justified. However, a CRT display was added to the panel to show the
downrange and crossrange position of the LEM relative to the landing site.
The data presented in this paper show that performance degradation of the
pilots during the seven-day simulation experiment occurred only in some of the mid-course
correction switching phases. All other performance was statistically within pre-mission
basel ines.
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Author: Grosso, P.F.
Title: Development of Phosphor Screens for High Resolution Display Devices.
Technical Documentary Report No. AL-TDR-64-94, dated May 1964 under
Contract No. AF33(657)-10632 by CBS Laboratories.
(AD-600724)
SUMMARY: Suitable suspensions were developed for electrophoretically depositing P-15,
P-16, and P-24 screens. Four inch diameter screens with limiting resolution of 80 line
pairs/mm (2000 TV lines/inch) have been produced. No mention is made of brightness
achieved at this or other line densities.
Further work is recommended to improve the uniformity of phosphor screens.
2.55
Author:
Title:
SUMMARY:
Gruner, H.
"Super-Wide Angle Projection Mapping Instrumentation",
Photogrammetric Engineering, Vol. 30, Sept. 1964, p. 745-749.
A 120° field coverage lens, designed by Dr. L. Bertele, is described.
The lens has application to small scale mapping; i.e _,to publishing scales of 1:20,000
and smaller. Basically, a symmetrical lens of the quadruplet category with six elements
wm derived which, when manufactured to extraordinary tight tolerances, met the require-
ments of field coverage, high resolution and near zero distortion at a given finite magnifi-
cation ratio. Its notable optical performance is achieved by new methods of centering an_
calibration. The lens system can be compensated for any given magnification ratio,
Including infinity application, by a method of internal reciprocal air spacing.
The illuminator is a reflective condensing system produced by replication
from a master ellipso;d.
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Author:
Title:
Harshbarger, J.
"Television Displays far Visual Simulator Training". Paper presented
at AIAA/AFLC/ASD Support for Manned Fli_lht Conference, Dayton,
Ohio, April 21-23, 1965.
SUMMARY: This paper was a brief analysis of the parameters involved in television
systems, and several of the trade-offs among them. Interesting observations reported
in this paper include the following:
The 7WP4 projection television tube seems capable of much
higher resolution than has heretofore been obtained. Ultimate
capability of 1000 TV lines seems indicated.
I.- LL--
,. spite of ,,,= ,mport, ance of i.....'.._.... h_ ,-,,-,-,A,,,-h_n
t-L-1 _ "a _l.stlc simulation, info_rmation on this subject is not available.
At high line density (1000 lines and more) it appears that the
traditional Kell factors need to be revised upward because of the
chang_ in scanning pitch.
displays.
No part of the paper was directed toward the infinity image type of
2.57
Author:
Title:
Harshbarger, J.H. and Gill, A,J.
Systems Research Laboratories, Inc., Dayton, Ohio MRL TDR-64..
49, August, 1964. Contract No. AF 33(657)-8299.
(AD-607 680)
SUMMARY: In Phase I of this report, a ltudy of large area Image di_lw by projection
television was undertaken for the purpose of evolving teehnlquu of tulteble Image genera-
tion for astronautical flight |imulatlQn training. An obl_=tlye mthod for the evaluatlon
of proiected imageswas developed ol part of the program. A portion of thlt projected*Image
is viewed by a second television system, and the video from this leccmd wltem Is examined
with a line--selector oscilloscope for objectiv e detennlncltlon of modulatio_rmlolutlon, etc.
A closed-circuit television system dhplay from an F-151 Fixed Gunnery Trainer win oval,.
uated. In Phase II of this work, the projector In the F.,151 televlllcm syCtem wm conveeted
from 525-11ne EIA standards to a high resolution 1029,.line system. The performance of the
7WP4 projection tube exceeded the preglctlon! limiting horizontal reNlutlon v41s found
to be 650 to 700 lines wlth a well defined vertical reefer. Re4ammendltlonl of the avthorl
are that a basic study of CRT characteristics for dbplay devlam I| warranted.
The method of determining resolution with a l_nlte TV system seenw to be
novel and useful. No effort was expended In trylrql to Improve the design of the 7W!p4,
but merely to measure what it can do.
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Author:
Title:
SUMMARY:
Helllngs, G. and Emms, E.T.
"A Visual System for Flight Simulators", British Communications and
Electronics, Volume 7, May 1960, p. 334-337
This article describes a method utilized by Link Division of General Pro-
cislon, Inc. to simulate a terrain and runway environment for pilot training In the take-
off phase and the approach and landing phase of a flight.
The technique used employs a TV camera "eye" to view a relatively moving
model landscape. The picture transmitted by the GPS camera unit and its associated equip-
ment is In the form of a standard video signal, and can be displayed by a monitor tube or
t.._ ....... system.
One-farm the model takes Is that of a terrain manufactured on an endless belt
principle. The camera optical unit Is placed near the bottom of the belt and by the use of a
small mirror or prism "looks up" its length. This principle is applicable only:Where the model
size Is relatively modest. The camera Is mounted on a trolley moving on mils perpendicular
to the belt surface.
In one model, .the scale factor of 1:2,000 implied that the depth of field of
the camera and Its optical system (the probe) must range from 0.36" to 12.5 feet. This
necessitated a very small aperture optical system. A hlgh-mnslttvlty image orthicon tube
was used in the camera to obtain a satisfactory picture. Since the entrance pupil of the
optical system approaches to within 0.090 inch of the model terrain surface at touchdown,
a special optical sight was developed to permit this. The design of the sight was not dis-
i
cussed.
2.59
Author:.
Title:
Hemstreetl H.S. (Assigned to link Aviation, Inc., Binghamton, N.Y.)
Grounded Aviation Trainer for Rotary Wing Aircraft, U.S. Patent
No. 2, 885, 792, May 12, 1959, Patent Office, Washington, D.C.
SUMMARY: This invention describes an apparatus for creating a visual image
of the scene viewed by the pilot of an actual aircraft for use in training students in
the operation of an aircraft.
The apparatus projects a scene, such as an aircraft carrier deck or
an airfield runway, upon a translucent screen. A simulated helicopter hovers above
the screen. By maneuvering the simulated aircraft controls, the pilot causes the
scene on the screen to change in perspective, representing the view the operator of
an actual helicopter would observe as his craft went forward, backward, sidewise_
turned, pitched, banked, or gained or lost altitude.
Another light source, shining through a blued lens, projects a
simulated blue sky on the screen immediately above a horizon llne.
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Author: Hemstreet, H.S. (Assigned to General Precision, Inc., Delaware)
Title: Method and Apparatus for Producin_ Visual Display, U.S. Patent
No. 2, 975, 670, March 21, 1961, Patent Office, Washington, D.C.
SUMMARY: This invention describes a technique and apparatus for producing visual
displays. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, motion pictures made from an
aircraft during an actual flight are projected for observation by a pilot in a stationary
grounded trainer. The images from the motion picture film are distorted or altered in
apparent perspective in accordance with deviations of the simulated course "flown"
by the grounded trainer from the course along which the pictures were taken. Optica!
distorting means (a rotatable prism and a variable power anamorphoser) are used to
modify an image projected from a film to provide a perspectively correct image which,
when viewed from a position corresponding to the location of the camera when the film
was exposed, simulates the same scene as it would appear when viewed from a different
position.
2._61
Author:
Title:
Hemstreet, H.S. (Assigned to General Precision, Inc., Wilmington, Del.)
Method and Means for Correcting Parallax, U.S. Patent No. 3,071,875,
January 8, 1963. Patent Office Washington, D.C.
SUMMARY: This invention describesa method for correcting errors due to parallax in
projected displays of simulated scenes for flight simulators. The method is described in
connection with a closed circuit television system, although it is applicable to other
techniques used with display systems, some of which do not employ projectors.
In the embodiment chosen, the flight simulator system consists of a model
terrain, a servoed television camera and projector, a viewing screen, and a simulator
cockpit. The optical axis of the pick-up lens used within the television camera is dis-
placed laterally from the face of the television camera tube. The amount of displace-
ment is chosen so that the horizon of the object being picked up will be imaged on the
center of the televislon tube in spite of the fact that the camera tube has been tilted.
The image formed in the camera is then projected onto a viewing screen in front of the
simulator cockplt. The television projector, mounted on top of the cockpit, is slightly
tilted in order to provide clearance for the projected image. Since the face of the
kinescope and the face of the screen are placed in parallel, the Image on the screen
presents a warped perspective as viewed from most viewing points or viev_polnts in _ace.
A viewpoint is selected so that a horizontal line will pass between the
vlewpoint and the projected image of the horizon on the screen. T.he distance of the
viewpoint from the screen, measured along the horizontal llne, is such that the angle
subteni:i_ .-_'_ _,_, r'h,_vers eye by any two points on the projected image is equal to the
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angle subtended at the pick-up lens by corresponding points in the physical object. The
Image is free of parallax for this part|cular viewing point.
The principles involved may be adapted to any non-prolectlon Optical
display system In which the position of the viewpoint relative to the Image is different from
the position of the camera relative to the obiect.
2.63
Authorz Hemstreet, H.S. and Woodson, R.A. (Assigned to General Precision, Inc.
Delaware)
Title. Means for Producing Visual Display in Grounded Aircraft Trainers, U.S.
Patent No. 2,938,279,-May 31, 1960, Patent Office, Washington, D.C.
SUMMARY_ This invention relates to a visual simulation apparatus far projecting photo-
graphic images of topographic features onto a viewing screen. The image magnification Is
varied In simulation of altitude changes In response to simulated flight maneuvers to pro-
duce a more realistlc simulation of contact flight by visual reference. Claims are made
that it Is possible, by the present inventlon, to simulate a complete flight from take-off
through climb to a designated cruising altitude, and let down to landing at a distant air
field.
A student pilot sits in a flight trainer cockpit facing an Inclined projec-
tion screen. The image has controlled keystone distortion which ls produced by project-
ing an undistorted photographic transparency at an angle onto the inclined screen. The
lower portion of the farmed Image, which is closest to the polnt of observation, ls so
magnified that it subtends a larger angle at the eye than the upper or more remote portion
of the Image. The Image on the screen has no perspective distortion when viewed from
the pilot's position.
The factor of vertical perspective may be added by employing a three
dimensional transparent object In Ileu of a simple two dlmenslonal transparent film. An
image wlll be projected onto the screen wklah will Include shadowgraph features con-
veying a sense of a third dimension, or vertical perspective corresponding to the relative i
heights and shapes of the three dlmenslonal transparent models. Such three dimensional trans -_
parencles may be used, for example, for simulating the maneuvers of hovering at a low alti-
tude In a helicopter.
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Author: Herod, Eo
Tltlel F_nal E_glneer_ng Report on Study of Television Multiple In_rtion Technlques_
[yAllen B. [_u'hTo_ Lal_or_rirtes, Inc. for U.S. Naval Training Device t_ente_,
Contract No o N61339_90, Technical Reportt NAVTRADEVCEN 90-1.
(AD_,29i 762)
SUMMARY: This report is a brlef_ and not tOO technical, description of wveral matting
and wiping systems for use with teBevlslOno There is a good technical comporlson of leverol
alternative matting schemes on pages 103 to 108. Much of the report is taken up with the
description of a system that apparently was built as part of this o0ntract.
Brief mention and description is also made of two Interesting matting systml
used in commercial television. These are Vitascan (which Is a flylng-_oot technique) aml
Clnecon (which uses a 24oslded rotating prism).
The author concludes, among other things, that the limitations of the pick-
up and display devices used in televTsion are attained long before those involved In a multi-
pie insertion system.
2.65
Author: Huang, T.S.
Title: "The Subjective Effect of Two-Dimensional Pictorial Noise", IEEE Transactio,
on Information Theory, January 65, Vol. IT-II, No. I, pp. 43-53.
SUMMARY: A study was made of the subjective effects of the class of independent a ddi!_
rectangular low-pass Gaussian noises. The pictures were digitized, noise of a predete_:,i
type added, and the pictures reconstituted for presentation to the test subjects. No v,,cM_
was done in real time, or with motion subjects. The human observer was considered m,:__
as a "black box", whose input/output function was to be determined.
Isopreference surfaces were determined in the 3-space defined by horizontal ,
vertical noise bandwidths and RMS noise amplitude. For the small number of observers t
the agreement among subjects was rather good. They were more in agreement as to the
of noise power changes than on bandwidth changes. The isopreference surface shows a
maximum of objectionabillty for noise bandwidth of about 0.2 cycle per minute of arc,
falling off at higher and lower frequencies. Noise with vertical streaks is more objec,_
able than that with horizontal streaks, although details of the isopreference surfaces _
found to vary considerably among the three pictures used.
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Author:
Title:
Hutchinson, C.H.
Final Report - Automobile Driving Simulator Feasibility Study.
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, inc., Buffalo/N.Y, CAL
Report No. YM-1244-V-6, 18 November 1958. Contract No.
SAph 69692.
SUMMAI_Yz This report discusses system requirements for the visual display of a vehicle
simulator. Four optical techniques are evaluated in terms of their ability to solve field
of view, brightnen, ccntrost, resolution, color, perspective requirements, etc. The
techniques that were _liscussed are: closed circuit television, direct optical viewing,
point light source projection, and motion picture film.
Motion pictures ranked higher than the other methods for most charac-
teristics, the notable exceptions being unprogrammed situations, perspective, and
traffic intelligence. Televised and direct optical systems are roughly equal on an over-
all basis, while point light source is ranked lowest for automotive app[rx:ation. With
regard to development potential, It appeared that television will progress more rapidly
than the other techniques primarily because of the tremendous amount of commercial
interest and investment. Thus, it was concluded that a visual display simulator utilizing
a televislon link between a model terrain _d the data display offers greater potential
value than any other method.
2_667
Author: Ingalls, A.G.
Title: "The Making of a 'Fish Eye' Camera", Scientific American,
Dec. 1953, p. 110-113 and Jan. 1954, p. 90-95.
SUMMARY: These two articles describe the making and performance of a simple,
slngle-element hemispherlcal lem. The lens, sometimes dubbed a Sintar lens, in
appearance resembles a protruding fish's eye. It has a true field of view of 180°.
Because of its peculiar, one-element design and construction, the Slntar lens is
strongly afflicted with three forms of optical aberrations: barrel distortion, curvature
of field, and lateral chmmati_n.
The lens design can be modified to reduce the lateral chmmatism while
retaining the curved image field and/or distortion characteristics over the field of
view. The magnitude of those aberrations that are tolerable are dictGted by the lens
application.
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Author.
Title:
Johnson, H.T.
"SImulatlon and Training Facilitles", Astronautics and Aerospace Engineering,
Volume I, February, 1963, page 82-86
SUMMAR-¥.- The probable training and simulation facilities for manned space flight projects-
Gemini, Apollo, LEM, and others as yet unapproved - is described. The requirements for
providing good out-the-wlndow displays for these trainers is _l|scuued.
The number and type of displays for the various flight trainers had not been
decided upon as of the date of publication of this article. The probable displays were:
I. Gemini - starfield, rendezvous and docking, and earth with cloud
cover display.
2. Apollo - Gem_.ni inputs plus earth and moon from a wide range of dis-
tances, and moon from close orbit.
I
I
I
I
3. LEM - celestial display and a display of the moon ranging from close
orbits to selected landing sites.
The author mentions some of the display system techniques under study: new
methods of producing virtual images (which, by nature, have extremely high resolution),
high resolution closed circuit television systems, beamsplitter techniques for combining
various scenes easily, and methods of generating scenes electronically which eliminate
the need for models.
Miscellaneous training devices were described. The Apollo three-dimenslonal
lunar-trajectory simulator, in the early proposal stage in 1963, will show in true scale,
except for spacecraft size, the relative dynamics of the earth, moon, and spacecraft
system. The earth-moon system will rotate about its total center of gravity, which will
2.69-
be placed at the center of a building approximately 70 feet in diameter. A one-
foot diameter earth model will rotate about itsown axis. Colllmmted light falling
on the earth model represents the dayslde of the earth as seen from space, while
an internal light shining past a hemispherical movable shade represents the sun's
illumlnation of the moon.
To an observer, seated inside a spacecraft model, the device would
represent an "Inside-out" display. The earth and the moon would be seen in the
same geometric aspect as would be seen by the occupants of an Apollo spacecraft
en route to the moan.
The NASA Ames Research Center mldcounse navigation slmulator, in a
developmental stage in 1963, condsts of an Apollo command-module spacecraft
mack-up located In a hemispherical domed room of 50 foot radius. Simulated
stars will be fixed in the surface of the dome _to provide the extremely high accur-
acy necessary for the practice of sextant operations during the mld-courJe navigatlon
phase.
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Author;
Title:
Kinkade, R.G., Synder, H.L. and Greening, C.P.
"Simulation of a Star Field}' Human Factors. Vol. 5, June 1963, pp. 335-338
SUMMARY: Thls article describes the results of an Investigation of certain variables affecting
the perceived realism of a projected star field. The variables which were investigated were
star size, star intensity, sky luminance, and heterogeneity of star field. The results of tests
Involving 12 observers indicate that maximum realism is obtained from a star field which h;as
the following characteristics:
il Sky (background) luminance quite low, in the order of the outer_space sky
-5
(10 candelas per square meter).
2. Individual stars subtend one minute, or less, of visual angle, appearing
as point sources.
3. Simulated stars are fairly bright, appearing as first to third_gnltude,
average.
.i
One important overall characteristic of these conditlons is that of virtually "
infinlte contrast between the simulated star and Its background.
2;.71
Author:
Title:
I
I
Klemperer, W.B. (Assigned to Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc. Santa Monlca, Calif.)
Visual Simulator for FlrAht Training Device, U.S. Patent No. 2,979,832, I
April 18, 1961, Patent Office, Washington, D.C.
SUMMARY: This invention describes a visual simulation apparatus which utilizes models I
and closed circuit television to present a nan-programmed scene of a landscape, as seen I
through a cockpit wlndshleld, to a student pilot. The Invention particularly relates to
the training in those phases of flight operations which concern the beginning and termln- I
ation of flight such as the take-off, the landing, and the approach to a landing field. I
The invention provides a scaled-down model of a typical landscape area; for
example, an airport with runways and buildings, and the area on the approaches to the aft- I
port. A television camera Is directed at the model landscape to provide, through a pro- I
lector, a visual reproduction of the airport on a screen corresponding to the panorama which
would be seen from the plane. The camera Is carried on a mount capable of being moved In I
six degrees of freedom. I
The picture taken by the camera Is transmitted through a closed wlre circuit to I
a projector and projected on a screen which Is viewed by the pilot. The screen provides a
two-dimenslonal picture In such a manner that a three-dimenslonal Illusion Is aonveyed. I
During the landing maneuver, the pilot operates his controls in accordance with hls Impres-
sions of what he sees on the picture presented on the screen. These controls regulate a flight I
simulator computer so that It will compute and Integrate the various components of linear ac- I
celeratlons, velocities, and positions as well as angular accelerations, velocities, and attl- I
tudes which the simulated airplane would successively undergo, attain, or hold. These par-
I
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ameters are fed Into a six-component servo system so designed that It moves the television
camera optical system continuously Into the scaled-down positions and directions over the
model landscape which a real airplane would assume during a real approach over a similar
real landscape. Thult the flight pattern presei_ted by the camera to the pilot Is adjusted in
accordance with the pilot's operation of the controls.
2.73
Author: Kraus, C.J., et al
Title: Display Improvement Program (ECPX 0027)
Final Report dated November I, 1960 on Contract AF30(635)-1404 to IBM,
Kingston, New York
(AD-253400- Vol. I
AD-253401- Vol. 2)
SUMMARY: The program reported an represents an exhaustive study of posslble displ_;._
and display improvements for the SAGE-I system.
the following basic tasks:
The work has been subdivided into
Correction of Immediate Problems
Psy¢_hoIogy Studies
Phenomena Investigation
Appllcations Study
Audible Presentations
Display Feasibility Models
Of these, only the second and the last have any application in the field of television
displays.
The phenomena investigation presents a good overview of the techniques a_r_J
principles available for use in displaying computer-generated information. The con-
cluslon was reached that the combination of electroluminescence and photoconductlvi_
indicated the greatest potential for this and therefore these techniques were investigated
in detail. However, no definitive results were presented.
A display panel and a high brEghtness CRT were produced under this contrac:t,
but more work is recommended if practicable display panels are to be fabricated.
2.74
Aurar: Laird, J.P., Jr.
I Title: O tlcal Pm actor and S stem, U.S. Patent No. 2,482, 115, Sept. 20, 1949,Pat_t"""_fflce, Wathlngton, D.C.
I
I
I
SUMMARY: This patent describes an apparatus, optical system, and method for projecting
l,
an optical Image that creates in the observer an Illusion that the object being viewed is at
or near Infinity. In one form of the apparatus that Is described, the optical system cons!stsl
of a concave q_erlcal mirror and a beamsplitter located between the mirror and _it_s focal
I
I
I
I
I
I
surface. The object, a partion of a spherical surface, is made to coincide with the dls-
placed focal surface, Thus the object surface appears at Infinity to an observer located
in front of the q_herical mirror.
The author postulates a use for hls invention as a visual training device. Thel
object is shown as being a hemisphere located in a convenient arrangement in a trainer cock-
pit. The pilot sees the hemisphere as a virtual Image at Infinity through the windshield. An
alternate form of object is provlded with a three-dimensional surface, similar to a relief map.
Portions of the image appearing at Infinity appear to be flat or two-dimenslonal, while por-
tions of the Image appearing in relatively close proximity appear to have depth or to be three-
I dimensional. When the observer's eyes are moved from the normal point of observation, at
the center of curvature of the mirror, there Is no appreciable distortion of the Image. There
I is proper apparent relative movement between near and distant object points in any Part of t_e
image that Is three-dlmendonal. .._
Slnco the object sphere can be rotated relative to the other features of the
simulator cockpit, It is possible to present to the observer an Image of a changing panorama."
I This changing scene could consist of sky, clouds, land, and water that would be observed
under actual flight conditions.
2.75
Author:
Title:
Lankford, E.
Experimental Investigation of Optical Presentation of Three-Dimensional
_. LTV Astronautics Division, Dallas, Texas
75222. Report No. 00.567, 6 January 1965. Contract
Nonr-4439(00).
(AD-610 150)
SUMMARY: This report summarizes work accomplished in performance of a program to design
and develop a 3-D display utilizing lenses and mirrors to produce 3-D images, and to investi-
gate the various parameters that contribute to producing this image. The inputs to the
experimental system were point light images generated by cathode ray tubes. Various
approaches of image combining such as tlme-sharing and light-sharing were investigated.
Feasibility of the 3-D display concept was verified in the performance of this
contract. Both tlme-sharing and light-sharing of multiple image presentations are possible
means of reproducing images in three dimensions, the choice of method being predicated
on the specific application. Image generation techniques were discussed, such as the use
of models, methods of illusions, servo driven inputs, and CRT displays. The utilization of
three dimensional presentation is restricted only by the quality of data received for presenta-
tion, quality of the optic-electro-mechanical system, and functional space.
It was recommended that a continuation of this study should include: (a) A
more thorough investigation to obtain quantitative information of visibility thresholds and
fusion frequencies below durations of 5 microseconds toward the lower limit, and (b) An
effort to develop uses of CRT techniques to present 3-D information in real time with time
and light sharing techniques.
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Author: LaRussa, J.
Title: "The Infinity Image System In Visual Simulation". AIAA, and NASA, Manned
Space Flight Meeting, 3rd, Houston, Texas, November 4-6, 1964, Technical
Papers, AIAA Publication CP-_, New York, American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, 1964, p. 263-270.
SUMMARY: This paper dilcusses the infinity image system, all-mirror type of visual simula-
tors designed and built by the Farrand Optical Company. In the Farrand approach, an aerial
image is created in close proximity to a spherical mirror eyepiece, and then projected to in-
finity. A first design approach resulted in a virtual image display which provided a 90 ° hor-
izontal by 75° vertical field of view, with a 4-1/2 inch diameter exit pupil. This system was
capable of a full 360 ° panoramic view by picking off azimuth head motions and rotating the
projection assembly within a 360°spherlcal mirror.
As many as four image generation inputs have been designed into a Farrand vir-
tual image display system. These can be summarized as follows:
I. Star field generation. This employs an elght-ball type of gimballing system
supporting a hollow sphere on whose surface reflective balls are imbedded to simulate approx-
imately 1,000 stars. When illuminated by a light source, the reflecting balls are optically
projected to form an aerial image, which is in turn re-imaged at infinity. The resulting star
images represent true point source stars, even under magnification.
2. Mission Effects Projector (MEP). The MEP is another Farrand development
comprising a non-programmed continuous color film strip projector capable of presenting an
earth orbital view including moving cloud cover and sunrise and sunset simulations. The MEP
consists of two film cassettes, allowing for orbital views presented at different scales.
3. Rendezvous and docking (R & D), and landing and ascent (L & A) generations.
To simulate a target vehicle approaching the observer with the celestial sphere retained at in-
2.77
.finlty focus, the object, generally the face of a CRT, is driven accurately inside of focus
in the display system. L & A simulations are provided by means of a model, an optical probe,
a television camera and closed circuit TV system which provides an image on the face of the
CRT input. The same CRT can be used far both displays, since they are never required simul-
taneously.
4. Solar simulation. A separate light source, representing the sun, is optical-
ly projected to infinity, in a manner similar to that used with the previously described inputs.
The Mercury V|sual Simulator, developed by Farrand for NASA, represents the
first multiple input virtual image system. Two inputs were utilized. The next simulator de-
signed and built by Farrand was the Edwards T-27 Visual Space Flight Simulator. It had three
inputs: celestial sphere, MEP, and R & D. This simulator presents a II0 ° horizontal by 84°
vertical field of view through an exit pupil whose diameter is 12 inches.
The system for the rendezvous and docking window of the Apollo Mission Simu-
lator represents a four input system comprising a CRT for R & D, a celestial sphere input, an
MEP, and a solar simulator.
In addition, a multiple input display system has been created where several in-
put generations are combined into one single output of optimum perceptual fidelity. This ap-
proach has been used on the Gemini simulators which combine two TV inputs in a single input
leg.
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Author:
Title:
Lelbowltz H.W. and Sulzer, R.L.
An Evaluation of Three-Dimenslonal Displays. Armed Forces -
- NRC Committee on Vislon, Working Group 6, January 1965.
Contract No. NONR 2300 (05).
(AD-457 849)
SUMMARY: This document evaluates three-dimensional visual displays of the volumetric
and stereoscoplc type; that is, devices that are viewed with two eyes and produce depth im-
pressions principally because of retinal disparity.
A review of such devices revealed no commanding reasons for their adoption
in complex man-machlne data processing systems. Claimed advantages are specific to par-
ticular system tasks, and no general set of requirements was found. Methods presently in use
for presenting multidimensional information on 2-D surfaces is generally satisfactory, and far
less expensive than that proposed by various 3-D schemes.
It was recommended that new systems use Coding and other 2-D methods of
presenting depth information unless and until unique and relevant requirements for 3-D methods
are established. Nevertheless, requ|rernents studies should be conducted, since there are many
proposed applications of the displays that are novel and may turn out to be instances of valid
requlreme_ts for 3-D d_splays.
2.79
Author:. Loprestl, L. P. and Dunmire, G.F.
Title" "TV Mluile Target Acquisition and Terminal Guidance Simulation".
Paper presented at AIAA Simulation for Aerospace Flight Conference,
Columbus, Ohio, Aug. 26-28, 1963.
SUMMARY: This paper describes two simulators designed and built specifically for the
investigation of target acquisition capability and guidance accuracy of TV mlnlle systems.
The first device described, the Mid-Course Simulator, simulates a missile equipped with
a forward-looking 1%/camera, whose display is viewed on a 1%/monitor. Motion pictures
were taken from an airplane flying a missile trajectory that ls to be simulated. The processed
film is placed in a projector and the simulator's TV camera focused directly on the film. The
view of the simulator monitor Is essentially the same as if the TV camera were looking directly
at the terrain.
The second simulator which was described, called a Terminal Flight Simulator,
consists of a mechanical-optical device that projects a target area on a screen which In turn
is viewed by a closed circuit "iV system. The manner in which perspective is obtained, without
a focusing problem at close range, is by projecting transparencies on an inclined screen utilizing
the point light source projection technique. The Terminal Flight Simulator provides a "IV
presentation of the terrain seen by a missile during the terminal phase of this trajectory from
standoff until impact. The operator has six degrees of freeclom at his command by using the
controls of the simulator.
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Au_or:
Title:
Lybrand, W.A., Havron, M.D., Gartner, W.B., Scarr, H.A.,
and Hackman, R.C.
Simulation of Extra-Cockpit Visual Cues in Contact Flight Transition
Trainers. Operator Laboratory, Air Force Personn'el and Training Research
Center, Air Research and Development Command, Randolph Air Force Base,
Texas: Technical Report AFPTRC-TR-S8-11, February 1958. Contract No.
AF 41(657)-69, Task 1'4o. 57052, Project 1'4o. 7716.
(AD-152 123)
SUMMARY: The primary objective of this stud)t_.as to provide information needed to make
recommendations regarding the visual cues which should be presented in prototype visual at-
._.
tachments to flight simulators. A secondary objective of research was to utilize information
which was coi iected during the study to .. J...:-- .._t,_l .J.... I,,.._COI'15UIICllIV_ support uu, ,._ ,,,,,,., . ..... !"pro, lee .... '"--"' -
ment of prototype devices.
The work in the study was limited to visual simulation of the "real world";
symbolic or analogue simulation, such as ls provided by instruments within the cockpit, was
I not Included. In addition, the study focused on non-programmed visual simulation.
Four visual simulation techniques were discussed which are limited to meeting
I the above requirements. Those techniques which represent development levels of the state-'
I of-the-art (as of date of report) are: closed circuit television, strip film, point light sourcei:
and reflected light (direct) prolection.
Variations In techniques are Indicated, as well as specific applications of the
techniques which have been used In training devlces. It was beyond the scope of the study
to conduct a comprehensive evaluation of the capabilities and limitations of each visual
Ilmulatlon technique.
_81
The study revealed a serious lack of reliable, emperically derived |nforma_
tlon regarding the nature and function|ng of extra-cockplt visual cues. Recommendations
are made which specify critical aspects of visual simulation requiring additional research.
The Information presented in this report is outdated. This study has been fal
lowed by several other studies which not only discuss additional techniques, but also evalo
uate same. Nowhere in this study Is ment|a'r_ made of a virtual image technique.
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AuJ_lorz
Title:
Lybrand, W.A., Havron, M.D., Gartner, W. B., Scarf, H.A., and
Hackman, R.C.
Simulation of Extra-Cockpit Visual Cues in Contact Fl!gh_ Transition
Trainers. Appericllx 1 - Blbllc_graphy. Operator Laboratory, Alr
_'0"_ersonnel and Training Research Center, Air Research and
Development Command, Randolph Air Force Base, Texas: Technical
Report AFPTRC-TR-58-11, Appendix I, February 1958. Contract No.
AF 41(657)-69, Task No. 57052, Project No. 7716.
(AD-152 124)
SUMMARY1 Thls appendix contains a listing of those references which were reviewed
during the conduct of research on Contract fAF 41(657)-69. Articles and studies which
were reviewed In detail are presented In a formal abstract format developed for this lit-
erature review. Publlcatlons examined, but not formally abstracted, during the conduct
of the research are also listed.
Types of literature that were searched Included military and non-milltary,
classified as well as un-claulfled, literature. Seven literature sources were used by the
research team members In their search for applicable publlcations. The criteria which
dictated the nature of the literature search Is discussed.
2.83
Authors
TItlel
Machine Design
aZoom-Lens "IV D|splays the Target in Rendezvous Simulator",
Machine Design, Volume 35, Sept. 12, 1963, p. 14
SUMMARY| Th|s art|cle describes a computer-driven TV-type simulator |n operation
at General Dynamlcs/Astronautlcs. In the slmulated spacecraft, the "window" Is a TV
monltor. The telecast camera, with a 5,.000:1 range zoom lens, photographs a model of
a target vehlcle or model earth. As Instruments |n the simulator show the target getting
closer, computers determine the rate at which the target Image Increases In slze, from a
tlny pln point of light on the "IV screen, until It appears to be only a few feet away.
W
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Author: The Marquardt Corporation, Pomona, California
Title: The VueMarc I. Excerpted sections of a Marquardt Corporation
report. Undated.
SUMMARY: This report describes the VueMarq concept for gathering information from
a spherical volume of approximately 311" steradians and forming it on a flat image surface
for detection or recording. The flat image can be projected at infinity for visual
observation as an exact duplicate of the original scene.
In its simplest form, the principle embodies the use of two mirrors that have
conic sections of revolution with reciprocal eccentricities. The mirrors share a common
focus and a common axis, and have an optical stop that passes only the rays reflected
through the common focus. A ray approaching the mirrors at a given angle to the common
axis makes the same angle to the axis after reflection from both mirrors, but rotated 180°
about the axis from its original direction. Such an arrangement provides a distortion-free
optical system.
The VueMarq technique uses a hyperbolic camera and elliptical viewer com-
bination. The optical probe for the camera consists of a VueMarq hyperbolic element and
associated field flattener optics. The simulated eyepoint is at the internal focus of the
hyperboloid. Light rays from points on a model aimed at this point will be reflected
through the aperture stop located at the external focus of the hyperboloid. The rays
passing through the stop are reflected from the field flattener to form a primary image.
This, in turn, is enlarged by a relay lens to just fill the active face of a vidicon tube.
The video output of the vidicon is fed to a projection kinescope. The kine-
scope image is relayed by a projection lens and folding mirror to form a secondary image
2.85
on a diffusing screen surface aligned with the focal surface of an ellipsoidal mirror.
Field shaping to fit the diffusion screen is accomplished by the shaping of the object
plane (kinescope surface) and the longitudinal magnification function of the relay lens.
The light from each image point on the diffusion screen spreads and is reflected off the
ellipse in a collimated bundle. The central rays of all image bundles intersect at the
ellipse focus which is the center of the exit volume. To an observer at the contained
focus of the ellipse, the image appears at infinity.
An existant VueMarq feasibility model has a camera field of view of 345 °
azimuth by 120° elevation. The field of view of the viewer was set at 180° azimuth and
30 ° above and below the horizon to achieve an exit volume 6 inches in diameter.
A set of data was evolved in a ray trace of the elliptical mirror. The
aberrations present are tangential and sagittal coma versus exit pupil position, which
results in an angular deviation of rays as a function of incidence position in the exit
pupil. The effect on the observer is an apparent shift of the image from infinity towards
the observer, and a change in angular position of the image as a function of the observer's
eye height. It is claimed that these effects are so small as to be unnoticed except for
large and rapid motion of the observer within the exit pupil.
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Author:
Title:
McGraw, E.R., Jr.
Projection Screens for Data Presentation. Rome Air Development
Center, Grlfflss AFB, New York, Technical Report RADC - TR -
61 - 199, Project 5578, Task 55191, October 1961.
(AD-266 612)
SUMMARY: The basic objective of this report is to present sufficient theory and practi-
cal information to enable a clear understanding of the problems involved concerning large
area (3 ft. x 4 ft. and larger) projection displays. Various screen types are described and
measurement data is presented. Nearly every type of screen, as well as the technical as-
pects of principal importance, are treated. Within the broad categories of reflection (front
projection) and transmission (rear projection) screens, numerous techniques for producing
controlled optical characteristics are described. Recently developed techniques indicate
a degree of predictable control which was previously unattainable.
2.87
d
Author:
Title:
Miller, W.S.
Projection System for High Ambient Light Condltlans. Electro-Optical S_tem,
1no., Pasadena, Califomla.-EOSReport 160-Flnal, 15 December 1959.
(AD-233 905)
SUMMARY¢ Thls report discusses the development of a projection system capable of
operating under high-ambient light conditions. The system uses a specular lenticulated
screen in conjunction with suitable light traps to prevent extraneous projector flare _I_c_
random light from reaching the screen and reducing the contrast. The basic optical re-
quirements for the design of a specular lentlculated screen surface were studied.
was followed by extensive trials of various fabrication methods.
Thls
Performance figures were evaluated on a final assembled screen model.
The facet angular field of view, at a distance from the screen of 15 feet, was approx-
lmately II0 ° horizontally by 40 ° vertically.
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Author:
Title:
Molnar, A.R. and Lybrand, W.D.
Basic Development Accomplished on Wide--An_lle_ hlon-Prolilrammed, Visual
Pr_entatlons: Volume I. Carmody Corporation, Buffalo, N.Y. Technical
Report: hlAVTRADEVCEhl 404, April, 1959. Contract N61339-40_
(AD-227-192)
SUMMARY: This report provides a summary of the efforts undertaken In the devel-
opment of wide-angle, non-programmed visual presentations. Basic research and de--
velopment design concepts which have been employed to meet training requirements
are discuned, l hese are:
I. Optical Display Projection
2. Computation of Pictorial Elements
3. Television
4. Direct Model Viewing
5. Film
The basic design approaches, systems, and components developed
within each concept are described. Advantages and limitations of each approach,
within the current (1959) state-of-the-art, are Identified and discussed in terms of
Intermediate functional design criteria.
It was concluded by the authors that none of the design concepts
could be considered fully developed to Its theoretical potential. Additionally, no
single design concept was singled out as being superior to all others on al__idesign
criteria.
2.89
SUMMARY:
I
I
Molnar, A.R. and Lybrand, W.A.
II
Basic Development AccompIlshed on Wide-Angle, Non-Programmed, II
Visual Presentations. Volume !I - Appendix. Carmody Corporatl_,
Buffalo, N.Y. Technical Report: NAVTRADEVCEN 404, April 1959.
Contract N61339-404
(AD-227 193)
Volume I of this study was a discussion and evaluation of various ted1-
I
I
nlques used in visual presentations. Volume II consists of abstracts of documents whim
are applicable to the study; I.e., discussions, designs, and evaluations of devices end
I
techniques related to wide-angle, visual presentations. The sources that were sear©heal
yielded training device handbooks, government documents, patents, feasibility studlese
R & D preposals, etc.
Also Included In the appendix are the results of a state-ef-the-ort survey
of equipment manufacturers.
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Authorz Naldich, H.H.
Title:
SUMMARY:
"Optically Projecting Data on a Cathode-Ray Tube Face", _e
Devices and Circuits, Samuel Weber, editor, McGraw Hill'lS_-II-d_o* ,
Hew York, 1964, p. 194-195.
This article discusses a method of superlmposing maps and grids on a r_klr dll_
I
I
play while avoiding parallax. The method used is the map projection technicjue0 U;llql 0
conventional Incandescent light source, the map or grid is projected directly on the CRTe
whose phosphor face makes a reflecting screen. The projector is placed at the top of the
I display console; its optical axls forms a sharp angle with the screen. To componmte for
optical distortion of the map, caused by the oblique angle, a severe precllstortion is lntre-
duced into the map slide. The projected map appears on the same plane as the coth(NklPmy
I formation on the curved phosphor surface. Reflect|ons from the surface of the CRT o4/tee
surface are not apparent to the observer in his normal viewing position, unle. the refl_t-
I Ing surfaces become dirty. This method of map presentation Is claimed to be highly ¢_.,
I curate•
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I
Author= Nalsh, J.M.
Title: Simulation of Visual Fllght, iWith Particular Reference to the Study Ill
Fl|ght Instruments. Royal Aircraft Establ|shment (Famborough),*_gltlml.
Technlcal Note No. !. A.P. 1099, August 1959. ":'
(AD-232 600)
SUMMARY: The pilots forward view in flight is discussed with an alm to f_rmulatlq
the requirements for a vlsual background, to be used in the study of flight Instruments.
The appearance of the external world Is simulated by extending the known pflncllltt¢t
t
of an edge-vlewed ground pattern, using a novel television technique, with the e&ll-
tlon of a simulated sky.
I
Details of construction are given elnd values presented for the t1_ II
field of view, scale, and viewing distance. Plcture quality for the moving _g_l II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
discussed In relatlon to the estentlal characteristics, whic_ are texture, rewlutlI_
engineering accuracy, perspective geometry, contrast, depth of focus, and h_lgln
characteristics.
The ground pattern Is formed by projection from cl tronq_ren¢_. _ ffl_w
resenting the chosen terraln, whlch is free to move In translation and rotatlelt wllkln
the area covered. A TV camera looks across the ground pattern from o point (I_ yell- :
fable height. The resulting picture Is presented on a projector screen before g Slml/°
lator cockpit, perrnlttlng head freedom and binocular viewing. Hight and clay og_1w
ditions may be simulated, but vertlcal ground features ore not Included.
In laboratory use, the external world is presented to a pilot on a
placed In front of the cockpit of a flight Instrument simulator. He Is thus able It ql_'"
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himself throughout the area covered by the transparency.
The performance of the system is poor, in terms of the state-of-the_rt_
The picture resolution at the edges of a 30 ° field of view Is 6 minutes of arc.
.2.9_
Author: Nasslff, S.H. and Martikan, F.O.
Title: "Integrated Operating Mode of the Apollo Mission Simulator". Paper
presented at AIAA/AFLC/ASD Support for Manned Space Flight
Conference, Dayton, Ohio, April 21-23, 1965.
SUMMARY: This paper discusses how the required integration of the Apollo Mission
Simulator (AMS) into the Mission Control Center (MCC), for combined training of the
Apollo flight and ground crews, affected the simulation design philosophy for the AMS.
The purpose of integrating the two operating modes is so that flight and ground crews
will be adequately prepared to cope with prepared and unexpected mission events that
could occur during an actual flight.
The AMS simulates all mission phases, including the following: launch-
boost, earth orbit, translunar, lunar orbit, transearth, reentry, and landing. In the
AMS, the astronaut performs the same tasks required in the actual spacecraft for realistic
flight training. Navigational observations are made by the astronaut using the simulated
optics in the visual system, and then fed into the simulated Apollo guidance computer
which also includes the statistical filtering scheme for processing the data. Spaceborne
optics simulation requires that the visual sextant and telescope scenes, as well as the
simulated optics equipment, be rendered with approximately the same accuracy .as the
optical system is expected to achieve in the actual system.
The AMS out-the-window visual display simulates the location and magnitude
of the navigational stars to a high degree of accuracy, and presents realistic viev_ of the
earth and moon and rendezvous vehicles. Each of the four spacecraft windows and the
simulated telescope have their own inflnity-window optical system which corrects for
parallax.
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Author: Operations Research Group, General Dynamics/Pomona
Title: A Catalog of Large Display Systems, Devices, and Techniques. Final Report,
Project No. 106=75R, May 1962. Contract I_I0. ARDS-426.
(OTS No. PB 181 403)
SUMMARY: Thls report presents the results of a survey of possible sources of display
-_.__,
systems. In an attempt to compile a catalog of large display developments, the_:report
identifies development and manufacturing sources of large display systems, devices, and
techniques, which may be applicable for the display of a dynamic alr traffic control sys-
tem. A description is provided of 40 display items reported by 34 companies engaged in
applicable R & D. The survey_speciflcally excluded proprietary Information.
The maln body of the report deals wlth optical projection systems and elec-
trolumlnescent - photolumlnescent panel systems. In addition, descriptions are given in
the appendices of nine three-dlmensional dynamic display techniques, and nine solid state
module techniques which may be applicable to large status data displays. Included in the
catalog is an alphabetical Index of companies, addresses, and reported display items. A
bibliography was compiled of technical literature of recent years related to large displays.
None of the devices and techniques relate directly to an infinity image dis-
..
_-.
play. However, a number of techniques are described which are novel, and appear worthy
of investigation. Some of the more interesting techniques, are described belowz
I. Stereo Proiection System. This display device, at the time of writing (1962), was a pro-
posed system of International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. It utilizes a stereo projection
and viewing system which projects models or slides to an optical screen by a projection lens
2.95
and a beamsplitter. 1'4ovisual alds needbe worn. Theclaim Is that enlarged Images and
hlgh brightness is available from low brightness source CRT's.
2. Charactron Projection Display System. This proposed display system, a product of Gen-
eral Dynamics Corp., utilizes a so-called "charactron" tube to render a dark trace tube.
The Image Is then projected by a Schlieren optical technique or an elliptical mirror and
xenon lamp technique. The brightness for this proposed system is 30 ft. lamberts on an
8 x 8 ft. screen with a resolution of 4,000 lines.
3. Three-Dlmenslonal Real Image Display System. This system, a product of the Marks
Polarized Corp., Is in the conceptual development stage. It ls the purpose of this system
to create solid three-dimensional images in space which retain their integrity when viewed
from any spectator position. A detailed description of thls system can be found In U.S.
Patent No. 2,777,011 issued Jan. 8, 1957.
4. General Electric New Three-Dimenslonal Display. The three-dlmensional display is
accomplished by rotating a spherical spiral screen about the fulcrum of a beam of light,
and projecting the light beam to the proper azimuth and elevation angle on a screen by
means of an optical system. Targets observed as moving point of light on the screen are
presented In scale, yet In true 3-D perspective.
5. A New Technique In 3-D Display. Thls unlt utlllzes a translucent rotating screen,
storage facility for data, cathode ray tube for Image forming, and scanner to feed in-
formation to the CRT. The three-dimensional picture Is produced by the rotation of the
Image of a tlme sequenced two-dlmenslonal display, using the flexibility of a CRT as the
2..-96
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transducer of the electrical signal to light. ITT Federal Laboratories is developing this
system on an R & D contract.
6. 3-D/2-D Image Generator. Another proposed system of ITT Federal Laboratories.
This system utilizes a specially prepared model that is illuminated by a divergent beam
of light from a light source through a beamsplitter or half a mirror° The beam of light
may be used to illuminate a second model. The models are fabricated with a lenficular
surface. All the light rays intercepted by the model are returned to the half mirror on
their own axis, and reflected to lenses for projection. A mirror positions the Image
on a spherical or plain screen as a function of the course generator°
2.97
Author: The Oxford Corporation, Buffalo, New York
Title: Phase I Engineering Report, Carrier Landing Flight Simulator.
Report No. 6102,1August 1961. BuWeps Contract NOw 60-0/21-c.
SUMMARY: This report discusses the development of a full color, wide field of view
simulator of the scene viewed by a pilot in making a carrier approach. The work under
phase I of the contract was aimed at the fabrication and demonstration of a full size,
programmed flight mockup of the basic optical system in order to establish its character-
istics. It also covers a study of the computer and controls required to incorporate a
complete non-programmed flight simulation into the system.
The primary components of the system are two spherical reflectors which
share a common axis of revolution. The smaller reflector is convex and is aligned to
coincide with the focal surface of the larger mirror. A continuousl)_ variable focal
length lens is placed at a position off-axis and in front of the mirror system. The exit
pupil of the system is located below, and approximately in line with this lens, at an
equal distance from the axis of revolution. The aperture stop of the system, and the
effective position of the eye, is slightly in front of the focusing lens.
A carrier model, built with a left to right reversal and supported in an
inverted position, is located in line with the focusing lens. The system is then controlled
so that as the model approaches the eye position, the prime focus of the lens is kept on a
nominal position on the flight deck. The result fs that the image of the carrier is located
at infinity.
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The upper surface of the large concave mirror re-images the carrier model
on the reflective face of the convex mirror, which is located at the prime focal surface
of the first mirror, Inturn, the lower surface of the concave mirror re-collimates the
carrier model image. This results in the images which the pilot sees being virtual images
located at infinity behind the lower surface of the large mirror.
The coating on the convex surface of the smaller mirror can be made semi-
reflective. A background scene applied to the apposite surface of the same mirror, as
well as the carrier model image reflected from the metalized surface, will be visible to
the viewer. Since the two images will tend to "bleed" through each other if they are bf
the same intensity, in practice the background is normally darker than the surface of the
carrier model. The brighter image will tend to dominate.
The field of view is given as 180° azimuth by approximately 30° in elevat'i'on.
The second phase of work under the contract provides for the fabrication of a
flight simulator which would allow a pilot to control the aircraft during the approach.
2.99
Author: Perkln-Elmer Corporation
Title: Investl,qatlon of Technlques for Modulatin.q and Scannin.q a Laser Beam to Form
a Visual Display, Final Report, RADC-TDR-64-365, lanuary, 1965. Display
Techniques Branch, Rome Alr Development Center, New York; Contract No
AF30(602)-3122.
(AD-612725)
SUMMARY: The advent of the continuous wave visible laser has introduced the first real
competition to the electron beam scanning devices which form the backbone of television
systems. The characteristics of the laser which are of major importance are its capability
of being focussed to a very small spot size of high intrinsic brightness and the high degree
of collimation (or ray parallelism) which can be achieved in a beam of small cross-sectlon.
The latter feature permits the light to be angularly deflected and intensity modulated in a
manner analogous to that of an electron beam in a cathode ray tube.
Various techniques which mlght be used to modulate and deflect a laser beam
in response to an input video signal so as to form a projected visual display containing 106
resolved |nformatlan blts at 30 frames per second are considered in thls report.
Electro-optlcal modulation techniques are evaluated in general and the Pockel
cell using potassium d|hydrogen phosphate is considered in detail. Test results |ndicate that
a three-pass KDP modulator should be capable of providing the required modulation, but that
further englneer|ng of the video drive circuitry would be necessary to optim|ze its performance.
Several fast scanning techniques are investigated theoretically and one type de-
vice uslng a prism of barium titanate electro-optlcally active crystalline material was also
evaluated experimentally. Tests indicate that th|s technique should be capable of provid|ng
hlgh resolution displays (at least 1000 lines) but the optical qual|ty and sample slze of pres-
ently available crystalllne materials are not adequate to meet the present requirements. The
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potential advantages of newly developed mater|als such as potassium tantalatenlobate (KTM)
are cited and continuation of thls investigation using th|s new material |s recommended.
Brief conslderation of photometric and synchronlzation aspects of laser display
systems indicates no particular problem areas to be resolved in development of actual hard-
ware systems.
It Tsalso mentioned as belng possible, but not so obvious, that a laser can be
used to advantage |n |mage pickup.
2.101
Authon Pfelffer, M.G., Clark, W.C., and Danaher, J.W.
Title: The Pilot'! Visual Task: A study of Visual Display Reauirements
Courtney and Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Technical Report;
NAVTRADEVCEN 783-1, March 1963. Contract No. N61339-783.
(AD- 407 440)
SUMMAR.Y_ An analysis was made of the perceptual characteristics of the pilot's visual
world while performing various flight tasks. These were compared with the perceptual
characteristics made avallable by typical non-programmed visual dlsplays attached to
flight trainens. An experiment was then conducted in the F-100 simulator equipped
with the 151 visual attachment to determine training effects. It was determined that,
even among e_perlenced subJechs the performance significantly Improved, both wlth
regard to the detectlon of in-flight emergencies and the maintenance of aerodynamic
stability.
The external visual dlwlay of the 151,visual attachment, made by Rheem
Manufacturlng Co., comisted of a large hemi_here surrounding the F-100 simulator
onto which a display could be projected. A TV system was used for projecting target
aircraft onto the screen, and a refmctlve optical system was used for projecting a
horizon. Additional apparatus cor_isted of two slide projectors which were used to
project target aircraft on the hemisphere. This permitted the simultaneous presenta-
tion of two Intruder aircraftz TV tamets (bogies) with the television system, and pro-
jector targets (bogles) wlth the slide projector system.
TI_ addition of the extemal visual horizon to the 151 di_olay had no over-
all effect on emergency detection behavior. However, some subjects complained
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that the horizon was dlfficult to see, contrast between the sky and ground
being very poor.
One other visual attachment was observed, but not utilized in
direct experimentation, during the counse of the study. This was the Dalto
visual attachment to the P3A. trainer. The Dalto simulation process involves
a closed circuit TViplckup of a simulated runway landing. The landing
u_,L_ ..... t°. o¢ ^ki.,.t= which r_fl_et light The dls61ay is a oroiected imaneIi_llli _,mVllaiPlqi_l • v_ _ _ '''''" " .......... " ........ I •
on a flat screen f4nc_ng the4ai[ot,
The Dalto display has severe drawbacks which limit its effectiveness,
some af which are:
The only way to make the landing lights mare visible is to use
larger objects to reflect light. This slze-intensity problem means that the
Dalto runway lights are not sufflciently blurred into a bar-shape ot a dis-
tance - compared to the real situation - and, on the other hand, are too
blurred at close distances to be like point light Iources.
The vl_ai angle between an oblect and the horizon increases from
O
0 whim the object is distant, to 90° when the pilot Is directly over it.
The Dalto visual dlsplc_,, not being equipped with a horizon, falls to
provide tmlnlng In the use of this cue, but actually does not require it for
the port-task for which It was designed.
The projected Image does not ellclt a very realistic experience
of depth.
2 ._103
Recommendatiomweremadefor improving the Dalto display.
These include:
"Grain of _vheat" lamps or other devices with a similar effect
were advised in place of the reflective objects. This would result in
making the simulated runway lights actual sources of illuminatlon and
therefore permit the closer ones to appear brlghterand more distinct than
the ones further away. Thus_ the relative brightness of the runway lights
could be used as a cue for depth as well as resolution of detail.
The edges of the projection screen provide spurious cues for
the proper position of the horizon. It was advised that the field of view be
widened more in llne with that provided by the 151 non-programmed visual
display.
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Author: Polanyl, M.L. and Osterberg_ Ha (Assigned to American Optical Co.,
Southbridge, Mass.)
Title: Wide Aperture Optical Projection Lens System, U.S. Patent No.
2'_'683,394, July 13, 1954, Patent Office, Washington, D.C.
SUMMARY: This invention describes a wide aperture, _mage-formlng optical sys-
tem combining reflecting and refracting elements |n such an arrangement as to have
high optical efficiency. A folded system is shown which consists of two reflecting
annull and a Schmldt-type correctoro In additions a convergent refractive element
is axially located in a central clear aperture provided in the corrector plate.
The object--in the example cited, a CRT faceplate--is located near
the focal plane of the optical system. The rays reflected from the two annull are
corrected for spherical aberration in passing through the corrector plate before be-
ing focused on a viewing screen. The central cone of rays from each object point
pass through the two orifices and are Intercepted by the convergent lens in such a
manner as to be focused on the viewing screen. The lens is of a magnifying power
equal to that provlded by the reflector elements and correcting plate. When proper-
ly aligned, two images of equal size will coincide on the viewing screen. The com-
bined image will have a greater brilliance on the vlewlng screen than that of the
Image formed by the reflecting surfaces alone.
2.405
Author: Ratliff, Major F.R.
Title: "Soviet Training Concepts and the Utilization of Simulators". Paper
presented at AIAA/AFLC/ASD Support for Manned Flight Conference,
Dayton, Ohio, April 21-23, 1965.
SUMMARY: The paper as presented was an unclauifled version of a more complete
classified paper which discusses Soviet cosmonaut selection criteria. With one exception,
a significant omission was the lack of reference to visual devices in Soviet training.
Whether this is due to the lack of such devices or to the unclassified status of the paper
was not ascertained at the conference.
Prior to the revolution, Russia was considered to have had one of the
better educational systems in Western Europe. About one third of the population was
literate. The educational system was reorganized with the revolution, but in 1931
classical methods and subject matter were reinstituted, with emphasis on discipline and
directed study.
From the early fifties onward, the development of complex systems,
and particularly the manned spaceflight program imposed skill requirements that could
not be acquired through normal imtruction and on-the-job training methods. Simulators
were individually developed during the middle and late thirties, but many were eventually
proven worthless. It has only been in the postwar period that serious simulator develop-
ment has taken place based on research and theory.
Cosmonaut training is based on "habit formation", physical conditioning,
and "heightened consciousness". In terms of equipment, several models of the Vostok cabin
were apparently built to serve different training purposes. Some features mentioned are
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dynamic mounting for motion simulation_ instruments which changed their readings
according to programmed flight conditions, and an outside environment which simulated
as nearly as possible the visual stimuli to be experienced in orbit. The "locator", a
globe-like instrument for projecting the landing area of the spacecraft from a given
point in orbit, displayed realistic time phased data.
The Soviets have recently been greatly interested in teaching machines
based on cybernetic principles. The devices built range from simple machines for
individual use to fully computerized programs, integrated with simulation concepts,
for the training of groups or crews. The Russians are heavily involved in sleep-training
techniques, and in foreign language instruction they claim that students acquire a
vocabulary of up to 30 words per night. At the other extreme, the "bigness" of training
programs is exemplified by the Navy trainer which permits a crew of students to perform
tasks encountered during an "underway watch" under extremely varying conditions.
The ultimate goal in Soviet training seems to be the application of
programmed instructional techniques, including co,r purer based technology, to all future
training. They warn against mass production of current training models until more
experience in their use has been gained to testify to their worth.
2.107
Author:
Title=
RaytheonCompany,EquipmentDivision, SystemsRequirementsDepartment,
Waltham, Mass.
Feaslbllity Studyof Data PresentationConfigurations for Real Time Flight
Test Diq)l'_y. Technical Documentary Report NO' 63-31, July 196-3,
Conl:ract No. AF 04(611)-8510, AFSC Prolect No. 6903, AFSC Task
No. 690305.7.
(AD-413 065)
SUMMARY: Thi; r_porf presents the results of an investigation of display techniques and
configurations applicable to the monitoring and control of future flight test programs. The
major objective of this study was to recommend an initial design configuration of a display
devlce for ground-based monltorlng of advanced manned vehicles likely to be flight, tested
by the AFFTC in the future.
Information presentation techniques were discussed. These includedisuch
subjects as console displays, large screen projection displays, three dimensional displays,
and others. A di_lay evaluation of techniques was made. Of the several display tech-
niques capable of dynamic variable format presentation, high resolution scan-converted
TV Is the one which most nearly meets the requirements for versotll/ty, and at the same
time offers exceptional performance at reasonable cost.
)
The subject matter discussed herein does not readily lend itself to a wide-
angle dlsplay system study. Most of the technlques utilized are for relatively small d|s.-
plays. Howevert a number of Interesting techniques for television presentation are gen-
erallzed.
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Author: RCA Astro_Electronics Division, Princeton, N.J.
Title. Applied Research on Photo-Tape. Technical Documentary Report,
Oct. 1962, Project 6263, Task 626302, Contra_: No. AF33(616)-6365
(AD-224 835U, formerly AD-334 178S)
SUMMARY_ This is an interim report summarizlng phototape development as of 31 May
1962. The program continued under Contract AF 33(657)-8843.
•_. . ._.... L_ _-..... . .... of the K.._^_ system nv_r conven-the reporl acsc__uu_ _.= p p=
tlonal photograph), for use i:_ satelJltes and |n heavy radiation environments. Better quan-
tum efflcler_c_, than for the Vidicon is claimed, although prospects for further improvement
in efficiency seem slight, except for a very high unexplained peak in a narrow spectral band
in Znln2S 4.
Ball bearings and other mechanical components and lubricants were tested
for use in vacuum in the phototape system, and found satisfactory.
Limltlng resolution of about 100 TV llnes/mm was observed in a o_e inch.stor-
age device, but thls is limited by the presence of a collector mesh. An objective of the
follow-on contract will be to achieve 200 TV Iines/mm resolution.
2,_1_09
Author: RCA, Princeton
Title: Wide Angle High Definiti?n Television Systems
Contract N6onr-23605 to RCA, Princeton, New Jersey
(AD-6247)
I
SUMMARY: The stated purpose of this contract was to study the possibilities of
attaining large angle of view (at least 60°) in a high resolution television system for
use in a training simulator.
A Schmidt projection system and special CRT were designed and built. The
projector alone has an Ne ranging fr6m 1500 lines on-axis to 150 lines at 30 ° off-axis.
It covers a 60 ° total field angle and ,_as an efficiency of 6%. The CRT has a maximum
light output of about 80 candles, anc_an N e of from 375 to 410, depending on drive and
light output. Although a camera was not designed in the course of this study, an overall-
j __
N e figure for a system employing thejCRT and Schmidt optics was projected to be about
185.
I
In addition to the work described above, this report contains an excellent
discussion of the criteria needed for defining optical systems in objective terms. This
leans heavily on the work of Schade of RCA, who was one of the contributors to this
w
report. The coverage of certain limitations and design factors in camera and CRT design-
is also quite thorough.
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Author: Reed, G.A. (Assigned toThe Oxford Corporation, Williamsville, N.Y.)
Title: View|ng Device Having Optical Arrangement Producing Virtual Image
at Infinity, U.S. Patent No. 3, 190, 171, June 22, 1965, Patent Office,
Washington, D.C.
SUMMARY: This invention describes a viewing device for projecting a
model target, such as an aircraft carrier model, at infinity. In a preferred
embodiment of the invention, a pilot is trained in making a carrier approach.
The prototype of the trainer is described in "Phase I Engineering
Report, Carrier landing Flight Simulator" (seeThe Oxford Corporation).
2.111
Author: Reininger, W. G., et al
Title: Photoelectric Storage Interim Report No. 3, I December 62 to 28 February
63, on Contract AF33(657)8715 to Westinghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore, Md.
(AD-403718)
SUMMARY: This is a continuation of the TVIST phototape camera storage tube begun under
Contract AF33(616)6666. Research is directed toward obtaining higher sensitivity and
resolution, and better uniformity.
Target limiting resolution of 3800 TV lines per inch has been achieved. With a
slow scan system this figure is improved to 5000 TV lines per inch.
A camera tube is being made in the configuration of a 4-1/2 inch image orthicon,
and tested with a 7500 line raster.
Limiting resolution values of several lenses were measured using special
"diminishing line resolution patterns" developed under this contract.
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Author:
Title:
Rugari, A.D.
In-Cavity LASER Modulation Study Report RADC-TDR-64-129,
Project DS-63-9, Display Techniques Branch, Rome ADC, Griffiss;
AFB, New York, May 1964
(AD-601 660)
SUMMARY: A study was made to investigate the effect of introducing controllable
losses into the LASER cavity in the form of misalignment of the cavity reflectors.
Modulation was to be accomplished over the range 30 cps to 30 Mc ,,L :-.J^vWIIll _n I I I _*,,11¢;/%
of 0.5 or greater.
A theoretical analysis shows that the proposed modulation technique
(use of a KDP electro-optic prism in the resonating path of a CW gas LASER) should
result in good modulation with low power loss. However, the practical difficulties
associated with maintaining high transmission through the crystal present serious
problems. Absorption is only a few tenths of one percent, but inherent birefringence
or strain appears to be a major problem.
The subject is receiving continuing attention from this group.
2.113
Author: Rutman,A., et al
Title: Electronic Camera Systems Study and Investigation First Quarterly Progress
Report, 8 June thru 30 September 1964 on Contract DA28-043 AMC-00117(E)
to DuMont Laboratories, Clifton, New Jersey.
(AD-453848)
SUMMARY: The purpose of this study was to evaluate techniques and devices suitable for
use in Army Airborne Reconnaissance. As a result of this study a system is to be delineated
which will record, in strip photographic form, a real-time video output demonstrating a
resolutlon of 3000 TV lines at 25% response.
A configuration was chosen which consists of a concentric objective lens, a
fiber optical geometric converter, and an Image Orthicon operated with circular scan.
A line-to-circle fiber optical converter was fabricated, and a special image
orthicon was procured for this work. Preliminary results indicated that malntaining the
circular scan within the limits of the fiber optic annulus does not impose impractical
electrical tolerances. However_ resolution of only 2000 lines and 25% modulation have
been obtained.
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Author: R. Rutherford, Jr. and P. Grosso
Title1 Development of Phosphor Screens for High Resolution Display Devices.
[nterlm Engineering Report tl. CBS Laboratories, stamford, Conn.
(AD-418 207)
SUMMARY: Th!s report describes the first slx months of the project for cataphoretlcally
depositing hlgh quality phosphor screens for cathode ray tubes.
Resolutions exceeding 80 line pairs per millimeter have been deposited
on glass using Intermediate zlne coatings whlch were subsequently removed.
This work seems to be directed mainly at obtaining extremely hli_h resolu-
tion on rather small size tubes. At present resolution of the display tube Is not a problem
in spherical faceplate display tubes, and the type of screen described does not seem to be
directed toward projection tube appllcaflons.
_2.118
Author:
Title:
Sachtleben, L.T.
High Resolution Display Media Final Report on Contract AF30(602)-2238
to RCA, Camden, N.J. Report RADC-TDR-62-233 dated 7May62
(AD-277746)
SUMMARY: An extensive non-mathematical introductory discussion is given of factors
involved in image quality using the modern criteria evolved by Schade.
The properties of commercial translucent projection screen materials, including
fiber optics techniques, was studied. Conclusions from this part of the study indicate that
fiber optics materials may be expected to perform as well as or better than the best
commercial screens in all important respects.
Studies of electroluminescent image intensifier panels and photochromic display
media indicate that at present (1962) these techniques are insufficiently developed for high
resolution display purposes.
Results are presented of research into the problems of providing a large viewing
angle while preserving high resolution in a fiber optic display structure. For this, each
cladded fiber is terminated in a separate optical diffusing element. The fiber optics
screen work is elaborated on in a "report on contract extension" included as a part of
this report.
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Author: Schade, O. H.
Title: "Electro-Optical Characteristics of Television Systems,"
RCA Review- 1948
SUMMARY: (Part I, March 1948, pp. 5-37):
The optical and =,=,.,,,.-.._..-'--". _:.-.,I.........co-v_r_;nn processes in television
systems are examined by broad analytical methods. N, the "balanced line
number", is defined as the geometric mean between horizontal and vertical
resolution. Tests conducted with many observers showed that up to N = 800,
slight increases in sharpness on fine detailed stationary subjects could be
detected, but little preference was indicated beyond N = 500 for motion
scenes, persons, and other normal TV subjects. These tests were made at
= 4, where j0 =_viewing dlstance/picture height. Electrical bandwidth
in terms of N cutoff and frame time, for standard blanking percentages is
given by:
0.85 (Nco) 2
f=
Tf
Curves of "Detail Response of the Eye" as determined under several
different conditions are included as Figure 8.
The paper concludes with a brief theoretical analysis of the effects
of noise on the television picture.
2.117
('Part II, June 48, pp. 245 - 286)
A review of aperture and sampling theory, with emphasis on
the effects of different aperture shapes and sizes.
Critical Flicker Frequency as a function of brightness level is
also discussed, including various sources of flicker, such as interline and
detail flicker.
(Part III, September 48, pp.490- 530)
Electro-optical characteristics of camera systems are considered
in very general terms, with heavy emphasis on camera lens analys|s and
evaluation using aperture techniques.
(Part IV, December 48, pp. 653- 686)
A discussion of photographic systems with regard to image transfer
characteristic (gamma) and graininess. Aperture correction in television
systems is examined, but the effect of aperture correction on noise content
and subjective picture quality is not considered.
The conclusions section sums up the series of articles, and
acknowledges the importance of three basic characteristics of the imaging
process: _ignal-to-fluctuation ratio, transfer characteristic shape, and detail
contrast response. A unified system of specification and measurement procedures
is demonstrated, and correlated with the corresponding subjective impressions
2.118
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(grainlness, tone scale, and sharpness) "by analyzing the characteristics
of vision ."
Calculations show that a television system with a balanced
resolution of 410 lines is technically capable of attaining an image equivalent
of 35mrn commercial motion pictu res.
2.119
Author: Schade, O.H.
Title: "Image Gradation, Graininess and Sharpness in Television and Motion
Picture Systems." Journal of the SM__M_p___,Part I: "Image Structure and
Transfer Characteristics", Vol. 56, Feb. 51, pp. 137-77. Part I1: "The
Grain Structure of Motion Picture Images - an Analysis of Deviations
and Fluctuations of Sample Number," Vol. 58, Mar. 52, pp. 181-222.
Part II1: "The Grain Structure of Television Images", Vol. 61, Aug. 53,
pp. 97-164. Part IV: "Image Analysis in Photographic and Television
Systems (Definition and Sharpness), "Vol. 64, Nov. 55, pp. 593-617.
SUMMARY: Part I: "Image Structure and Transfer Characteristics. "
The physical quality of motion picture and television images is determined
by the transfer characteristics, slgnal-to-fluctuation ratio, and flux-response of the sys-
tem. Noise analysis based on sampling theory is introduced and the sine wave response
characteristics of typical apertures is developed. Thus a system of rating image-formlng
devices and systems is developed which permits objective comparison on a sound theoret-
ical basis.
Part I1: "The Grain Structure of Motion Picture Images - An Analysis of Deviations and
Fluctuations of the Sample Number. "
Part II treats aperture-response theory as applied to the evaluation of rela-
tive deviation in motlon-picture processes. Methods are developed for computing the
frequency spectrum of a projected image as modified by successive aperture response and
nonlinear transfer effects. The "effective sampling area" of various components in photo-
graphic or television systems is determined from their response to sine wave signals and
specified by an equivalent measure N e. The accuracy of this method is compared with
direct evaluation from dimensions and geometrical properties.
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Part II1: "The Grain Structure of Television Images".
An exhaustlve discussion and analysis of the raster scanning process,
principles, and the effect of aperture size and shape. A set of photographs
illustrates the effect of "slde-bands" obtained in raster scanning.
A curve of "sine-wave response of the eye" for moderate brightness
levels (4-10 ft. lamberts) ls shown on p. 123. The source of thls curve is nat
mentioned.
Several types of nolse are discussed as well as the relations between
noise and aperture compensation.
The sine-wave characteristlcs of televlslon camera tubes and kinescopes
are descrlbed In good detail on pages 137-9, indlcatlng that kinescopes are
uniformly superior to camera tubes in performance.
Vertical resolution is shown to depend only on aperture shape and line
number, whereas horlzontal resolution ls a function of aperture and bandwidth.
Aperture correction increases the nolse level by a factor which is larger
for peaked-channel noise than for flat-chaenel noise. The vlsual perceptlon of
fine detail and granularity is limited at low lumlnance by random fluctuations
in the visual process, and at medium and hlgh luminance values by the aperture
response of the eye's optlcal system.
One of the conclusions is that the gralnlness of theater-televlslon Images
will compare favorably with that of 35 mm motion pictures.
Part IV: "Image Analysis in Photographic and Television Systems".
Part A treats the theory of image analysis (aperture theory) and
analyzes by convolution the effects of various types of apertures in cas-
cade. The meaning of Net defined in Part II, is reviewed. (N e is the
equivalent rectangular passband of the squared energy response. For the
circularly symmetric aperture, N e occurs at the 50% point on the squared
response curve.) Scanning by multiple apertures and aperture correction
are also considered, together with methods for improving edge transition
response. However, no technique can restore parts of the spectrum which
have been lost in a preceeding integrating process.
Part B is an analysis of several types of systems, beginning with
the assumptions of "perfect" lenses, polnt-lmagesl television systems, and
coherent light. Modifications for practical optical and television systems
are later considered, with a table of equivalent passbands for EIA 525 line
television systems under several conditions of components and operation.
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Author: Schade, O.H., et al
Title: Applied Research on Camera Tubes Technical Documentary Report No. AL-TDR
64-171 dated 8 July 1964 under Contract AF33(657)-7939 to RCA, kancaster, Pa.
(AD-602425)
SUMMARY: Tubes with 2" x 2" vidicon photoconductive targets were constructed, and
typically achieve slgnai-to-noise ratios of 40 db ""wlrn 2000 "' '" -,., .L_ _,_o/_I V line rr_-_OlUllO|i ot ll!U ,._u_u
response level. The contract objective was 3000 lines at 50%. (These resolutions are
achieved at frame rates of one to ten per second.)
A total of 36 tubes was constructed during the contract period, of both vidicon
and orthicon types. Results obtained on all samples are tabulated with comments.
(This work is being continued under Contract AF33(615)-2109 with the aim of
i ncreasl ng tube sensitivity. )
2.123
Author: Schade, O.H.
Title: A 60-Megacycle Video Chain for High-Definltion Systems RCA Review -
Vol. XXVI, No. 2, June 1965, pp. 178-199.
SUMMARY: A theoretical analysis demonstrates that Iow-nolse pictures can be obtained
with camera tubes containing electron multipliers that furnish peak signal currents of the
order of 15 mlcroarnperes. Reliable noise-free video amplifier systems that have constant
amplitude response in a 60-megacycle bandwidth and that can deliver peak drive signals
of 50 volts to a high-definltion picture tube can be built with nuvistor tubes and conventional
circuit components.
The net sine-wave response of the storage surface and scanning beam combination
measured on an experimental multiplier vidlcon camera was found to be 55% at 1500 lines.
The equivalent pass band, N e is 1050 lines horizontal or vertical. Further details on the
vidlcon were not disclosed.
2.124
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Author:
T1tle_
Schaper, O.F.
Carrier Landing Trainer, U.S. Patent No. 2,883,763, April 28, 1959,
Patent Office, Washington, D.C.
SUMMARYI This invent|on describes a visual simulation apparatus for simulating an
environment relative to which an observer is supposedly moving. It Is explained with
reference to an aircraft-carrier iandlng trainer for t,,_L. • .l_k .... h "_'" - -I I ,bl_,, training, ...... u ....... np
pllcatlons are claimed.
A television system Is utilized to present a picture to an observer. The
scene, o campsite of a seascape and an aircraft carrier, is obtained by means of tele-
vision In_rtlon techniques. It is projected on the screen by a palr of wlde angle tele-
vision picture projectors, such a_ the RCA 60 ° wide angle projector, each projecting
approx|mately half of the scene, with a small overlap In the center. The projectors
are mounted directly above the tralnee's head on a glmbal-supported platform.
The sea,ape Is obtained by photographing a replica of a seascape wlth
a pair of telev|don cameras, each photographing a different half of the scene. An
aircraft c_arr|er model Is photographed wlth a single camera. In operation, the trainee
manipulates the trainer controls as If he were actually flying an airplane. Directional
sigrmls actuate the motors which control the cameras and projectors, resulting In a non-
programmed presentatlon. Thus, pictures simulating the landing approach of an aircraft
with req_e©t to • _rrler flight deck are projected on the screen.
2.L25
Author: Schlessinger, K o
Title: Design, Development and Fabrication of an Ultra-Hi_lh Resolution Cathode-Ray
Tube. Report No. 4, 21 February thru 20 May 1963, on Contract DA36-039-
sc-90726(E) to General Electric Company, Syracuse, New York
(AD-414484)
SUMMARY: This project is aimed at developing a five inch flying-spot cathode ray tube
with a 0.0002" spot size.
An objective spot-size gauge was developed for the range required, and results
agree with microscopic measurement methods down to 0.3 mil (8 microns). Tubes have
been constructed which yield 0.3 mil spot sizes, but at less than the desired output
currents of 10 to 15 microamperes. This has been accompllshed with both filmed and fine
grain screens.
An interesting discussion in this report shows that an inherent aberration is
present in flat CRT faceplates which can cause an effective spot widening of about . 15
rail. This is considerable in ultra-high resolution work, but can be eliminated from the
measurement procedure by the use of a simple lens.
2.126
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Author: Schwarz, A. and McCarthy, E.L. (Assigned to the Perkln-Elmer Corp.,
Norwalk, Conn.)
Titles Image Pro|ectlon Apparatus, U.S. Patent No. 3,052,753, Sept. 4, 1962
• Patent OffiCe, Washlrlgton, D.C.
SUMMARY: Thls invention relates to apparatus for projecting an image to a television
camera. More specifically, a description is provided of an Image pickup accessory, or
!
I
optical probe, for the camera.
The manner in which the invention is used shows a dolly-mounted television
camera movable along a three-dimenslonal model of an airport runway. The scanning head
I
I
of the camera Includes an objective viewing lens positioned to have a field of view at
right angles to the maior axis of the scanning head. It ls part of a "pick up" lens system.
The pick up system is designed to encompass a 90 ° field of view and form a real image in
I front of a relay lens. The system is designed telecentrlc on the Image slde. Although the
size of the Image changes as the scanning head alters Its position wlth respect to an object,
I telecentrlcity assure! that refocusing has no Influence on the size. Therefore, correct per-
I
I
spective Is maintained even though refocusing may be Introduced.
The Image Is transmitted by the relay lens through the optical system to the
Image orthlcon camera tube. Since the purpose of thls Invention Is to duplicate what a
I
I
pilot would see through the window of hls cockpit, the system has been designed so that
all angular motions of the aircraft appear to take place about axes running through hls posl-
tlon In the cockpit. The televlslon camera Is effectively positioned at the pivot point of
I the viewing lens; that Is, the optical conjugate or pupil of the viewing lens Is located at the
I
_i2_
Intersection of the optical system mechanical axis and the major axis of the scanning head.
All ruction of the pick up lens system is then constrained to rotation about one of these two
clxes and such rotations do not change the location in space of the entrance pupil. The net
resutt Is to after the pilot the same view he would receive if it were possible for him to
act_lly view the model from the entrance pupil point.
The Image from the camera is proiected on a screen in Front of the pilot.
The plier sit; in a control cabin mock-up and manipulates the aircraft controls In accord-
once with hl! vital observations. The control outputs are Fed to a computer which then
oontroll the vclrl01/! movements of the camera and the operation of the image-forming ap-
I_rott_ of lho Inwntlc_n,
I
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Author: Seyler, A.J. and Budrikis, Z.L.
Title: Detail Perception after Scene Changes in Television Image Presentations, IEEE
Transactions on Information Theory, January 65, Vol. IT-II, No. I, pp. 31-43
SUMMARY: Coding methods have from time to time been proposed for employing frame-to-
frame redundancy to reduce the transmission bandwidth of television signals. These have
heretofore been severely restricted by the large influx of new samples caused by scene
changes.
In this paper, psychophysical experiments and their results are described which
were designed to test the hypothesis that the human obse_wr -would not perceive a temporary
reduction in spatial detail after scene changes. The bandwidth of standard TV signals was
temporarily reduced after each scene change, by means of a transient controlled low--pass
filter. An average recovery time of 780 msec was found permissable by even the most
critical observers, when the minimum bandwidth of the new scene was 250 kc, or one-
twentieth of the system bandwidth ultimately reached at the end of the recovery transient.
2_129
Author: Shelton, C.T.
Title: Study of High Definition Television Techniques Vol. 2 of Final Report on
Contract DA36-039-sc-56653 to RCA, Camden, New Jersey entitled "Stud____y
of Army Television Problems" 15 May 1954.
(AD-44143)
SUMMARY: The first two sections of this report comprise a thorough discussion of
Dr. Otto Schade's work in the area of aperture theory and objective methods for image
evaluation and measurement.
Later sections discuss in good detail and without confusing analytical detail
various types of pickup tubes, including the Image Orthicon, Vidlcon, Iconoscope, and
Image Dissector. Although the data are out of date, the descriptions of limiting character-
istics are current, and the comparisons drawn among the various tubes are good.
The section on kinescopes |s somewhat outdated since considerable progress
has been made in this field in the past ten years.
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Author;, Slncloir, R.S.
Title' An Analysis of Directional Viewing Screens: A Comparison to a
Maffe-.Whlte Surface. U.S. Army Electronics Laboratories,
U,$: Army Electronics Command_ Fort Monmouth, N.J.
Technical Report ECOM-2500, Sept. 1964. DA Subtask No.
IP6-22001-A-055-03-05.
(AD-609034)
SUMMARY_ An analysis was made on viewing screens to determine the brightness of
a projected Image m a function of the viewing angle of an observer. A beaded screen
and two hypothetical screens were compared to a matte-wFite surface.
The bl'Ightneu of the beaded screen, assumed to be the most directional screen
currently bein 9 madee was found to be 2..72 times that of a matte-white surface on the
projection gxis. The beaded screen is manufactured by the Radiant Manufacturing Corporation.
A hypothet|cal screen obeying a cosine to the nineteenth power yielded a calculated
brtghtneu ten times that of a matte-white surface. It was not ascertained whether such a
screen could be fctbriccted. It was noted that as the screen is made more directional ih Its
chomcterlstlcst the usable vl_wlng angle descreases.
'_ I_t
Title: Society of Autometive Engineers, Inc., A Survey Report of Simulators
Used m Tools for I_search, li_ln and Development, Tech. Report
AIR779; JUne 2_, |9_4, _ - _ .....
SUMM_;I " Thll'repoff _mq_lrlZm the results ofa survey regarding the use of
litmulatonl m tools for research, design, and development in aerospace activities.
Speciflqally, the puq_le of this report was to compile a technical catalog of existing
tlmulator ©apobllitles; mtablish an engineering base from which modifications
of existing equipment can be determined to extend the present state-of-the-art; and
catalog the_climate_f fufure I_nerotion !imulators that witl be required through 1970.
!
Seventy repllei _were received from 168 questionnaires mailed out. The
Information that v_ laught, withrelpect to visual simu!atlon methods and devices, was
Incorporated In along lilt'of questions Involving normal uses of simulators, unique or
unusual computer t echniquesr simulator instrumentation, prototype instruments, types
ond prelentcltlb_of_.e_ternal dllplays, projection screen parameters, size of visual field,
.... 'r.
_ggmttsd areas for _;ilual R & D for the period 1961 through 1970, etc.
The results of thi| lurvey cgnnat be considered comprehensive, since many of
the known llmulator devices are not Included. Nowhere is mention made of virtual image
display d_vlces or technlquet,
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Author:
Title:
Spencer, R.A., Jr. and Smith, C.B. (Assigned to ACF Industries, Inc., New York,
N.Y.)
Carrier Landing Trainer, U.S. Patent No. 3,012,337, December 12, 1961,
Patent Office, Washington, D.C. "
SUMMARY: Thislnventlon relates to a device for visually training aircraft pilots in making
landings on an aircraft carrier. The simulation apparatus includes a scale model of an air-
craft carrier mounted on a large circular turntable, which is painted to resemble the sea and
¢P"
the carrier wake. Teleylsion cameras are focused on the carrier model, and the resulting _
picture is then displayed on a portion of a hemispherical screen surrounding the student pilot.
The television cameras are mounted at the center of the ' • , , .... L_ _-.-i__,. L.....anemlspnere, to ,,,_ .
An auxiliary projector casts a shadow over the screen to simulate the horizon and the darker
sea.
The pilot has controls in the cockpit to activate the movements of the television
cameras and the carrier turntable. Thus an image of the landing surface, varying In range,
direction, and elevation characteristics, ls projected on the screen in accordance with the
movemen t of the flight contro I members.
2;133
Author: Sulpizio, T.J., Rothschild, L.I., Case, W.J., and Orzechowskl, B.R.
Title: Design Study for Visual Reconnaissance Simulator. Rheem Manufacturing
Co. WADC Technical Report 55-419, November'1955. Contract No. AF
33(616)-2796, Project No. 6097.
(AD-87 321)
SUMMARY: This report presents the results of a study program to define and analyze the
various problems associated wlfh slmuJation of aerial visual reconnaissance missions in a
stationary ground-based training device. Evolutlon of the Visual Reconnaissance Simula-
tor design concept was stated in three distinct, interrelated phases consisting of:
I. Research in visual reconnalssar)ce methods, requirements, and human engineering
considerations.
2. Theoretical and laboratory analysis of optical and flight simulaiors systems.
3. Synthesis of practlcaJ and economical operating system.
In this manner, the requirements for a valid training device were formulated.
As a result of these studies, a Vlsual Reconnaissance Simulator design was recommended which
employs direct projection of a reJlef-map model by reflected light.
As envisioned in the report, the ideal simulator consists of a large hollow
spheret wlth a cockpit mounted lnslde such that the student pilotls head is at near-center
of the sphere. The Inside surface of the sphere is a projection screen. An overhead pro-
jector projects the light reflected from a scale relief map of the design terrain upon the in-
side surface of the spherical screen. The projection unit ls designed and mounted so as to
permit the pilot six degrees of freedom of the terrain Image motion with respect to the cock-
plt.
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The relief map reflection type of projection system was decided on after a
detailed study was made of each of the known techniques of image generation and present-
ation. These studies indicated conclusively that reflected light projection of a relief map
represented the most satisfactory system for use in the proposed simulator. The other pro-
jection systems that were analyzed include the following:
!. Strip film
2. Lantern slide of T.im"'rnoSa|C
3. Virtual image
4. TV projection
5. Point source (Shadowgraph)
6. Actual model views (Dioramlc representation)
A virtual image presentation was eliminated from consideration as a possible
projection system because the terrain image ls incapable of simulating the pilots natural
view. If a positive, or converging, lens Is used, the apparent height of a ground object
scale factor, instead of decreasing linearly, Increases in proportion to the square of the
distance away from the lens. This con_lltion is the dramatic opposite to the law of nature,
wherein parallel lines seem to converge to a single point far in the distance. If a negative
lens is used, the slze of the virtual image decreases as the object is drawn further away
from the lens. However, the Image never moves further from the lens than the focal plane,
even though it does decrease in size. Special simulation of altitude is therefore defective.
The infinity of space is paradoxically reduced to the focal length of the lens.
Limited lens tests were performed to find a very wide angle lens suitable for
_2.135
the requirementsof the simulator. Several photographic lenses were testedt one of 142°
and the other of 165°, fields of view, respecfiveWy. Resolution of these two lenses, wh[le
good on axis, degraded significantly towards the edges of the fields of vlewo
The authors state that good resolution can be ant|clpated with sim|lar lenses
of longer focal length end smaller relative aperture procured especially for the ground image
projector. One type of lens they advise for future development is the inverted telephoto-
type lens system.
2.136
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Author:
Title:
Taylor, D.W. (Assigned to: Motorola, Inc., Chicago, III.)
Electronic Image System and Method U.S. Patent No. 2,944, 174
July 5, 1960, Patent Office, Washington, D.C.
SUMMARY: This patent covers a magnetic lens technique for magnifying the horizontal
deflection component. Usually this results in minification of the vertical dimension, when
nh,,c;,_nl Iv nhfn;nnhlp f|_lel_ nre c_nsldered.
r" • "! ...... / ..........................
The inventor claims that if one permits the minified dimension to run to the
extreme, the picture flips over and becomes magnified.
A 21 inch receiver was constructed that had a horizontal power requirement
only four percent, and vertical power requirement 25 percent of what would be required
using conventional techniques.
Astigmatism is introduced by the use of this invention, but this, it is claimed,
is easily removed by a corrector lens.
A further boon is that the effective deflection center is moved forward,
minimizing neck shadow problems.
2.137
Author:
Title:
Tucker, A.R., and Welss, M.(Asdgned to Dalto Electronics Carp,)
Electronic System for Generating a PerllNI11_y_a Image, U.S. Patent No.
3,060,596, Oct. 30, 1962, Potent Off|_e, Washington, D.C.
SUMMARY: A flying-spot scanner Is described In which a triangular raster Is generated
and used for scanning while the display is a conventleMI re,angular mstee. Thls results
in generation of a perspective display of a plane surface from gplan_vlew of this surface.
Several details relating to the spacing of raster lines and the dlstrlbutlon of detail aredis-
closed.
Yaw ls accomplished optically by means of a pechan prism; trandatory
motions are accomplished by physical metlcm of the scanned tmnq_rencyl and rotary too,.
tlon is proposed to be achieved by means of a Ilelwmte elowd-91rcult televldon link.
The features described In thls patent seem to be some of those used In the
"Scanalog" simulator system manufactured by the aulgnee, l_lto Electronics Corp.
2.J38
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Author: Undersea Technology
Title: "Submarines Guided by TV Display", Undersea Technology,
August, 1965, pp. 28-29.
SUM/V_R¥: This article describes a synthetic TV display for the training
of helmsmen and pilots of submarines. The system, developed at Norden Division
of United Aircraft Corporation in Norwalk, Connecticut, is called Conalog, or
contact analog, a name derived from the fact that its presentation is analogous to
contact or visual flight.
Conalog is a complex, solid-state electronic system of integrated
and miniaturized circuits which draws information from the vehicle's sensing instruments,
such as the depth indicator. It performs computations on varied information and generates
a continuous television picture of the vehicle's reference, attitude, and response. No
camera is involved in presenting the display, although an actual television picture of
the outside world can be superimposed on the display.
A horizon llne b|sec_ the 19-inch picture tube. The ocean's surface is
represented at the top of the picture by a grid pattern, and the bottom of the sea or the
submarine's depth limit is represented by a similar grid pattern. A cross symbol (+),
representing the bow of the ship, is stretched along an endless roadway stretching from
the horizon line. Black "tar strips" moving along the roadway at scaled intervals give
the impression of speed and forward movement.
Author: Vine, B.H., et al
Title: Applied Research On High Resolution Camera Tubes
lnterlm Technical Docun_entary Report No. 5, I September to 31
December 1963. BPSN No. 2(670-4156-41653) Contract No.
AF33(657)-7939 to RCA, Lancaster, Pa.
(AD-427824)
SUMMARY: This is a continuation qf RCA work in developing an image orthlcon target
structure for a high sensitivity camera tube (orthicon or vldlcon) capable of 1500 TV lines
per inch at 50% slnewave response over a format of 2" by 2".
Nine 4-1/2 inch tubes w.ere built and tested. It was found that _he resolu-
tion of vldlcon targets was approximately twice that of orthicon targets. Signal tonoise
ratios of 100 to I in a 20 mc bandwidth were obtained in a special 4-1/2 inch multiplier
vldlcon using a 1000 line mesh. Measurements made over a 10 x 10ram central area in-
dicated a slnewave equivalent response N e of 15 to 21 TV llnes/mm. Apparently no
measurements were made in areas Far removed from the center.
I
Much of the report is devoted to a test setup and test results obtained for
about ten different lenses to be used ;in conjunction with the tubes.
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Author:
Title:
H.A. Wagner Co., Van Nuys, Californ|a
Prellmlnary Proposal, Final Equipment Development and Construct|on of
Protc_type Tralner, Tan_, Platoon Leader, Device 17-AR-I. May 1957
SUMMARY: This proposal describes a fac|lity and installation for the traln|ng of tank pla-
toon leaders under simulated battle condh|ons. A terrain model would form the external en-
vlronment of an overhead gondola in a training room. A set of flve interchangeable models
will be utilized to represent a variety of types of terrain: typlcal European, mountainous,
arctic, desert, and jungle. Each terrain moae,'-' "":_Jw.,.be ar,prox..'m-.*==ly.. _._. 4(1_ft. x 60 ft. in size
and represent, at a scale of 1:150, typical terrain features such as roads, hills, buildings,
vegetation, etc. Infantry models and remotely controlled vehicle models would be utilized
to heighten the sense of realism.
The gondola comprises the tralnee's simulated tank turret, the turret's sup-
porting structure, and a structural support for a direct-viewlng periscope. The turret will
duplicate the inside of a tank commander's station of the M48 tank. The turret will be sta-
tlonary with respect to the gondola, but the cupola, a functional replica of that found on
the tank, will be rotatable in azimuth, and the hatch will open and close.
When a trainee is in his operating position, he can view the terrain only
through the optical system prov|ded. A multipath optical periscope system would provide
a realistic simulation of the vlew|ng situation that exists when a tank platoon leader
rides with hls head out of the cupola for direct viewing of the terrain. From ins|de the cu-
pola, the trainee views through the cupola periscope and viewing slots and through the range-
finder. The internal arrangement and mechanlsms of an M48 tank turret are reproduced in the
gondola and the trainee would perform all the necessary functions of the tank platoon leader
2.14I
.in the proper manner. The tranlations of the gondola are controlled by the tralnee's tank
driver who is stationed on an overhead gallery where he cannot be seen by the trainee, but
from where he can observe the terrain, the gondola's position, and the position of the per-
iscope pickup prism.
The multipath periscope is a unlt-power viewing system. A successive image-
-relaying system pipes the light from the model terrain surface to the trainee's eyes. It pro-
vides the same visual effect as |f the observer's eye were actually placed at the instruments
exit pupil. A mechanical construction around the optical system will provide five degrees
of freedom of head motion.
The upper vlew|ng head will be used to deliver images to the five viewing
slots in the cupola. A colr_cidence rangeflnder would be simulated by inserting a pair of
small rhomboid prisms in front of the pickup prism. At such times the periscope and v|ew-
ing slots will be inoperative.
The trainer will provide an azimuth presentation of 360 ° and a vertical field
angle of 80 ° .
2. 142
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Author: Wallace, K.F., et al
Title: Electrical ReadoUt far _Videband Electron" Beam Recording, Final Report,
Contract AF30(602)-2474 to Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.
Report RADC TDR-62-394 dated Sept. 27, 1962
(AD-293201)
SUMMARY: Several possible methods for obtaining wldeband electrical readout of
thermoplastic recordings are discussed. Practical limitations encountered with flying
spot scanners and vidicon techniques are considered, and some laboratory measurements
are presented.
A secondary emission readout scheme is detailed in which the fundamental
frequency (imitations are in excess of i!00 Mc. This secondary emission readout approach
lends itself to servo tracking which can be used to maintain the scanning beam in the
correct position relative to the recording surface and to permit ready location of the
recorded groove. Experiments show that this type of tracking is successful despite large
errors in the original recording.
Photographs of a feasibility model with a sixty megacycle output are included
in the report.
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Author:
Title:
Whitby, C.M.
"Image-Related Scanning Systems for Visual Simulation" Paper
presented at AIAA/AFLC/ASD Support for Manned Flight Conference,
Dayton, Ohio, April 21-23, 1965.
SUMMARY: This paper was a description of three Bell techniques used for image
generation in connection with space simulation work. For the generation of simple
forms, the system is highly efficient, but as the array of possible generated patterns
becomes more complex, the advantages decline rapidly.
The first two techniques described are used to generate a toroidal-
shaped space station (used as an input to the ACF simulator) and to generate an
Agena-shaped cylindrical vehicle, used as an input to the Farrand Gemini Infinity
Display System. From the descrlption of the various factors which have been considered
and corrected for, it would seem that the generation would be very realistic.
Analog computer simulation is used for generation of the geometry of
the subject to be displayed. The coordinate systems of the subject and the viewing
vehicle are related to inertial coordinates, and corrections made for perspective,
distance, illumination source, beam spot velocity, etc. The main advantage over a
conventional TV system with a model is that no model, gimballing system, camera or
illumination system is necessary. The main disadvantage is that the programming
becomes extremely complex if even moderately fine detail is to be presented in addition
to the vehicle outline. (For instance, to have the letters NASA appear on the vehicle
would be highly involved.)
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The advantage of setting the scan pattern to conform to the image,
rather than to use a fixed raster scan is very potent for images which do not fill the
television display screen. A major limitation of the technique is the difficulty in
matting multiple images, or in insetting the generated image into a raster-scanned TV
background.
System advantages over the probe and model type of image generator
are as follows:
Improved resolution in high data portions of the scene.
(This results in better-than-TV resolution in distant subjects,
but poorer than TV realism for subjects closer than about seven
feet. )
High contrast ratios possible, more nearly approaching
the condition of the real space scene.
Full angular and positional freedom, without singular
points.
Multiple window generation with modest increases in
system cost and complexity.
System economy in size and cost over that using a model
and TV pickup.
The Earth Orbital Scene Generator used for developing the video for
the Gemini rendezvous mission simulator was used as an illustration of the synthetic
O 2.J45
generation technique. A drawing showing the major system components was presented.
This included a flying-spot scanner for producing the earth scene background from a
color transparency. The flying-spot scanner uses an image-related scan (rather than
a rectangular raster) which is coordinated with the Agena vehicle generated by computer.
This permits simple insetting of the two overlapping images.
The flying-_oot scanner technique was used as an illustration of image-
related scanning to pickup from a transparency. An artificially generated mid-course
earth image was shown, together with the transparency from which the information was
derived. The effect was very realistic, although it would seem that resolution at close
ranges would be insufficient to maintain the illusion.
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Author: Whlttenburg, J.A. and Wise, J.E.
Title: Feasibility for Research Application of Visual Attachments for Dynamic
Flight Simulators. Report No. 2: Requirements and State-of-the-Art
Evaluation. Human Sciences Research, Inc., Arlington I, Virginia.
HSR-RR-62/10-Mk-X, February 1963. Contract No. FAA/BRD-401,
Project No. 421-12R.
(AD-401 129)
SUMMARY: This report identifies human factors research requirements for visual at-
tachments to dynamic flight simulators, and evaluates the state-of-the-art in visual
simulation techniques for meeting these requirements.
Six major techniques employed by industry were evaluated. These tech-
niques are:
I. Computation of pictorial elements technique
2. Film technique
3. Direct viewing (model) technique
4. Optical display projection technique (Diascoplc
and Epldlascoplc)
5. Closed circuit television technique
6. Synthetic image generation technique
Examples of systems developed or proposed, utilizing these techniques, are
listed. The industries visited, as well as descriptions of their systems and techniques, are
described in another report (see Wise and Whittenburg).
2.147
Requirementsfor visual attachmentswere groupedunder two major criterion
sources:physlcal fidelity and perceptual fidelity.
I. Physicalf|dellty: Thisis the capability of simulatingproperties
of the external world. Fourgeneral propertiesof physical
phenomenawhich were |nvest|gatedare: photometrlcand
colorimetric variables, amblentvarlables, spac|al variables,
and dynamicvariables.
2. Perceptualfidelity: Thfs is the capability of reproducingthe
phenomenologicallydescriptive characteristicsof the "perceived"
real world. Fourmajor subd|vislonsof variables are: brightness
and color contrast, atmosphericrepresentatlon, object/contour
representation,and apparentmotion perspective.
Theresultsof ratlng major state-of-the-art techniquesin termsof meeting
the physical fidelity and perceptual fidelity crlterion sourcesare shownin the two charts
which follow. Basesfor rating the techniquesare given in a studyappendix.
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Author: Wicklund, H.P.
Title: Flight Trainer, U.S. Patent No. 2,591,752, April 8, 1952.
Patent Office_ Washington, D.C.
SUMMARY: This invention relates to "an apparatus and a method for producing
an illusion of the effects of the flight and flying of an airplane by a person". According
to the general arrangement_ a pilot sitting behind the controls in a mock cockpitoassembly
views through an optical system an area containing a terrain model. The elements of the
optical viewing system are remotely controlled, in response to manipulations of the mack
control elements by the pilot in the cockpit. The resulting image of the model simulates
and transmits to the pilot the illusion of seeing an actual view as would be seen from the
cockpit of a real plane. An instrument panel is also introduced into the observer's field
of vision through the optical system.
A prototype of the flight trainer is described in "Operating Manual
(Maintenance) for Contact Flight Simulator, Device 14-L-2, (see Farrand Optical
Company, Inc.).
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Author: Wise, J.E. and Whittenburg, J.A.
Title: Feasibility for Research Application of Visual Attachments for Dynamic Flight
Simulators. Report No. I: State-of-the-Art Survey of the Visual Simulation
Industry. Human Sciences Research, Inc., Arlington I, Virginia.
HSR-RR-62/7-Mk-X, July 1962. Contract No. FAA/BRD-401, Project No.
421-12R,
(AD- 298 056L)
SUMMARY: This is one of two reports which analyzes the research applications of visual
simulation techniques and systems. The first report contains a compilation of current (1962)
information on the state-of-the-art in the visual simulation!industry. A second report,
which is separately bound (see Whittenburg and Wise), describes the general requirements
for a dynamic closed loop visual simulator and evaluates present visual simulation techniques
and specific systems for meeting these requirements.
Report No. I is divided into four sections.
used in the collection of data during the field survey.
The first section pertains to methods
It provides information pertaining
to sources of manufacturer listings, manufacturers who were selected for the survey and
whose facilities were visited, and the procedures that were used from initial manufacturer
contact through development and utilization of technical interview questionnaire.
The second section describes the various techniques that are employed by
industry in the design and manufacture of visual simulation systems. Each technique is
examined by providing a general description, noting variations in technique, identifying
the capabilities and limitations, and listing a sample of systems utilizing that particular
technique.
Section III reports on industry itself. Nine manufacturers who either have or
had background in the visual simulation field were selected for study, and these nine were
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considered representative of the industry. For each manufacturer, as much relevant
information as possible pertaining to systems either in production or undergoing develop-
ment is given. Where information exists, the mathematical solution, complete with
formulas, of a particular system is presented. Related systems or techniques that are
either in production or undergoing development are also discussed.
The last section of this report consists of a system specification check list
and a bibliography.
2.J53
Author:
Title:
Wojclk, F Ao
Cubical Vision Motio_ Plcture Apparatus, U.S. Patent No. 2,997,537,
August 2_-r96-J; Patent Office, Washington, D.C.
SUMMARY: [his patent describes a cubical vision motion picture apparatus consisting
of two separately located and synchronized peripheral motion picture camera projectors
mounted in a horizontal plane and in a vertlcaJ plane, respectiveJy. Each camera sweeps
through a 360 ° an.qie of view_ and simultaneously projects an orthographic imageOnto
the surface of a television camera tube. The electronic slgnaJs from the horizontal and
vertical television camera tubes are utilized to form a montage comprising an und|storted
orthographic television picture of the enveloping region consisting of six, 900 by 90 ° views
arranged in a preferred pattern.
The author claims his invention to be the nearest solution to the "all seeing
eye" that is indispensable in a perfect remote control guiding system, such as used in guided
missiles, space ships, etc.
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Author: Wolfe, C° E.
Title: "Information System Displays for Aerospace Surveillance Applications",
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace, Volume 2, No. 2, April 1964, p. 204-210.
SUMMARY= This paper discusses the concepts of information system technology as related
to aerospace surveillance systems. Information requirements for surveillance systems are de-
fined, followed by a comprehensive digest of the state-of-the-art in displays. The emphasis
i_ on the future potential of the displays to aerospace surveillance systems. Photographic
and projection techniques are discussed, with examples being cited of various techniques.
Most of the devlcel use a modified Schlleren optical system for projection.
The auther concludes that the state-of-the-art In individual and group dis-
plays has not achieved the ultimate Information display requirements.
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Author: V_oodson, R.A.
Title: "Space Flight Visual Simulation Systems", Advances in the Astronautical
Sciences, Vol. 16, Part 2, Norman V. Petersen, editor, Western Periodicals
Company, North Hollywood, California, 1963, p. 188-205.
SUMMARY: This paper reviews various types of visual simulation techniques: closed
circuit TV, electronically synthesized images, motion picture film, celestial projection,
point light source projection, compensated offset projection, variable perspective
projection, synthetic perspective image generation, and composite image viewing.
Examples of systems incorporating these techniques are given. These include such systems
as: Variable Anamorphic Motion Picture System (VAMP), Compensated Offset Projection
System, Point Light Source Projector for Helicopter Trainer, Electronic Night Landing
Visual Display System, Visuaklnk Closed Circuit TV, In-Flight Refueling Display, and
several others. The discussion of these systems is brief, and does not contain any
quantitative data. No evaluation of these systems is attempted, either.
A description is given for an out-the-w_ndow display system which fulfills
the requirements of the Edwards Space-Flight Simulator and further represents the latest
state-of-the-art in visual simulation techniques. The description is applicable to the
training of the student aerospace pilots of the Aerospace Research Pilot School. The
display is described in terms of the required types and number of visual display inputs.
The basic system approach covers the multi-phases of the flight mission and the basic
displays which are required to present a full simulated mission.
As described herein, images are projected onto a spherical screen, located
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at a distance of approximately 15 feet from two astronauts. Since the view points of
the astronauts are 35 inches apart, it is necessary to project duplicate views of the
display on the screen, separated effectively by 35 inches. Each astronaut sees objects
at infinity in the same direction as the other astronaut with respect to the capsule. The
two projected displays are separated by using two sets of projectors in a seml-specularly
reflecting screen w|th !enticu!ar surface.
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Author:
Title:
Xhlgnesse, L.V.
Selective Survey of French Developments in Flight Simulators and Flight
Instruments. I. Fl|ght Simulators. University of llllnois, WADC Technical
Note 57-378, June 1958. Contract No. AF 33(616)-3000, Project No.
6190-71373.
(AD-142 130)
SUMMARY: A selective surve_y of French developments in aircraft and missile simulation
is undertaken in this paper. Several types of simulators were discussed: a flight simulator
for a primary trainer wlth the conventional engine type; three types of helicopter slmula-
1
tots; and a simulator for an air-to-ground or ground-to-ground missile.
All the devices had systems for simulating aspects of the external visual en-
vironment. In addition, all simulators utilized the point light source projection technique.
In general, the French simulators that were examined are less sophisticated in style than are
their American countertypes. Another characteristic of American simulators is that they
tend to be relatively rigid with respect to the basic aircraft type for which they provide
simulation. The French simulators permit easy change of simulated fllght characteristics
so that the same device can be used in training for proficiency in more than one model.
Extensive modifications are required to change flight characteristics of American simulators.
Thls report does not present an in-depth discussion of simulation techniques.
The point light source projection technique which forms a basis for the French flight simu-
lation systems has been _aluated in several American reports that are identified in this
section. Since thls report was written In 1958, it is questionable that the work reported
here represents the state-of-the-art of the French simulation industry.
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Author:
Title:
Yoshlro, H.
Apparatus for Photographing and Projecting a Motion Picture Image of a
Very Wlde Angle, U.S. Patent Ixlo. 2,928,313, March 15, i960, Patent
Office, Washington, D.C.
SUMMARY: Apparatus far photographing and projecting a motion picture film having a
horizontal field ar_jle of up to 360 ° is described. The camera has a fixed cylindrical drum
on which film ls mounted on the inside circumference, and an optical system which rotates
concentric to the drum. A slit in the optical system focal plane limits the area of _"-1[! Iffl
which ls exposed as the system rotates, minimizing the aberration of the image. Unexposed
film ls continuously fed to the cylinder wall while the optical system rotates.
A projector, based on the same principal as the camera, utilizes several optical
"4
systems and light sources in order to increase the luminous intensity of the image, as the image
is projected on the inside surface of a concentric cylindrical screen.
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SECTION III
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Over 400 items of literature were read and evaluated for the literature
search. Approximately !20 of these were of enough impo_ance to be abstracted;
these appear in Section II. Some literature was discarded as being irrelevantto
a study of visual simulation devices and techniques. The reason for ordering
this material, in the first place, was due to misleading titles.
The remainder of the literature that was studied is listed in this section,
and can be considered as a general bibliography of background material to a study
of simulation, display, or television systems. The references are listed alphabetically
by authors under selected subject headings.
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Section IV
TELEVISION SURVEY
SECTIONIV
TELEVISION SURVEY
A questionnaire was prepared for use in a survey of television manufacturers
to determine the state-of-the-art of the industry. The purpose of the survey was
to compile data descriptive of the latest state-of-the-art techniques in high resolution,
closed circuit TV systems and their ancillary parts, such as pickups and probe optics.
Included in this section are the state-of-the-art questionnaire that was circulated,
a Jist of manufacturers and suppliers of television system and components to '.... L_W_IUff! ! !11_
questionnaire was sent, and a summary of replies that were received.
4.1
A. STATE-OF-THE-ARTQUESTIONNAIRE
Gentlemen:
TheFarrandOptical Company,undercontract NAS 9-3678, is currently
engaged in a study of advanced television systems for the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration. This study will result in a set of specifica-
tions for an advanced television system in the next year. A second objective
will be an outline description of the "best" system deemed possible in the
coming five-year period. In addition, NASA and other Government agencies
are expected to use the study report in specifying and evaluating other advanced
television procurements.
You and your company may be able to help the Government in this search.
(Farrand is a user, rather than a supplier, of television components and systems.)
To assist you in interpreting our request, a Technical Discussion is appended to
this letter. Any pertinent data received will be included in our report to NASA,
and any data you wish to mark "proprietary" will, of course, be so reported and
handled.
The requirements of our study include the following:
I . Establishment of parameters and techniques of most importance in the
presentation of a wide-field picture to a TV Viewer, as well as alternative
trade-offs among these parameters.
. Specifications for the most advanced Closed Circuit TV System, in the
sense of (I) above, to be procurable within one year.
. Preliminary specifications for a Closed Circuit TV System adhering to (I)
above more closely, to be available in the next five years.
Any assistance you can offer by participation in this program will aid our National
Space Effort. Any suggestions, comments or literature you may offer to aid us in
this program will be appreciated.
Very truly yours,
FARRAND OPTICAL CO., Inc.
RWT:RH:ip
4.2
Raymond H. Bull
Project Manager
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
Survey of Advanced Televls':on Systems
The prime obiective of the TV system will be to provide a realistic display when used
in conjunction with a wlde-angle Infinity Display System•
By the optical techniques of the infinity Display System, the CRT face may be made to
subtend any apparent angle up to 140° or more. For a 140°angie, the effective viewing dis-
,
tance from an apparently fiat tube face will be less than ane fifth the picture width. Any
curvature of the faceplate may be removed or inverted optically.
At such a close viewing distance, picture noise becomes an important subjective con-
sideration. In addition, to provide full re.a_ism tha TV resolution should be comparable with
that of the human eye - about I minute of arc per line-pair, or 120 TV lines per degree. A
system of this resolution appe.ars to be unattainable at present. Even 6 times poorer resolu-
• ! _0
,ion - 20 TV Lines per degree - ,s diEicu[t to attain over a ,-'_ wide field, since it _vould
mean 2800 TV Lines per picture width.
•A 140° x I00 ° picture of 20 TV lines/degree cc.ntains [40 x 100 x (20) 2 = 5.6 x 106
picture elements. At 30 framcs/se.cond, t_,e information rat_. is [68 x i06 picture elements/
second• Using a Kell factor of .75, retrace time of 10%, and the factor of 2 picture ele-
ments per cycle, the bandwidth requir_.d to transmit this information is (168 x _ x 10
4 1
(_') ("_) = 124. inc. "
• :Reasonably good sensitivity will also be important. H,gnl.ght iliumination at the pick-
up tube faceplate can probably be maintained at about I tarot-candle for small area pickup
tubes.
4.3
•o
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The obieets of the curr,;n," search are three-fold:
To determlne those, tradeo_s in system pc.rc_rne.tQrswhich r_sult in the most realistic-
a_p_aring picture when not all parc_..-:_ers con be _._mizcd.
To establish a set of specifications ;for the most realistic TV display system in light
of the results obtained _bove. (Tk,_.se s,oeci_'ications must be realizable as an off-
the-shelf system or as a rnoJ_fication, to be available within one year.)
To deterndne what is t,_e best that con be expected in this area over a longer term
effort of about 5 years• Thi._ will d_f_ni_'ely include, non-standard technlques such
as special scans, mosaic and composite device systems_ in addition to more advanced
versions of existing s_.nso;'_end displays.
Please address your rc2Iy, and cny ciuastions you may have i'o:
Mr. M.C. Eu_m
Farr_nd Ol_ticc_l Com,ouny, lnc.
440[ bronx Boulevard
New York, N_w York 10470
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B. ORGAN IZATIONS SURVEYED
Io
0
o
.
.
Adler Westrex Comm. Division
I LeFevre Lane
New Rochelle, New York
Admiral Corporation
Government Electronics Division
3800 West Cortland Street
Chicago, Illlno|s
Akutron, Inc.
8451 Standustriai
Stanton, California
Ameco, Inc.
P.O. Box 11326
Phoenix, Arizona
American Comm. Corp.
280 Broadway
New York, New York
10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
Bell Aerosystems Co., Division of
Bell Aerospace Corporation
Box !
Buffalo 5, New York
Benco Television Associates, Ltd.
27 Taber Road
Rexdale, Ontario, Canada
Bendix Corporation
Red Bank Division
Highway 35
Eatontown, New Jersey
Bendix Corporation
Bendix Radio Division
East Joppa Road
Baltimore, Maryland
Bionic Instruments, !nc.
221 Rock Hill Road
Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania
o
e
o
Amprex Electronic Corporation
P.O. Box 418
230 Duffy Avenue
Hicksville, New York
Automation Laboratories, Inc.
179 Liberty Avenue
Mineola, New York
Avia Products Company, Inc.
631 B South Walnut
LaHabra, California
15. Blonder-Tongue Labs., Inc.
9 Ailing Street
Newark, New Jersey
16.
17.
Bludworth Marine Division
States Electronics Corp.
96 Gold Street
New York, New York
Calvert Electronics, Inc.
220 East 23rd Stree_
New York, New York
e Ball Brother= Research Corporation
Bou Ider, Colorado
18. Camera Equipment Co., Inc.
315 West 43td Street
New York, New York
4.5
19. CBS Sales
High Ridge Road
Stamford, Connecticut
8e Dynalr Electronics, Inc.
6360 Federal Boulevard
San Diego, California
20. C-Cot Electronics, Inc.
Box 824
State College, Pennsylvania
9w Elgeet Optical Co., Inc.
303 Child Street
Rochester, New York
21.
22.
Cohu Electronics, Inc.
K_n Tel. Division
5725 Kearny Villa Road
San Diego, California
Collins Radio Company
IDal .as, Texas
30.
31.
English Electric Valve Co., Ltd.
Chelmsford
Essex, England
Entron, Inc.
2141 It_dustrial Parkway
Silver Spring, Maryland
23.
24.
25.
26.
7e
4.6
Dage Television Company
455 Sheridan Avenue
Michigan City, Indiana
D B M Research Corp.
Box 521
Cocoa Beach, Florida
Diamond Elecfronlcs
Box 415
Lancaster, Ohio
A. B. Dick Company
5700 W. Touhy Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
DuMont Labs.
Electro Visual Department
750 Bloomfield Avenue
Clifton, New Jersey
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
G B C America Corporation
89 Franklin Street
New York, New York
General Atronics Corporation
Electronic Tube Division
1200 East Mermaid Lane
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
General Electric Company
Industrial Sales Division
I River Road
Schenectady, New York
General Electric Compa ny
Light Military Electronics Department
901 Broad Street
Utica, New York
General Electric Tube Department
316 East Ninth Street
Owensboro, Kentucky
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37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
4e
45.
General Elect.,oclynamic$ Corporation
4430 Fo:est Lane
Garland, Te×as
General Instrument Corpolution
R_dlo Receptor Division
Andrews Road
Hicksviile, New York
General Television Network
901 Livernois Avenue
Femdale, Mich';gan
G|ann!nl Contml_s Comoratlon
1600 South Mountain Avenue
Duarte, California
Giannini Scientific Corporation
185 Dixon Avenue
Amifyviile, New York
GPL Division
General Precision, Inc.
63 Bedford Road
Pleasantville, New York
Hitachi Sales Corporation
666 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10019
Hughes Aircraft Company
Vacuum Tube Products Division
2020 O_;eanside Boulevard
Oceanside_ Ca[ rjfornia
h_.ternCtional Electronics Co_oraHon
81 Spring Street
New York, New York
6=
_7e
8e
_9_
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
international Telephone & Telegraph Co.
3700 East Pontiac Street
Fort Wayne, Indiana
ITT Kellogg
Communication Systems
500 North Pulaski Road
Chicago, Illinois
Jermld Electrohics Corporation
Industrial Products Division
15th and Lehigh Avenue
Dept. !TE-138
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics Corp.
Box 9098
Phoenix, Arizona
Kriss Electronics, inc.
191 Oraton Street
Newark, New Jersey
Litton Industries
Electron Tube Dk'ision
960 Industrial Road
San Carlos, California
Leer Siegler, Inc,
3171 South Bundy Drive
Santa Monica, Califomla
LTV Continental Electmnlcs Division
P.O. Box 17146
Dallas, Texas
The Mechlett Labs., Inc.
1063 Hope Street
Sprlngdale, Connecticut
4.7
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
Marconi Radio
Division English Elec. Corporation
750 Third Avenue
New York, New York
Maryland Telecommunications, Inc.
York and Video Roads
Cockeysville, Maryland
Matsushita Electric Corp. of America
200 Park Avenue
New York, New York
Motorola Communications & Elec-
tronics, Inc.
4501 Augusta Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois, 60651
Mullard, Inc.
125 Park Avenue
New York, New York
4.
65.
6e
67.
8o
Packard-Bell El_tronics Corporation
12333 West Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, California
PhiIco Corporation
L41nsdale Division
Church Road
Lansdale, Pennsylvania
Phllips Electr. Instrs. Division
Philips Electrs. Phara, Ind. Corp.
750 South Fulton Avenue
Mt. Vemon, New York
Photo Research Corp.
837 North Cahuenga Blvd.
Hollywood, California
Pierpont Industries, inc.
77-15 25th Avenue
East Elmhurst, New York
60.
61.
62.
3e
4.8
Mullard Overseas Ltd.
Mu I lard House
Torrington Place
London, W.C. I, England
North American Philips Co., Inc.
100 East 42nd Street
New York, New Yo_
Novicor Electronics, Inc.
3000 Industrial Boulevard
Bethel Park, Pennsylvania
Oceanographic Engineering Corp.
Box 1560
LaJolla, California
69.
70.
71.
72.
Radio Communication Company
1020 East Land Place
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Radio Corp. of America
Broadcatt & Comm. Prods. Division
Front and Cooper Streets
Camden, New Jersey
Radio Corp. of America
Defense Electronic Products Div.
Front and Cooper Streets
Camden, New Jersey
Radio Corp. of America
Electronic Components and Devices
415 South Fifth Street
Harrison, New Jersey
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73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
Rank Clntel
Wo_ley Road
London, Eng!and
Rau !and Corporation
4245 North Knox Street
Chicago, !l!_nois
Research lr_tmments Corporation
16 South i2th Street
Richmond, Virginia
Riker Industries, Inc.
875 East Jericho Turnpike
H,,n.l..g0,,n Station, New York
R. M. S. Associates, Inc.
102 East Sanford Boulevard
Mount Vernon, New York
Sanyo Seiko Co., Ltd.
634 Mizudo Kiyoshi-Shinden,
Amagamki
Hyogo Prefo, Japan
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc.
Semiconductor Division
415 North College
Bloom|ngton, Indiana
Siemens America, inc.
350 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
Sony Corporation of America
Ind. Products Division
580 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York
Spectron, Inc.
4216 Ponce De Leon
Coral Gables, Florida
Spencer-Kennedy Labs., Inc.
1320 Soldiers Field Road
Boston, Massachusetts
State Labs., !nc.
215 Park Avenue South
New York, New York
Surface Conduction, Inc.
1501 Boardway
New York, New York
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
Electronic Tubes Dlvislon
Seneca Falls, New York
Sylvania Electric Products, inc.
Home and Comm. Electronics Division
700 Elliott Street
Batavia, New York
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
Home and Commercial Electronics Div!slon
730 Third Avenue
New York, New York
4.9
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
6o
97.
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Techniserv Corporation
370 l_lorth Halstead Street
Pasadena, California
Telectro Industries Corporation
35-16 37th Street
Long I_land,City, l_lew York
Telemet Company
185 Dixon Avenue
Amityville, New York
Teletmnics, Inc.
7542 Park Avenue
Garden Grove, California
Telev ision Uti I ities Corporation
10--II 50th Avenue
Long Island City, New York
Thomas Electronics, Inc.
122 Eighth Street
Passaic, New Jersey
Thomson Electric Company
50 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York
Thor Electronics Corporation
287 Morris Avenue
Elizabeth, New Jersey
Tor Labs., Inc.
2051 Pontius Avenue
Los Angeles, California
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
Video Color Corporation
729 Centinela Avenue
Inglewood, California
Wamecke Electron Tubes
175 West Oakton Street
Des Plains, Illinois
Westbury CATV Corporation
212 South Fulton Avenge
Mount Vernon, New York
Westinghouse Electric
Electric Tube Division
Box 284
Elmira, New York
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
1501 Franklin Aven_e
Mineola, New York
The Whittaker Corporation
Gencom Division
12838 Saticoy Street
North Hollywood, California
Zenith Radio Corporation
6001 Dickens Avenue
Chicago 39, Illinois
Zoomar, Inc.
55 Sea Cliff Avenue
Glen Cove, L.I., New York
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C. Summary of Replies
I. Boll Brothers Research Corporation
Boulder Industrial Park
Boulder, Colorado 80301
This company has been designing a flexible TV slow-scan facility to be used
in experimental verification of trade-offs in TV systems for space applications.
Information was supplied on the Slow Scan Test Facility and on other applicable
equipment designed and built by BBRC including their "Digilink" developments.
2. CONRAC
Division of Giannlnl Control_ Corporation
G Iendora, Ca i iforn ia
Although present plans do not include wide field displays, CONRAC has pro-
vided a large group of 23" monitors at J.P.L., Pasadena. CONRAC monitors
are widely used in existing simulators.
3. General Television Network
901 Livernois Avenue
Ferndale 20, Michigan
In addition to large screen TV projectors that have been used in simulation,
GTN is developing a completely transistorized large screen system whlc_h should
present advantages in reducing both size and weight of equiphlent in this field.
Information was supplied on the "giant view" equipment now available.
I
4. Hydro Products Division
Oceanographic Engineering Corporation
Sam,Diego, California
Developed for undersea ap_llcatlons, HP's high resolution camera low light
(__ 4.11
level (600 lines at _ . 10 foot/candles) and a 1000 watt Hg vapor light source
could prove of value in certain types of simulators. Data was supplied describ-
ing some of the equ|pment that has been built for research and for industrial use.
5. Cooperative responses were also received from the following twenty other
firms, Br|tish and Japanese as well as domestic. None of these suppliers, how-
ever had any contribut|ons to make to the subject of simulation.
I. Admiral Corporation, Government Electronics Division, Chicago, III.
2. Colllns Radio Co., Dallas, Texas.
3. A.B. Dick Co., Chicago, III.
4. English Electric Valve Co. Ltd., Chelmsford, Essex, England.
5. General Electric Co., Defense Electron|cs Division, Utica, N.Y.
6. Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan.
7. ITT Industrial Products Division, San Fernando, California.
8. Jerrold Electronics Corporation, Philadelphla, Pa.
9. Lear Siegler Inc., Electron|c Instrumentation Division, Anaheim, Calif.
10. The Machlett Laboratories Inc., Stamford, Conn.
II. Matsushlta Electr|c Corporation of Amer|ca, New York
12. Motorola Communications & Electron|cs Inc., Fair Lawn, N.J.
13. The Rank Organization, Welwyn Garden City, Herts, England.
14. Sony Corporation of Amer|ca, Inglewood, Calif.
15. Surface Conduction Inc., New York
4.12
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16. Sylvania Electric Products, Bedford, Mass.
17. Thor Electronics Corporation, Elizabeth, N.J.
18. Wamecke Electron Tubes Inc. , Des Plaines, III.
19. Whittaker Corporation, Gencom Division, Hollywood, California.
20. Zoo.mar, Glen Cove, New York.
4.13
V. SIMULATIONSURVEY
A. State-of-the-Art Questionnaire
B. Organizations Surveyed
C. Summaryof Replies
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SECTION V
SIMULATION SURVEY
A state-of-the-art questionnaire was prepared for use in a survey
of the visual simulation industry. The main purpose of the survey was to
compile descriptions of existing design principles or techniques, of a non-
proprietary nature, that may be applied or adapted to a virtual image display
system in such a way that current designs may be further enhanced in such
areas as field of view, eye relief distance, exit pupil size, and other parameters.
This section includes: (A) the state-of-the-art questionnaire; (B) a list of
industrial concerns, research institutions, and governmental agencies to which it
was sent, and (C) a summary of replies. Every effort was made to adhere closely
to the basic content of the replies in the course of editing them for greater brevity.
5.1
A. STATE-OF-THE-ARTQUESTIONNAIRE
Dear Sir:
The Farrand Optical Company, under Contract NAS 9-3678, is currently engaged
in a study of virtual image, out-the-window display systems for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. The objective of the progran is to further the NASA flight sim-
ulation facility program for virtual-image out-the-wlndow displays. This study will re-
sult in a statement of work for the design, development and construction of a very wide
field of view display system whose configuration will be established at that time in con-
currence with NASA.
As part of the study effort, a comprehensive sur_ey is being made of the state-of-
the-art of virtual image out-the-window display systems. Significant parameters, some of
which follow, are being defined. An evaluation of the trade-offs or compromises that h_ay
be, or were, necessary to achieve a set of desired characteristics shall be included:
a) Field of view and format of field
b) Exit pupil and exit volume
c) Eye relief and clearance problems in inserting an image into a simulator cockpit
d) Distortion control
e) Image quality, contrast and resolution
f) Image illumination
g) Insetting methods for various types of input devices such as cathode ray tubes,
film, direct projection from models, etc.
5.2
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it ,is obvious that many of the parameters under consideration are common to other
te_:hniques and approaches used in visual simulation. For this reason, leading or-
ganlzatians (private companies, research institutions, and governmental agencies)
en_gaged in some capacity in th_ design, development and/or evaluation of visual
simulation technlques o, devices are being c_ntacted for thll survey. You and your
orsanlzation may be able to help us in thls e_fort. The typ_ of information that will
ai_l .JSis, in general, embodied in thls group of basic queshans-
I) If you are_ or have been engaged in the design and/_r development of
visual simOlation techniques or devlces_ what basic techniques are, or
were, use4t?
2) If you are, or have been engaged in the evaluation of visual simulation
techniques or devices, what basic techniques are belng, or were,
evaluated ?
3) Which of the parameters mentioned above are consld_ratlons in your
techniques, devices or evaluatlon?
4) In your esHmatlon, do any of the system components or techniques you
are using represent improvements in the state-of-thetrt?
s) If your ansWer to question 4) is YES, can you elaborate, or are
proprietary interests involved?
6) What is the full name by which your technique or _ev[ce is known?
What specific vehicle or situation is it planned for? Is it adaptable
to other vehicles or situations?
If it appears, from your answers to the above questions, that personal contact wil|
improve the chances of maximum results from this study programe Farrand will re-
que_ clearance to visit your facility. It is intended that non-proprletary mater|ol
resulting from this study will be made available to cooperating organizations.
The Farrand Optical Company is actively engaged in the design and development
of virtual image display systems J_orflight simulator out-the-wlndow displays. Thus,
in solicitlng your cooperation in thls survey, Farrand acknowledges that pmprletmy
interestli _vid conceivably create a conflict at some future date. It ls for this
5.2a
reason that the Farrancl Optical Company discourages the disclosure at this time of any pro-
prietary methods or techniques which have not been properly protected by your company.
However, since the report of this study has every indication of being a limited access docu-
ment, it would be to your benefit to describe in generalized terms your current advances in
the state-of-the-art of visual simulation for inclusion in said report. Again it is emphasized
that disclosure of specific engineering principles and designs is not only discouraged but likely
to be refused. The intent of thls report is to make known to NASA and other interested agencies
the current state-ofgthe-art.
Any suggestions, comments or literature you may offer to aid us in this program will be apprec-
iated.
Very truly yours,
FARRAND OPTICAL CO., Inc.
R.H. Bull
Project Manager
RWI":RHB:sp
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B. ORGANIZATIONS SURVEYED
ACF Electronics Div.
ACF Industries, Inc.
Riverdale, Maryland
10.
Aerojet-General Corp.
9100 E. Flair Dr.
El Monte, Callfornra
II.
Aeronutronics
Div. of Ford Motor Co.
Newport Beach, Calif.
12.
Aircraft Armaments, Inc.
Cockeysville, Maryland
13.
Ames Research Center
Moffett Field
Sunnyvale (Mountain View)
Cal ifomia
Aviation Medical Acceleration Lab.
NADC
Johnsville, Pa.
14.
15.
Bell Aerosystems Co.
Div. of Bell Aerospace Corp.
Buffalo, N.Y.
16.
Bell Helicopter Co.
Fort Worth, Texas
17.
Boeing Co.
Verrol Dlv.
Morton, Pa.
18.
Boeing Co.
Renton, Washington
Boeing Co.
!!03 SW 166th Street
Seattle, Washington 98166
Boeing Co.
Wichita, Kansas
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc.
P.O. Box 235
Buffalo, New York
Curtiss-Wrlght Co. - Electronics Div.
35 Market Street
E. Paterson, N.J.
Dalto Electronics Corp.
38 Oak Street
Norwood, N.J.
Douglas Missile & Space Systems Division
2730 Ocean Park Boulevard
Santa Monica, California
Drexel Dynamics Corp.
Maple Avenue
Horsham, Pa.
GAEC
NADC Airborne Inst_ment Lab.
Johnstown, Pa.
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19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
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General Dynamics/Electric Boat
89. Easterr? Pairst Road
(3¢6to¢_, _onn. :
General Electric Co.
Missile & Space Div.
Spacecraft Dept.
P.O. Box 8555
Philadelphia I, Pa.
General Electric Co.
Technical Products Dept.
Syracuse, N.Y.
General Electric (S.T.C.)
Valley Forge, Pa.
Goodyear Aerospace Corp.
Akron 15, Ohio
Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation
Bethpage, N.Y.
Honeywell, Inc.
Corporate Offices
2747 Fourth Avenue South
Minneapolis 8, Minnesota
Honeywell, Inc.
Simulation Studies Group
1360 Soldiers Field Road
Boston, Massachusetts
Hycon Mfg. Co.
700 Royal Oaks Dr.
Box 668
Monrovia, California
28.
9o
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
International Business Machines
Data Systems Div. Development Laboratory
N eighborhood, Road
Kingston, N.Y.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Calif. Inst. of Technology
Pasadena, Calif.
Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
PO Box 5907
Dallas, Texas 75222
Link Division
General Precision Inc.
Simulation and Control Group
Binghamton, N.Y.
Lockheed Missile and Space Co.
Department 465
P.O. Box A504
Sunnyvale, California
Marquardt Corp.
Pomona, Div.
2771 N. Garey Avenue
Pomona, California
Martin Co.
Baltimore, Maryland
Martin Co.
Denver, Colorado
The Matrix Corp.
507 18th Street S
Arlington 2, Virginia
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37.
38.
39.
41.
42.
_e
McDonnell
Electronic Equip. Div.
P.O. Box 516
St. Louis, Mo. 63166
Meipar, inc.
3000 Arlir_gton Blvd.
F=lls Church, Virginia 22046
MGD Research and Development
Corporation
Subsidiary of Miehle-Goss-Dexter,
Incorporated
22-J0 State Highway 0208
Fair Lawn, N.J. 07410
National Cash Register Co.
Electronics Division
Hawthorne, California
Norden Division
United Aircraft Corp.
Helen Street
Norwalk, Conn.
No.-th American Aviation, inc.
5701 W. Imperial Highway
Los Angeles, California
North American Aviation, inc.
Columbus Division
4300 E. Fifth Avenue
Columbus 16, Ohio
North American Aviation, Inc.
Space & Information Sys. Div.
12214 Lakewood Boulevard
Downey, Californ_
Northrup Corp.
Norair Div.
Hawt.horne, Calif.
7.
8.
9o
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
Oxford Corp.
5727 Main Street
Buffalo, N.Y. 14221
Radio Corp. of America
Defense Electronic Products
Burlington, Mass.
Radio Corporation of America
Front & Cooper Sts.
Camden 2, N.J.
Reflectone Electronics, inc.
Stamford, Conn.
Rheem Electronics
5250 W. El Segunclo Blvd.
Hawthorne, California
Rheem Manufacturing Co.
7777 industry Avenue
Rivera, California
Ryan Aeronautical Co.
San Diego, Callfomia
Sikorsky Aircraft
Stratford, Conn.
Sylvania Electronic Systems
Eastern Needham, Mass.
5.5
55. U_|ve_|ty of Illinols
Urbana, Illinois
56." Vought Astronautics Div.
Chance Vought Corp.
Dallas, Texas
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Co Summary of Replies
I. Aircraft Armaments, Inc., Cockeysville, Maryland 21030
Although this company has been very active in the simulation
field, this activity has not extended slgn[ficantly into the visual area.
The visual portions of simulation systems have been furnished to them
under subcontract. They are therefore not in a position to furnish
information of the type requested.
2. Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California 94035
This Center has been engaged in research on aircraft and space-
craft simulation problems using a number of different visual techniques.
The research goals have dictated the acquisition of a number of different
cue-producing devices which are assembled for a given research project
in accordance with the cues most important to that project.
For aircraft use, three basic image generation devices have been
used. These devices are basically servoed television cameras viewing
aircraft runways. All of these systems present a view angle of approxi-
mately fifty degrees horizontally with the conventional 4:3 aspect ratio,
525 scan llne, 30 frames per second television picture. When used with
a fixed cab or a cab of moderate motion, the image had been presented
by means of Schmidt projectors with the screen positioned so as to give the
5.7
proper view angle with a picture 6-10 feet wide centered about the
captain's seat. For presentations of this type, no attempt has thus
far been made to collimate the display.
Spacecraft research simulations at the Ames Research Center,
in which an out-the-wlndow scene has been used, have thus far been
limited to guidance, control, and navigation studies in the midcourse
portion of the mission. The Midcourse Navigation Simulator has been
the principal facility used for these investigations. The star field is
located on a board 40 feet from the cab and contains background stars
of subliminal size. In addition, four highly accurately placed collimated
navigation stars are used together with a collimated moon landmark for
research in navigational instruments and techniques. The collimated stars
and landmark allow measurements to be taken to an accuracy of four arc
seconds with some freedom of motion of the navigational instruments.
Because of the number of different image generators and display
devices and the capability of combining them with different vehicle cockpits
and motion generators, the limitations imposed on the out-the-window devices
in any research project depend upon the experimental design of that project.
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3. Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., Buffalo, New York 14221
Cornell reviewed the subject matter and decided that they are
not in a position to offer assistance at this time.
4. Curtiss-Wright Corporation, Electronics Division, East Paterson, N.J.
The Electronics Division developed the VISULATOR visual simulation
equipment, u .......... L_.. k ...... ,,,,,_ k_,,...,... _;,,_ ;n fh_ _;cuunl _;rn,,lator
product line for several years and, except for information in a VISULATOR
brochure, had no information to submit.
5. Drexel Dynamics Corporation, Horsham, Pennsylvania
Drexel is unable to contribute any new technical information in the
field of virtual image, out-the-wlndow dlsplays at thls time.
6. General Dynamics, Electric Boat, Groton, Connecticut 06340
For over eight years, General Dynamics/Electrlc Boat has been directly
involved in the design and development of tactical training devices (including
submarine, land warfare, and surface ship operatlons) and scientiflc displays
employing visual slmulatlon techniques. The following is a partial list of
General Dynamics/Electrlc Boat recent or current developments in this field:
a. Armor Leader Tactical Trainer (Device XI7ARI)
General Dynamics/Electric Boat developed a system for the
A.,rn..y Part. lcipatlon Group at the U.S. Navy Training Device Center.
5.9
Thetraining complexconsistedof a 1/20scale maneuvering
areaon which radio controlled vehicles, someof which carry
self-contained television cameras/transmitters,operate in a
simulatedtactical arrangementunder the control of student
armor leaders. Twenty assortedfriendly and oppositiontanks
andpersonnelcarriers can be operatedon the terrain at any one
time, underthe control of studentslocated in balcony control
booths. Thissystemhasprovedvery effective in the simulation
of the "feeling" of driving a tank. For an expandedversionof
this training device, General Dynamics/Electric Boat is experiment-
ing with 3-D television systems.
b. PeriscopeOptical ServoSystem
The PeriscopeSimulatorwasdesignedto handle 16targets
at ranges600 feet to infinity, with speedszero to 35 knots, and
with seastate, time of day, shadows,and weatherconditions included
in the designconsiderations. Thissystemwasable to accomplish
realismby utilizing scale modelships, servoactivated, projected
on a translucentscreenusingreflected light. Rangeand closing speed
were achievedusing an electrically controlled zoom lens.
5.10
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c. General Dynamics/Electric Boat "EB 3-D" System
The Smithsonian Institution requested General Dynamics/
Electric Boat to develop a system suitable for the demonstration
of various atomic theories for their newly constructed Hall of
Science. Under contract, Electric Boat developed a 3-D optical
system that presents apparent 3-D obiects in space. Upon the
development of this optical system, referred to as "EB 3-D", the
Smithsonian Institution planned three major exhibits for fabrication:
the Rutherford Bombardment Chamber, the radioactive atom, and
the discovery of the nucleus. Of these, the Rutherford Bombardment
Chamber has been fabricated, and the radioactive atom was scheduled
to be completed by July I, 1965.
The "EB 3-D" system is based on an image splitting glass that
has a special optical coating on both sides. Each of these displays
has a particular requirement for mechanisms to produce the appearance
of various sub-atomlc particles traveling through space. The system,
which will also be in wide use at the 1967 World's Fair (Montreal), is
applicable to portraying environmental and physical conditions (space,
ocean currents, the aurora borealis, etc.).
5.11
d. 3-D Television System
General Dynamics/Electric Boat is currently investigating
3-D television systems for use in wide variety of visual simulation
systems. Of particular interest is the application of such a system
to the Armor Leader Tactical Trainer.
(The letter from which the foregoing was condensed resulted
in a facility visit by the Farrand Optical Company. See General
Dynamics/Electric Boat in Section VI: Facility Visits.)
7. General Electric Company, Space Technology Center, Missile
and Space Division, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania
The Missile and Space Division of General Electric has conducted
experiments utilizing two dimensional TV display presentations. Only
state-of-the-art visual display techniques were used. No comparative
evaluations were made of visual simulation techniques or devices.
8. Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, Akron 15, Ohio
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation (GAC) is engaged in the design,
development, and evaluation of visual simulation techniques for use in
training devices and research tools. Simulated vehicles include various
aircraft, spacecraft, and land and sea roving craft.
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A contract with the U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare was recently completed for an automobile driving simulator
test model. A test and evaluation program is presently being conducted
by GAC Human Factors scientists, to determine its adequacy for driving
behaviour research.
The automobile driving simulator operates in real time. The visual
scene is generated by a servo-controlled optical probe moving over a three-
dimensional relief model. A closed circuit television system provides the
relay link between the generation system and the display. It operates with
675 scan lines and has a system bandwidth of 10 megacycles. The scene is
projected onto a large curved screen positioned a few feet in front of a
standard size automobile. The 9 ft by 12 ft screen is a rigid structure of
exceptionally light weight. The seml-specular characteristics of the screen
offer a gain of 22 with an effective exit pupil of 2 ft.
Other visual systems have been produced by GAC which allow true
stereoscopic viewing of real time visual data. This has been accomplished
without the need for special devices which the operator must wear. (Separate
exit pupils are provided for each of an observer's eyes.)
Additionally, GAC has developed means for providing virtual image
display systems with widely overlapping fields of view for two-man displays.
5.13
No obstructingmediawhich would requirespecial compensationin
vehicle componentsuchassize, location, or function are interposed
betweenthe menand display. Their approachto this systemis considered
proprietary; however, they feel it represents a significant advance in the
state-of-the-art. The technique is made possible by their ability to
fabricate very large shaped mirrors of appropriate optical and physical
characteristics. The fabrication process results from corporate research
programs in materials technology.
9. Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation, Bethpage, Long Island, N.Y.
I
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Grumman has designed and developed some visual display equipments
and devices in-house on occasion, but it has been a standing company policy
to specify these subsystems and procure them from specialty houses. In this
light, their design experience has been limited and knowledge is drawn
mainly from what others have done in this field and their evaluation of these
efforts.
In answer to the Farrand Optical Company questionnaire:
I.
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Basic techniques used:
a. Moving 35mm color slide projection on rear viewing screen; FIIF-I
and A6A roll divergence and longitudinal flying qualities simulations.
b. Point light source reflective rear viewing screen projection; various
V/STOL studies, LEM Lunar Landing, Missile Terminal Homing
study, Carrier Landing study.
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c. Front and rear viewing screen TV projection for LEM
Engineering Simulations. Terrain and CSM scenes
generated by six degree of freedom scanning systems.
Starfield and blinking light CSM generators. TV scene
mlxing and electronic occulting using color and dichroic
filter system.
d. Large screen, direct TV viewing on a CRT monitor (27 inch);
MO LAB.
e. Electronic display generation_ lissajous patterns and analog
function generators driving a CRT.
2. Evaluation of visual simulation techniques:
a. GAEC has more or less continuously evaluated all types of state
of the art systems. Evaluation has not been to a deep technical
level in most cases.
b. Most recent review was for LEM trainer display procurement.
c. The value of a stereo scanner was evaluated.
d. Color presentation was evaluated.
e. Cinerama evaluated.
f. deFIorez Projector evaluated.
g. Thermoplastic Picture Recorders evaluated (General Electric).
5.15
h. Image"squeezing" usinganamorphiclenses.
3. Parametersof interest:
a. All those listed on page I of the Farrand Optical Company
questionnaire.
b. Model scaling and entrance pupil size.
c. Size and weight of presentation device.
d. Lighting spectrum bandwidth.
e. Servo drive compatibility.
f. Noise
g. Depth of field/automatic focus.
4. Improvements of state-of-the-art:
a. Yes
5. Partial Elaboration of (4):
a. Use of surplus Nike-Ajax radar pedestals as spherical coordinate
terrain map scanner transport systems.
b. "Inside-out moon ball" combined with (a). Uses barrel distortion
of optics in the scanner to curve the moon surface "outside-in"
6. Name of technique:
a. Nike-Ajax scanner transport system (Scanoptic Viewing Head).
b. Used for LEM Engineering Simulators.
c. Adaptable to other vehicles.
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10. Honeywell, Inc., Military Products Group, California Ordnance
Center, West Covina, California 91790
Honeywell feels at the present time that the investigations and work
presently underway at Honeywell in the field of visual simulation are
proprietary and oriented to specific programs which they are pursuing
actively. For that reason they must at this time decline to participate
with Farrand and other deveJopers of visual display systems in the study for
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
II. International Business Machines Corporation, Data Systems Div.,
Kingston, New York
(The Farrand Optical Company questionnaire was forwarded to the
IBM, Owego, New York facility, and culminated in a facility visit. See
International Business Machines in Section VI: Facility Visits).
12. Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., Astronautics Division, Dallas, Texas 75222
LTV have made a Manned Aerospace Flight Simulator. They do not
currently employ the use of a virtual image display system; however, they
are presently investigating the advantages of using this type of system.
13. Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., Military Electronics Division, Dallas,Texas 75222
The type of display required for this program is not within the field of
endeavor of LTV Military Electronics Division. A plotting-projection display
system is in production at their facility.
5.17
14. The Marquardt Corporation, Pomona Div., Pomona, California
Marquardt have developed a visual system which offers a virtual
image out-the-window display, highly adaptable to simulation applica-
tions. A breadboard unit of the system, called the VueMarq, has been
fabricated and is in operation at Pomona.
(The basic concept of the VueMarq system was detailed in attach-
ments. See VueMarq in Section I1: Abstracts, of this volume, and Section
II1:
15. The Matrix Corporation, Arlington 2, Virginia
The Matrix Corporation has not been engaged in research in the
area of virtual image displays.
(The survey questionnaire was addressed to Courtney and Company.
Courtney and Company was acquired by the Matrix Corporation a few years
ago and no longer exists as a separate entity.)
16. Melpar, Inc., Falls Church, Virginia 22046
Visual simulation techniques of subject type are not, as yet, a strong
area of business for Melpar and the work they have done is proprietary in
nature. They are unable, therefore, to furnish information at this time.
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17. MGD Research & Development Corporation, Subsidiary of Miehle-
Goss-Dexter, Incorporated, Fair Lawn, New Jersey 07410
The deFIorez Visual Display Projector was developed to project a
wide angle terrain image picture for flight simulation It is able to provide
a projection of a synthetic world to a pilot operating the controls of an
aircraft simulator. The cockpit controls provide electrical signals to an
analog computer capable of solving the dynamic equations of flight of the
aircraft for which it has been programmed. The outputs of the computer are
electrical signals corresponding to position and attitude of the aircraft in
space. These outputs are relayed to the deFlorez projector which then
presents to the pilot a projected display on a screen E)rresponding to what
the pilot would normally see in an actual aircraft. The unprogrammed, wide
angle projection is accomplished by a point light source system and is in full
color,
Development of this system was carried out under contract for the
Training Devices Center for the Navy. Another one of these units is in
operation in the Ryan Aeronautical Simulation Laboratory. They are currently
building similar systems for North American Aviation and Edwards Air Force
Base. It should be pointed out that variations of this projection technique can
be designed such as rear projection, or the use of reflective transparencies.
5.19
(A summary of specifications for the deFIorez Visual Display
Projector was attached. See deFIorez in Section I1: Abstracts, of
this volume, and Section
18. North American Aviation, Inc., Columbus Division, Columbus 16, Ohio
l
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NAA do not presently design, develop or fabricate simulation equipment
for other than internal use. They have, however, been engaged in the develop-
ment of visual simulation techniques for our internal application. Vidlcon TV
cameras are utilized with a monitor in an aircraft/spacecraft cockpit and/or
a projected view on a screen in front of the pilot/astronaut.
The parameters considered have been: I) field of view and format of
field, 2) image quality, contrast and resolution, 3) image illumination, and
4) insetting the view from one camera onto that from another camera in the
projected picture. They do not believe that the rather straight-forward
techniques being used are advancing the state of the art.
Efforts in the field of simulation have been for the purpose of developing
aircraft and missile systems, rather than the development of simulation capability
per se. The abilities of the personnel involved and the particular equipment
available have made their efforts to simulate real world situations relatively
effective.
5.20
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19. The Oxford Corporation, Buffalo, New York 14221
The Oxford Corporation developed a flight simulator for the
Navy Department which used the virtual-lmage-out-the-wlndow
type of display. The simulator specifically was concerned with the
carrier aircraft landing problem. A cockpit was involved with an
external scene being presented depicting the sea and sky. An image
of a carrier model was imposed on this background by means of a direct
optical combining technique. There are no television pick-ups involved
in the system. The entire system employs a direct optical technique.
The simulator is presently located at the Carrier Suitability Branch,
Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Md.
(See Oxford Corporation in Section I1: Abstracts, and Naval Air
Test Center in Section VI: Facility Visits, of this volume, and Section Ill:
20. Radio Corporation of America, Defense Electronic Products,
Burl ington, Massachusetts
The bulk of RCA's effort in the visual simulation field is described in
NTDC report NAVTRAD EVCEN 1053-1, entitled "Investigation of 360-Degree
Non-programmed Visual Presentation", dated 5 June 1962. (AD 291-468).
In retrospect according to RCA the implementation suggested is probably
5.21
not feasible from an illumination standpoint. However, they still feel that
the multi-channel television approach holds the only real promise for
wide angle high resolution visual simulation, and continuing improvements
in microelectronics and component development constantly improve both the
economic and technical feasibility of this approach.
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SECTION Vl
FACILITY VISITS
Facility visits were made to selected companies and government agencies
when it appeared that personal contact would benefit the objectives of the
study program, including opportunities to witness demonstrations of visual
simulation displays and trainers.
The displays that were seen and demonstrated are described in the pages
that follow in this section. The installations that were visited appea_ _n alF,ha-
betical order.
Opinions as expressed in the reports of facility visits with regard to
evaluation of simulation devices are solely those of the Farrand research team,
unless otherwise stated.
A. Dimensions Unlimited, Inc., Plainview, New York
iJune 14, 1965
The primary reasons for visiting Dimensions Unlimited were to discuss the
methods and techniques used in producing their three-dimensional photographs,
and to estimate whether there is any applicability in areas where Farrand is involved,
in particular as use for inputs to simulators.
A Tridyne Camera System used for taking three-dimensional color photogral_s
was described and demonstrated. It consists basically of a rotating stage, upon which
6.1
a subject is posed, and an automated 8" x 10" view camera. The photographs
are accomplished by use of a Trlpak assembly of lenticular screen, color film,
and diffusing plate. The screen consists of approximately 500 right cylindrical
lenses oriented vertically. Each lens has a .4mm pitch and a focal length of
1.4mm.
The system is fully automated and electronically controlled in operation.
Exposure is accomplished while both subject and Trlpak rotate, the camera lens
remaining fixed. Each lenticule splits a picture segment into a multiplicity of
elements during exposure. After film processing and realignment of elements
with the lentlcular screen, the reconstituted photograph is seen as a combination
of angularly displaced images, due to object rotation during the exposure cycle,
giving a certain measure of true depth.
The three-dlmenslonal photographs that were available for examination at
Dimensions Unlimited are of very superior quality compared to the mass-produced
"Xographs" that have appeared largely in magazines and as an advertising gimmick.
The former photographs, produced by the Tridyne Camera System, have been largely
limited to use in studio portrait photography, and receive individual attention
during the realignment process.
The choice of the particular lentlcular screens used in their system was made
only after testing and comparing screens from different manufacturers. The testing
6.2
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consisted mostly of measuring photographic resolution against exposure times.
The screens which Dimensions Unlimited use are manufactured in France. They
give superior results, judging by the comparison test photos.
They also own patent rights on a technique for making three-dimensional
photographs in which the effect is obvious for all viewing angles. This technique
has not however entered the developmental stage.
B. Federal Aviation Agency (Atlantic City, N.J.)
April 5, 1965
The purpose of this visit was to discuss the areas of visual simulation studies
and experimentation that are being conducted at FAA. Current operations at
FAA were summarized and a tour of their facilities was made. Three simulator
devices are in use at FAA_ a description of these devices follows. Evaluation of the
two Da!to devices was based on performance witnessed. The Rheem device was not
in operation at the time of this visit.
Installations at Federal Aviation Agency,
Atlantic City, N.J.
I. Doman Approach Landing and Takeoff Simulator (DALTO)
This device, which is designed for night takeoff, breakthrough and landing,
presents a true-perspective view of approach and edge lights on a runway. Painted
fluorescent markings are used to duplicate light and runway markings on a moving
belt approximately 18 inches wide, which simulates the runway. Closed circuit TV
picks up the movement of the belt and projects it onto a flat screen approximately
15 feet in front of a trainer cockpit° The trainer controls are linked to the camera
6.3
to simulateroll, pitch, and yaw. Altitude and lateral movementare restricted
to normalapproachesto keep the device simple. Weathereffects, suchasf6g
or patchesof cloud, are simulatedby usinga movablegroundglass in front of
the camera.
• The display lacks sophistication, compared to later model simulators.
Effectiveness of the display is impaired by an obvious need for repair. Resolution
is low, and screen contrast is very poor.
2. Dalto Scanalog Trainer Attachment, Visual Simulator
This device uses the flying spot scanner technique for image'generation.
At the pickup end of the system, a 5-inch diameter transparency of a terrain scene
is scanned with a trapezoidal raster. At the display end, a rectangular raster is
used. By employing appropriate distortion coefficients on the flying spot scan to
alter the aspect of the trapezoid, the display ccin be made to present a portion of
the transparency in a wide variety of sizes, orientations, and perspectives.
Rotation is accomplished by physical rotation of the flying spot scanner CRT. This
rotation is about an axis just off the viewing area, which represents the "infinity
point" in the display.
Light passing through the transparency is collected by a fresnel lens, and
directed by means of dichroic mirrors to three photomultipliers. These provide
intensity signals for the three color kinescopes which are projected onto a rear
screen display.
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The Scanalog display system comes with an accessory attachment to
display the "strobe" lights used to define the centerline of the approach path
to an IFR runway. This consists of a neutral beamsplitter in the optical path
between the flying spot CRT and the transparency, a second transparency, and
an additional photomultlplier. The auxiliary transparency is opaque except for
apertures located to correspond with the position of the strobe lights on the main
transparency. A motor-driven occulting mask uncovers the strobe light apertures
in repeating sequence at the appropriate rate, and the illumination is in turn
presented to the strobe light photomultiplier. This signal is used to key a!! three
color projector kinescopes which produces an intense white light to simulate the
strobes.
The Scanalog technique permits display of an area surrounding the runway,
about S miles diameter in all, and permits maneuvers such as complete fly-around
with the runway in sight at all times. This is considered an important advantage
over the original Dalto belt system, particularly with regard to training for air-
craft carrier landings.
Resolutlon varies with altitude and orientation of the plane with better
resolution appearing at higher simulated altitudes.
In the version demonstrated, the system was modified to include a 24 inch
diameter plastic piano-convex lens to collimate the screen image. The square
6.5
display screen covered at least a 70 degree field across its diagonal. Th_
collimation appeared acceptable for a 40 degree or 50 degree field of view
over a limited head motion. At larger fields and head motions of three or four
inches, severe "swimming" of the image was apparent. Lateral color was
evident at field angles 25 degrees or more off the axis, and was considered
only moderately objectionable. Within limited head motion, very little distortion
was observed.
The scene being simulated was a night scene of an airport landing strip,
including strobe lights. Color register and registration of the strobe lights were
imperfect, but the over-all impression was favorable. (See Wright-Patterson AFB
in this section; Doty and Gill in Section I1: Abstracts, of this volume, and
Section III, Volume I.
3. Rheem F-151 Fixed Gunnery Trainer
This trainer originally utilized a closed circuit TV system for pickup and
projection of alrbome and ground targets on a ten foot radius spherical screen.
The system has since been modified by replacing the TV system with an optical
display projection system. Very small three-dimensional models are servoed on
command from a simulated cockpit of an F-100, oriented so as to locate the
trainee's eyepolnt on the vertical axis of the sphere. The projector, located on
6.6
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top of the cockpit, projects the target image to a movable reflecting mirror,
located at the center of the sphere. The image is projected onto the screen
at the appropriate azimuth and elevation.
A separate optical system is used to project a sky and earth horizon on
the screen. The area of projection is 280 ° in azimuth and 120° in elevation.
The modified system gives better performance than the original system,
but severe limitations still exist. The screen brightness is approximately three
foot-lamberts. The contrast ratio is 5:1. However, it still is difficult, if not
• I . I I Iimpossible, to produce a dark target on a light oacKgrouna.
One requirement for this system, as stated by FAA personnel, is to add a
movable point source to represent the flashing red beacon of a distant plane.
(See Gartner and Lybrand in Section I1: Abstracts, of this volume, and Section
III, Volume I.
C. General Dynamlcs/Electric Boat, Groton, Conn.
August 4, 1965
The purpose of this visit was to view demonstrations of visual displays and
to discuss display research currently being conducted by the Research and Development
group at Electric Boat. A major portion of the activities of this group has been
directed towards the design and development of tactical training devices and
scientific displays employing visual simulation techniques. The displays that were
demonstrated or discussed are described below.
6.7
I. ArmorLeader Tactical Trainer (Device XI7ARI)
This system was developed for the Army Participation Group at the
U.S. Naval Training Device Center. The training complex consists of a
1/20 scale maneuvering area on which radio controlled vehicles operate in
a simulated tactical arrangement under the control of student armor leaders.
Up to 20 assorted friendly and opposition tanks and personnel carriers can be
operated on the terrain at any one time. The student operators are seated in
control rooms at either end of the training room. Two of the 14-inch long,
simulated tanks are equipped with self-contained vidicon TV cameras using
I-inch lenses. These give approximately the correct scaled view from the
tank.
The TV equipment consists of "GPL Precision 800" components in suitable
arrangements. The TV links transmit over channels 2 and 5, while the vehicle
control signals are modulated onto carriers below I mc.
Training maneuvers can be simulated under day-or-night condltions. Over-
head banks of lights provide illumination on the terrain up to ten foot-candles.
Overhead lights are also used for aircraft and flares simulation.
This system was not on display at the time of our visit. It is installed at
Ft. Knox, Kentucky.
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2. Periscope Optical Servo System
This is an all-optical system which simulates the view seen through the
periscope of a submarine. Illuminated scale models of ships on rotating bases
are projected on a rear_vlew projection screen. Target ranges from 600 feet
to infinity are achieved by using an electrically controlled 25:1 zoom lens made
by Perkin-Elmer. The system was designed to handle 16 target ships, servo
activated at speeds zero to 35 knots, in a display which includes a 360 ° periscope
rotation.
A plastic material simulating waves is attached from the bottom of the
screen to the periscope. Below-surface lights convey the impression of movement
of the waves. Overhead lights are positioned to simulate the time of day, shadows
and weather conditions.
A periscope with scanning prism views the rear of the screen. The field of
view through the periscope is approximately 90 °. A picture was shown that had
been taken through the periscope which demonstrated the realism of the ship model
and wave pattern. The view was vignetted, which we were assured was due to the
camera system and not the periscope.
3. 3-D TV Display
_his is an in-house experimental effort which consists of two 8-inch GP/TV
monitors at right angles to one another with a beamsplitter in between. By placing
6.9
Polaroid mclterlals in front of each monitor and in front of the observer, 3-D
images can be seen. "'The camera consists of two units mounted side-by-side
and pointed at some fixed point |n space. One raster is reversed to'account
I
for the single channel reflection in the beamsplitter.
The unit was not assembled but a lat.'er,clemonstration was planned. General
Dynamlcs/Electrlc Boat is investigating 3-D TV systems for use in a wide variety
of visual simulation systems. Of particular interest is the •application of such a
system to the "Armor Leader Tactical Trainer.
4. "EB 3-D" System
This is one of several virtual image displays that the Smlthsonian Institution
commissioned Electric Boat to develop for the demonstration o£ various atomic theories
and experiments for their newly constructed Hall of Science. The system that was
demonstrated is the Rutherford Bombardment Chamber, in which the appearance of
various sub-atomic particles traveling through space is illustrated.
The display consists of a Rutherford Bombardment Chamber model, with cutaway"
view, behind a 45 ° tilted beamsplitter, all mounted in a display case. An out-of-
w
: • sight system of rotating spirals of sequentially controlled small lamps is imaged
within the bombardment chamber. The viewer sees apparent 3-D particles in space,
each trailing a glowing comet-like tai.I, moving in linear paths .from one end of the
chamber to the other. -The effect of the moving particles in the model was very
/
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realistic and a beautiful sight.
Electric Boat is building two additional displays, utilizing the same
principle, for the Smithsonian Institute: a radioactive atom display, and a
display illustrating the discovery of the nucleus. A similar system will also
be built for the 1967 World's Fair in Montreal.
D. IBM, Owego, New York, Re: Advanced Display Systems Study
May 6, 1965 ....
IBM have a fairly extensive in-house simulation group which occupies
several large rooms in one of their engineeringbuildings. Facilities comprise
a General-Purpose Visual Simulator, a Display Projection and Mockup Joomt
Earth Sighting Simulator, Computer Rooms, and a Gemini Simulator. All but
the last were shown and described in detail. These are discussed below:
General Purpose Visual Simulator:
This is the IBM name for an image generation system. It consists of a three-
degree-of-freedom TV probe mounted on a large three-degree-of-freedom platform.
The platform is a modified Otis T-2A sonic tank radar simulator. It provides
translatory motions over a range of 5 by 5 by 8 Feet at a rate of I inch/sec. The
TV probe has an optical field of view of 50 ° diagonal, and may be positioned with
an accuracy of 5 arc minutes to any point in space and as close as 3/16 inch to the
model surface. Minimum focal distance is 3/4 inch.
6.11 _
i!/ II
_ . Subject matter for Viewing by the probe is arranged on the wall. This
cons,sts of a p.laster rellef model deplcting :iypi_:all lunar features, a relief .1 :_ I
_uC_cs_ _pd_io_en_fxKOAr_az_naablack-and-wh|te transparency of the area between i I
Thelunarlan_.capeissharplysldelightedbyacolumnofreflectorlaml_, i I
andthetransparenclesorebackllghted. Bothl.unarandKoreascenesv|ewed ii Ithrough the televlsron system on a Conrac monitor appeared very realilfic.
The probe for this Image generator was made by Scanoptic,and the MTI __ "
image orthicon camera uses a standard 525 line EIA scan structure.
A Telemet vldeo Imetter I, avdilable at the operator,s consol.e, and can be [ I
usedtom, atanothervideos|gnal(usuallyamodel) lntothev,deol,ne. The " .
second signal Is picked up. via a vidlcon camera equ|pped wlth a remotely
controlled Angenleux varlfocal lens.
Display Emlector and Mockup:
• .tup°ov. oo.I ''
I-
here, but future wad( is expected to be with aircraft, such as terrain-following displays.)
Most of the cabin--instruments are themselves simulations, but the controls are opera- ' "
tlonal. These operate via the co uter complex to cause the visual d,_lay-- on the
I
J
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projection screen to vary in proper response to control stick motions.
The projector is a black-and-white Eidophor machine, and the signal
inputs are provided by the image generation apparatus described above. There
is ample space on the projection room floor for the substitution of other simulated
space vehicles or airplane cabins.
A screen about 14 x 16 feet allows for a 50° diagonal field as seen from the
craft location, which matches the probe field of view.
Computer Complex:
The computer section is housed _n two large rooms. The first, used almost
exclusively for simulation of vehicle dynamics, contains flve PACE analog machines
which are used in whatever combination is necessary for the vehicle being simulated.
An IBM 7090 computer is housed in a room adjacent to the analog computer
facility. Thls machine is normally used for producing guidance data to be used in
conjunction with simulations. For instance, for orbital flight the 7090 is used to
produce all the orbital pre-computatlons. These results are later used as input for
the analog section after interface processing in an IBM 7090 computer housed in the
analog room.
The 7090 can also be used directly to generate real-time guidance functions
for the analog setup where the simulation requires this feature. Since real-time
guidance represents inefficient use of the 7090, it |s done only when necessary.
6.13
Mostof the time the 7090 is used on separate or off-line work.
Earth-Sighting Simulator:
Several highly detailed maps have been made up from composites of
aerial photographs of Seattle and other west coast areas. A frame on a three-
degree-of-freedom motion base accepts one of these composites and displays it in
front of a telescope located in a simulator cabin between ten and twenty feet away.
The telescope (a modified Wild transit with 4 rotationally interchangeable eyepieces)
has a remotely controlled focus adjustment and two additional degrees of freedom built
into its optical path by means of mirrors. Motions of all components are controlled by
the computer complex.
Thls system is used for simulations and studies of sighting from moderately high
to orbital altitudes. A film strip permits the insertion of haze when desired, and a
separate output allows photography of the scenes being observed by the subject.
Scenes viewed through the telescope appeared extremely detailed and realistic.
Resolution was quoted at 4 seconds of arc for the total system.
E. Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland
June 16, 1965
The purpose of the trip was to see the Carrier Landing Flight Simulator built
by the Oxford Corporation, and delivered to NATC in 1961. Very little modification
was made to the simulator as described in the Oxford report No. 6102 of August 1961.
This simulator was the only one built.
4
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The simulator consists of an A-4D aircraft cockpit, windshield and
instrument panel, an infinity display optical system, day or night aircraft"
carrier models with associated illumination, drive mechanisms and electronlcs.
A prlma_y purpose of the device is to evaluate various landing marking
patterns and visual a|ds placed on the carrier deck. Programmed and non-
programmed simulated "landings" are used in the evaluations.
System Detai Is:
A subject in the cockplt looks into the lower off-aperture section of a
hemisphere rear-coated Plexiglass "eyepiece" mirror. Another hemlspheric
Plexiglass mirror is placed at the focal surface of the eyepiece mirror. Part of
this focal surface minor is painted blue to simulate the ocean and horizon. A
14" diameter, front coated glass mirror is mounted above the eyepiece mirror and
is intended to form a continuation of the eyepiece mirror surface. (The glass
mirror replaced the upper half of the orig|nal one piece Plexiglass "eyepiece"
mirror.)
Basically then, these mirrors act as one large mirror with a reflecting focal
surface. If the pupil is considered a plane at the center of curvature, then a
section of the top of the pupil is imaged at the bottom of the same plane. Thus the
pilots eye can in effect be transferred to another poln_ in space about 2 feet above
his head_ An erectlng lens system at this upper pupil point then sees the alrcraft
6.15
t ",
carrier model directly. The lens consisted of a package about 6" diameter
and a foot long. It was linked to the model position so it could be continually
refocussed in an attempt to keep the carrier model collimated Qver the 7 foot
movemeht along its track. This lens system was apparently not coated.
The carrier models were scaled I inch to 50 feet, travelled on a 7 foot
bed and were illuminated by four white 6 foot long tubular fluorescent lamps.
'1
Illumlnatlon of the night model landing lights came from the interior of the model.
No data was provided by Oxford to NATC on the optical system.
I
Measurements and Subjectlve_Evaluation
A 3 power diopter scope was used to measure the collimation of the carrier
image at three positions.
Carrier Position
farthest position on track
center position on track
nearest position on;track
(apparently over the deck)
Image Distance
0.3 diopters
0.5 diopters
\
1.4 diopters
Approximate Pupil Size
Horizontal - 1.5" Vertical- I"
" 1,5" it ._ I"
II 1.0" II 0t3 II
The pupil aberrations were apparently,great enough to cause a 3 inch horizontal
and I inch vertical pupil movemeilt with head motion. This had the effect Of allowing
both eyes to be used in viewing the model at the closer ranges. The 3 dimensional
effect, good resolution and unobstrusive color errors contributed to a realistic effect.
Since the background was a solid bib e, no real bleeding through of images was observed,
:_.16
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although the carrier did appear "ghostly" Roughness of the Plexiglass mirror
surface was evident as spots in the field of view but this was not obtrusive.
The severe swimming of the pupil and its small size made finding and
holding the carrier image very difficult. A head rest and electric controls for
pilot seat movement were provided and were necessary. Even slight head move-
ments caused a loss of the image or an annoying amount of "swimming", which
made the carrier appear to turn to the right or left. Possibly the pupil stop was
made small in order to minimize this image swimming. The horizon image
measured + .2 diopters and was also affected by swimming.
Except for the wide horizon in the horizontal field (possibly 120°-150°),
the field from the upper pupil was limited to the carrier and the area dead ahead
with a maximum diameter of about 25°. (See Oxford Corporation in Section I1:
Abstracts of this volume, and Section Ill, Volume I.
F. U.S. Naval Training Device Center, Port Washington, New York
March 26, 1965
The goals of the Virtual Image Study Program were outlined by Farrand
representatives. NAVTRADEVCEN supplied the names and addresses of manufacturers
and users of visual simulation apparatus heretofore unknown to Farrand and listed
several pertinent reports. (Since the meeting, letter questionnaires have been sent
to the companies and agencies named by NAVTRADEVCEN and the reports have been
ordered. )
6.17
Ins'rallationsat NAVTRADEVCEN
I. Wide Angle Television Projection Design Study
The Wide Angle Television Projection Design Study being prepared for
NAVTRADEVCEN by GPL was discussed. A breadboard model of the te',evi_on
pickup system, which utilizes three high definition cameras side by side v_ewing
the target through a 150° common entrance lens, was on hand but not working at
the time.
Image generation for the wide angle display is accomplished by means of
three Vidicon cameras sharing a single compound lens. The scanning ras_em each
have a 4 x 3 aspect ratio, which is a standard EIA raster rotated by 90 °.
Synchronization and registration have been recognized as a major problem
area in this system from its inception. These difficulties are expected to be ove:-
come by the use of common deflection and power supply components for all H_ree
camera chains.
2. Miscellaneous Installations
Several other visual simulation devices were at the NAVTRADEVCEN. These
were the Helicopter Flight Trainer Research Tool, Device 2FH-2, which utilizes an
intense point light source to project a transparency on a screen_ (See deFiorez Co.,
and Butler and Havron, in Section I1: Abstracts, in the present volume, and
Section III, Volume I.
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the Low Visibility Approach and Landing Attachment, Device 2H53, which
projects a non-programmed scene from a CRT faceplate onto a rear view
projection screen_ and a " Cineglobe" 142° wide angle visual display system
for projecting motion pictures upon a spherical screen. Only the last-named
system was in operation. A 10-foot radius spherical screen subtending 3 "_
solid angle was in storage, and evidently had been inoperative for a long period
of time.
Following the meeting, a consensus of comments and observations regarding
the performance of the "Cineglobe" display was made. All agreed that the
resolution of the projected image was of sufficient quality for visual observation.
The projection screen was made of a fiber glass base with a matte-white surface.
The contrast in the image was below average, but it probably could be improved
if a beaded screen were used. Off-center observers noted a peripheral flicker in
the image which distracted from the effectiveness of the performance. A high
degree of realism, similar to that created by the Cinerama process, was experi-
enced by some observers, especially during scenes involvlng motion.
6ol9
G. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio
April 19-20, 1965
The purpose of this trip was to discuss the work being conducted at
WPAFB on visual simulation devices and techniques. A tour of WPAFB
facilities where such investigations are being carried on was made under the
guidance of Flight Simulation Branch personnel.
Two of their visual simulation devices are of the virtual image type.
The ACF virtual image display (the "official" name of this device was not made
known to us) was in process of assembly by ACF personnel at the time of our visit.
Their simulator system incorporates an orbital planetarium system made by Bell
Aerosystems, Inc. Most of the information was derived from personal examination
of the equipment and from comments made by WPAFB personnel. A more extensive
description of this and other simulation de_ices and experiments follows.
Installation at WPAFB
I. ACF Virtual Image Display
The ACF simulator is designed to provide training for rendezvous against a star
field background. The device uses a composite of optics, television, and computer
techniques to achieve this objective. An orbital planetarium, made by Bell Aero-
systems, Inc., simulates a star background. This is a four-foot diameter hollow
sphere pk,_foratedwith_463 apertures for stars, Otio-_4.magnitude. The stars are large
and vary perceptibly in size. The sphere is extemally illuminated by a blue fluores-
8.20
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cent light source with porcelain reflectors. An axis of rotation simulates the
polar ax_s. A TV Camera, mounted inside the hollow sphere, is rotated to
simulate the other axes. Any one of three fixed masks inside the sphere occults
the TV pickup of the star field.
The planetarium pickup system employs a G. Eo TV system (Model TE-9C),
735 lines, 8 mc, and Tele-Beam TV projector. The scene is projected onto a rear
view screen. The screen image is projected at infinity by a glass lens (approxi-
mately 25 inches diameter) made in Japan.
An electronically generated image is prepared by an analog computer and
displayed on an oscilloscope.
of an orbiting space station.
(A doughnut-shaped llssajous image has the appearance
Control movements from the simulator cockpit modify
the signals from the analog computer for change in perspective of the electronic image)°
This image is picked up by a TV system similar to the planetarium pickup system_ and
displayed on another viewing screen. The scenes on the two screens are superimposed
through a beamsplltter. The second screen moves with respect to the first, to bring
the docking target in from infinity. The movable screen is driven by four screw iacks
and a chain drive. The focusing projector is driven by cables from the scree,_.
A solid model may be used in place of the electronically generated image
if the type of docking vehicle is too complex to be synthesized. Another possibility
is to add another background scene, such as the earth or moon globe, by res_s_ive!y
6.21
adding the new signal to the star signal in the TV amplifier.
Theorbital planetariumand electronic imagesystemswere originally made
by Bell Aerosystems,Inc., and later integratedby ACF into a hardwaresystem.
Thedisplay end of the system, including the viewing screens,projectorsand optics,
is housedin a woodand masonitepackagewhich hasthe outwardappearanceof a
large black box. The star field of view available to the s|mulator cockpit is ap-
proximately52° on the diagonal. (It is reportedthat the prlce of a systemwith
field of view greater than 60° would be prohib|tlve.)
Thesystemwas in processof installation at the time of the visit, making it
imposslbleto commenton the quality of performance. Theclaimed resolution over
the field of view is better than one minute of arc, not consideringTVdegradat|on
(slx minutesof arc). (SeeSect|on III, Volume I)
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VII. A GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE
OF VISUAL SIMULATOR DEVICES
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Section VII
A GUIDE TO THE LITERATURE OF VISUAL SIMULATOR DEVICES
This guide has been prepared as an aid and convenience to engineers and
researchers working with visual simulation displays and trainer attachments. It
identifies each simulator device or system by name, and lists the manufacturer and
simulation techniques employed, when known. In addition, it provides at the end of
this section literature references to each item for the benefit of persons desiring to go
to the orlglna! sources of _nformat|on.
7.1
Simulator Systems
Developed/Proposed Manufacturer Teck, niaueI
I. Landing Disp!ay University of
II!inois
2. Runway Lighting
Attachment for
Aircraft Simulators
Rheem Manufac-
turing Co.
3. Mark I Visuni
System (Vamp)
4. Ma_ II Visual Link Div. of
5. Bellarama Bell Aircraft
Corporation
6. Celestiai/Terrain
Viewing System
Kearfott, Div.
of G.Pol.
7. Contact Flight
Trainer, Device
12-L-2
8. Tank Platoon
Leader Trainer
Device I7-AR- I
H.A. Wagner Co.
9. A Periscope for
Forward Vision out
of High-Speed
A ] rc raft
American Optical
Co.
7.2
ComputaHon of
Pictor;ei Elements
Computation of
Pictorlal Elements
Film
Film
Film
Film
Direct Viewing
(Model)
Direct Viewing
(Model)
Direct Viewing
References
I (p42, BI-12);
4 (p45-46)
I (p42, BI-12);
4 (p44-45) 24:
I (p42, BI-12);
3 (p66-68);
4 (p82-84);
5 (pl89-191) 21
t (p42, BI-12);
4 (p84-86);
3 (p69);5 (p190)
I (p42, PI-12);
3 (p64-66);
4 (p86-88)
I (p42, Bl-12)
I (p43, BI-i2)
I (p43, BI-12);
4 (p79-81);
6; 26
I (p43, BI-12)
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Simu lator Systems
Developed/Proposed Manufacturer Technique
I0. Contact Landing
Trainer, Device
20-L-I
U.S. Naval
Training Device
Center
Optical Display
Projection
(D iascopic)
II. Contact Analogue
Landing Trainer,
Device 20-L-10A
Reflectone Co. Optical Display
Projection
(Diascopic)
i2. Helicopter Flight Bell Aircraft Co.
Simulation Research and deFIorez Co.
Too!, Device 2-FH-2
Optical Display
Projection
(Diascoplc)
13. Modified Visual
Flight Attachment
for Aircraft Flight
Simulation
Rheem Manufactur- Optical Display
ing Co. Projection
(Epidiascoplc)
14. Projected Opt ica I
Viewing of Bella-
rama Display
Bell Aircraft Corp. Optical Display
Projection
(Epidlascopic)
15. Torpedo and Rocket
Attach Trainer,
Device 14B3
Austin Co. Optical Display
Projection
(Epidiascopic)
16. Dalto Mark III Dalto Closed Circuit
Television
17. Visulator Curtlss-Wrlght Closed Circuit
Television
References
I (p43, BI-12);
4 (pl3-15)2s
I (p43, BI-12);
4 (pl5-17) 22
I (p43, BI-12);
4 (pl7-21); 10;
17; 18; 19
I (p43, BI-12);
4 (p37-38)
I (p43, BI-12);
3 (p72-75);
4 (p40-42)
I (p43, BI-12);
4 (p38-40)
16, 27.
I (p44, BI-12);
29 (p59-63)
I (p44, BI-i2);
2 (p9-10); 4 (p57-59)
29 (p50-57)
7.3
Simulator Systems
Deve loped/Proposed Ma nu fact ure r Technique
18. Link Visual System, Link Div. of
Mark IV & IVA G.P.I.
CIo_ed Circuit
Television
19. Scanalog Visual Dah'o
Attachment
Synthetic Image
Generation
20. Night Landing Link Div. of Synthetic Image
Device G .P.i. Generation
21. Multi-Channel Marquardt-Pomona Synthetic Image
Memory System (MCM) Generation
22. Synthetic Image Data Goodyear
Generation (SIDG)
Synthetic Image
Generation
23. Carrier Landing
Trainer, Device
12-BK-5 and 5a
Engineering & Closed Circuit
Research Corp. TelevMon
(ERCO) and
National Scien-
tific Laboratory (NSL)
24. F-151 Fixed Gunnery Rheem Mfg. Co.
Trainer
Closed Circuit
Television and
Point L_ght Source
25. Simulator Landing Burton-Rodgers
Attachment for
Night Tralnlng
Point Light Source
and Closed Circuit
TV
7.4
I
References I
I (p44, BI-12);
2 (p9); 4 (p55-57);
29 (p115-118)
I
I
I (p45, BI-12); III (pl67-168); 29(p63-68);
10(pl79-180) (Low Vis. App.
Landing Att.for FI .Tr. 2H53) .j
I (p45, BI-12); II
2 (p8-9); 5 (pl92-193);
II (pl67, 174); 29(pl09-115)3511
II
I (p45, BI-12);
29 (pl22-124) I
I (p45, BI-12); I
29(p8S-8s)
!
2 (p8); 4 (p49-52);
14; 23 !
I
2 (p9); 4 (p52,54-55)20
2 (plO)
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i
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
_imulator Systems
Devel oped/Pro.oosed Manufacturer
26. / •Day/Night Visual
Simulatlon System,
SMK-23
(Visual ink)
27. Electric Boat Contact
Analog System
Electric Boat
Div., General
Dynamics Corp.
Technlque
Closed C_rcuit
TelevlsTon
Closed Circuit
Television
28. Fish-Eye System (Suggested by) C!osed Circuit
RCA Television
(Suggested by)
RCA
29. Fly's Eye System
30. Visual Flight Attach-Rheem Mfg. Co.
ment for Aircraft
Flight Simulators
31. Doman Approach Dalto Electronics
Landing and Take- Corp.
off Simulator (Dalto)
32. Contact Flight
Simulator, Device
14-L-2
Farrand Optical
Co., Inc.
33. NASAExperimental Model,
Wide Angle Projection
Visua! Disp!ay System
Closed Circuit
Television
Optical Display
Projection
(Epldiascoplc)
Closed Circuit
Television
Direct Viewing
(Model)
Film
References
2 (pl0); 5 (pl92-194,
195,_; II(pi66-167,173);
29 (pl05-109)
2 (p_O-li)
2 (p96-109,125-133)
2 (piOg-J33)
4 (p35-37) 12
4 (p52-53) 15
2 (p8)
4 (p77-79) I0;
31; 32
5 (p!98-199)
7.5
Simunafor Systems
Devel c_eci/Proposed Mar_ofac_urer Recm_ que P_e_erences
34. Out-the-Window
Display System for
Spacecraft
(Proposed by)
Link, D_v. oF
G.!:.!.
F_fm Grid birect
( ,View_g ,Mooel)
5 (p200-205)
P L • I ®35. Trainer Attacnmen,, Fal,_cn_ld Strafos
Visual Simulator SMK Corpo, Electronic
22/F37A-J Systems Div.
Closed Circuit
TelevlsloP,
7
36. Visual S_muNafor
Attachment for
F-104 Flight
Simulator
Canadian Aviation Fi_m and Closed
EIectronlcs Ltd., C_rcu;_r !e_evlslon
Montreal, Canada
8; 34
37. Flight b_mulator
Device 2-FH-4
deF Iorez Co. Point Light Source 13
38. VueMarq
System
Marquardf Corp., Closed Circuit
Pomona Electronics Televls;on and
Division Op_cGil Projection
28
39. Wide Angle Projection Jam Handy
Visual D_sp!ay System
Film 5 (pl9-9
40. Electronic Airport (Proposed by)
Display Aeroiet-General
Corp.
Synthetic Image
Generation
29 (p24-33)
41. Virtual Bmage
Proiection Display
System (17
(Proposed by)
Aeroiet-_eneral
Corpo
Closed Circuit
Telev_slon
29 (p33-37)
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1
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Simulator Systems
Devel oped/Proposed Manufacturer Technlque
42. Virtual Image Proiectlon (Proposed by)
Display System (11) Aeroiet-General
Corp.
Closed Circuit
Television
43. Aeroiet Model V-9
Low-Vislbillty Ap-
proach and Landing
Simulator Attachment
for Flight Trainers
(Proposed by)
Aeroiet-General
Corp.
Synthetic Image
Generation
44. Flight Simulator
Visual Display Sys.
(Proposed by)
Goodyear Aircraft
Corp.
Closed Circuit
Television
45. Visual Simulation
System, System Ex.
No. I.
(Proposed by)
Goodyear Aircraft
Corp,
Closed C_rcult
Television
6. Visual Simulation
System, System
Ex. No. 2.
47. Visual SimuJaHon
System, System Ex.
No. 3.
(Proposed by) Closed Circult
Goodyear Aircraft Television
Corp.
(Proposed by)* Closed Circuit
Goodyear A|rcraft Television
Corp
48. Carrier Landlng
Flight Simulator
The Oxford Corp. D_rect View;ng
(Model)
49. Visual Flight
Simulator (V.F.S.)
General F_eclsion
Systems Ltd.,
Aylesbury, Bucks.,
England
Closed Circuit
TV
•References
• 29 (p37-38)
29 (38-45)
29(p70-76)
29 (p76-so)
29(p80-83)
29 (p83-85)
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